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Mexicans Ask LaRouche How
To Survive Global Bankruptcy
by Valerie Rush and Rubén Cota

“The world today is not on the edge of depression. We are where Mexico is headed, and who have called LaRouche in
to provide an alternative.already in it,” Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr. told 350 people at a

conference at Mexico City’s World Trade Center on Aug. 2.
In order for “this sick planet” to survive global bankruptcy, we Peppered with Questions

“No recovery of the world economy or of any of the na-must face the truth that the worldfinancial monetary system is
dead, and must be abandoned. Then, he said, we must assume tions in it, will ever occur under the present monetary and

financial system. A new system is required. And that is pre-“our urgent responsibility” to educate relevant political forces
throughout the world, on how to forge the new system that cisely what the government of the United States at present,

and some other governments of the world, are not yet readywill replace it.
Speaking from Frankfurt, Germany through interactive to consider,” LaRouche insisted. What is needed, therefore,

“is for people like some of you here today, and me and others,video technology, the noted economist and 2004 U.S. Presi-
dential pre-candidate was addressing a seminar at the invita- to begin taking our responsibility, an urgent responsibility, to

discuss among ourselves, to call upon our own minds, ontion of Mexico’s prestigious National Institute of Public Ac-
countants at the Service of the State (INCOPSE). The exactly what the right bankruptcy reorganization program is

for this sick planet. Then we, in turn, must educate the relevantseminar, entitled “New Alternatives in View of the End of
Globalization,” was attended by political leaders from eight political forces and others in the population generally, that

this is what we must do. We must make clear to them whatMexican states, and from several other countries. It also drew
representatives of business, the military forces, universities, the alternatives are of doing it, and what the alternatives, the

penalties, are of not doing it. On that basis, I’m optimisticand trade unions at the federal, state and local levels, as well
as numerous university students and journalists. Despite tech- about the human race.” (The transcript of the full speech,

which can also be heard on www.larouche.com, follows thisnical difficulties which delayed the event for nearly an hour,
most people remained for more than two hours of LaRouche’s article.)

The audience responded enthusiastically to LaRouche’spresentation and ensuing discussion.
For many Mexicans, from the highest spheres of govern- appeal for dialogue, by submitting some 65 written questions.

A distinguished panel led off the dialogue, with Dr. Héctorment to the millions of unemployed factory workers and farm-
ers, it has become all too clear that the U.S. economy, Mexi- Luna de la Vega, president of INCOPSE, announcing that this

was the first of a series of conferences on the economic crisis,co’s “importer of last resort,” is today disappearing like the
“unsinkable” Titantic beneath the frigid waters of economic with representatives of the International Monetary Fund

(IMF) and World Bank coming next to “offer their view-depression—and the Mexican economy along with it. IN-
COPSE’s invitation to LaRouche constituted a strategic inter- points.”

Luna de la Vega asked LaRouche how a new credit systemvention on the part of a stratum of political and economic
leaders in the opposition PRI party, who are only too aware would be created, and how this would unleash development.
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Officials of Mexico’s
National Institute of
Public Accountants at
the Service of the State
(INCOPSE) listen to
Lyndon LaRouche’s
video address from
Frankfurt, Germany,
Aug. 2. Long discussion
between LaRouche and
senior Mexican political
figures followed, over
whether the fight for a
New Bretton Woods
could be won.

LaRouche answered with a detailed treatment of how sover- but “a genuine global breakdown crisis, a systemic crisis”
in which all previous assumptions—such as free trade andeign governments could deploy their countries’ national

banks to selectively channel long-term, low-interest credit globalization—are finished.
“How do we know that we are not merely witnessing ainto urgently needed areas of energy and transportation devel-

opment, water management, food production, areas of social long-term Kondratieff cycle?” asked Alejo, to which
LaRouche responded, “The system is hopelessly bankrupt.”need, to assure the general welfare of the population. Cooper-

ation among nations toward this end, through new multina- There can be no return to “normalcy,” no cosmetic measures
to reform the system or halt its demise, LaRouche said. “Thetional credit mechanisms, is already occurring, as in Asia. “I

don’t think the problem is as difficult as it seems,” LaRouche world cannot continue to survive, unless we abandon this
system. The system is killing us, and that’s what I mean byadded. “I think that the problem is that people don’t see how

to get governments and institutions to change their minds systemic crisis. . . . This thing is finished. . . . We’ve come to
the end of a system, and if we do not change the definitions,about their present views on policies. I think once the crisis

is clear—and the crisis will only be clear to people when they axioms, postulates, and methods by which we operate,” our
economies, our nations, will collapse along with it.see the alternative—at that point, people will be willing to go

along with the needed changes, just as many people in the
United States were willing to go along with the changes that Geopolitics and the Danger of War

LaRouche gave a lengthy history lesson on how an alli-Franklin Roosevelt put in, although not without some resis-
tance.” ance of Anglo-American forces linked to the City of London

financial center, and what LaRouche identified as the “South-Others panelists included Francisco Javier Alejo, a cabi-
net secretary in the 1970-76 Luis Echeverrı́a administration; ern Strategy,” or American Tory tradition, has consistently

intervened, over the past century and a half, using the weaponJulio Zamora Bátiz, president of the Colosio Foundation of
Mexico’s Federal Distict, and a former Ambassador and of “geopolitics” to turn economic and political crises, like

the one today, to their advantage, while driving the worldfederal congressman; Dr. Ricardo Carrillo, a noted econo-
mist; and Marivilia Carrasco, president of Mexico’s Ibero- toward war. World War I was launched, he said, by certain

forces in Europe—“especially in Britain”—to prevent a bur-American Solidarity Movement (MSIA), affiliated with
LaRouche. geoning pro-development alliance among the United States,

Russia, Germany, Japan, and other nations. Nation wasSome of the panelists’ questions reflected an ongoing
struggle with LaRouche’s demonstration that this is not a turned against nation, and manipulated like puppets on

strings. The same thing happened with World War II, wherecyclical, or “conjunctural” crisis, as some wishfully insisted,
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Hitler was created and deployed to destroy Russia, and Ger- sovereign countries, who are coming together around ideas.
And in my view, as you know, ideas are the most importantmany itself.

“Today,” said LaRouche, “we face a situation in which the thing. Agreements aren’t worth much; ideas are worth every-
thing—that is, good ideas. Because when people agree on abreakdown of the IMF system, has brought about a condition

under which India, China, Japan, Korea, Southeast Asia, Rus- principle, then their actions governed by that principle will
tend to be beneficial.”sia, Iran, and other countries, including to a significant degree

France, Germany, and Italy, are seeking to establish a new unit LaRouche was asked several questions about the ongoing
cultural collapse in Mexico, and specifically, “How can weof cooperation in Eurasia. They’re building a new monetary

system, a new financial system, a new economic system, to bring about a moral recovery?” LaRouche answered:
“Yes we do have a cultural crisis. We have a global cul-replace the bankrupt Anglo-American system. There are cer-

tain forces in the United States and Britain, not all of them, tural crisis, not a Mexican cultural crisis. . . . There’s a funda-
mental question, the question of the difference between manwho therefore say: ‘Let’s use geopolitics.’. . . The danger is

that a geopolitically caused Middle East war, which can and the animal. And, as an economist and specialist in physi-
cal economy, this is crucial for me. It’s a crucial point ofspread as a religious war, will send the region up in flames at

a time when we need to reach peace through reconstruction. economics. The essential difference between man and the
beast, as a species, is that no animal is capable of discoveringThat’s the issue.”
and effectively utilizing a universal physical principle. Only
the human mind can do this. . . .Dialogue of Ideas

Others questioned how Mexico could possibly exert suf- “Take a child who studies Rembrandt, or who studies
how to work like Leonardo da Vinci, or like a great musicalficient influence to change the world monetary and financial

system, if the United States itself is not yet prepared to move. composer. In a good culture, we celebrate that about our-
selves which makes us human, as distinct from animals. WeLaRouche explained that, while he considers the Bush Ad-

ministration to be “an international disaster, both for the U.S. celebrate our ability to replicate the greatest discoveries of
science and art, of mankind before us. We enjoy sharingand for other nations as well,” nothing should be ruled out.

“Sometimes an inaugurated President of the United those ideas with our friends, and talk and work with our
friends, in the same way that we’d like to work with theStates. . . , even the most unlikely occupant of that office, may

respond in unexpected but useful ways, to a crisis.” Further- great scientists and artists of the past. Then, we have respect
for one another, for what we are: human beings. And wemore, important changes are occurring in and among many

nations: “More changes will occur. Europe is going to change. realize that all human beings are really the same. They
are all born with the same potential, and they’re equallyWhen you see the leading Swiss newspaper, the Neue Zürcher

Zeitung, saying that the only solution for Argentina is a debt potentially lovable.
“And if we look at nations, we realize that nations can setmoratorium, that’s the voice of the Swiss bankers. And you

look around Europe, at intelligent people in leading positions all of their affairs, if they’re perfectly sovereign. But we don’t
look at the difference between our sovereign nation and an-in England, in France, Germany, and elsewhere, they’re say-

ing the same thing. So the mood is swinging away from the other sovereign nation, as the reason for hatred, for conflict.
If we can bring our affairs in order, and the other nation canIMF system, and swinging in the direction of new ideas. Be-

cause people in positions of power, particularly if they are in bring its affairs in order, and we can work together, we can
truly have a relationship across borders, which is a truly hu-relatively powerful nations, tend to see opportunities more

quickly, than people in governments which feel themselves man relationship. To me, that is culture.
“What we have today, in my view, is a culture of greed,on the bottom of the heap.

“My concern here is that Mexico should realize that it is an ahistorical view. We have a culture based on a corrupt form
of entertainment, and I think we are much more destroyed bynot at the bottom of the heap. It may appear to be in some

respects, but it’s not at the bottom of the heap. Mexico is an our entertainment industry, than anything else, because we
have forms of entertainment which are bestialized, which animportant country, in population one of the largest in South

and Central America. It’s very important with respect to the animal can better do than we. And we have lost sight of those
aspects of human cultural relations, which remind us that theUnited States. The welfare of Mexico is a very important

security concern for the United States. Mexico cannot be ig- person behind those eyes across the room, is on the inside a
member of a special species, the human species, exactly likenored, and how the United States deals with Mexico will

determine how the rest of the hemisphere looks at the United us. And we care for them, not only because they are like us in
that respect, but we care for them also because we all knowStates. So the situation is not a hopeless one. I would suggest

that when ideas collapse, when tyrants collapse, then things that we’re going to die. And our ability to contribute the best
that we have to give to future generations, defines the meaningcan happen.”

Already, he pointed out, “we have around the world a very of our life. And that is what we’ve lost, and that is, I think,
the essential cultural crisis.”significant accretion of power, represented by a number of
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Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.

Only a New Financial System Will
Save the World’s Bankrupt Nations
On Aug. 2, LaRouche addressed a videoconference spon- Now, of course, the United States is not the only nation

in the world. We have some very positive developments insored by the National Institute of Public Accountants at the
Service of the State (INCOPSE), in Mexico City. This is his other parts of the world: In the former Soviet Union, for exam-

ple, in Russia. Russia has reached agreements with the nationsopening presentation, with subheadings added.
of East and South Asia, increasing numbers of such agree-
ments, which are very good agreements, that tend in the direc-A few days ago, the leading newspaper of Switzerland, Neue

Zürcher Zeitung, published a report, an analysis of the situa- tion of cooperation among these states of Eurasia. Also in
Western Europe—Italy and Germany, for example, and totion in Argentina, and the conclusion of the article was, that

Argentina’s only hope was a debt moratorium; that the present some degree France, and other nations, are in discussions with
Russia and with nations in the Far East and Southeast Asia,proposals and schemes would not work. That’s the nature of

the situation. That view was picked up by some other Euro- and so forth, in this direction. This is all very good.
Now, if some people were not going for war in the Middlepean press and leading commentators, analysts, after that.

Now, that is not only the situation in Argentina—which East right now, maybe you would have nations like Egypt
cooperate with the Eurasian development programs undercontinues despite the temporary agreement which will not

work. It’s the situation in Brazil, in general, in Turkey and way. These new programs could become the basis for a revival
of the world economy.Poland, and many other countries in the world. The world

today is not on the edge of a depression. We are already in it!
The problem is this: When you enter a depression, you A Systemic Crisis

But we can not save the present world monetary system.enter a political crisis. Now, over the course of the years,
especially the past decade, the world has been run by the The problem is this: The crisis we face is not a cyclical crisis.

This is not a crisis like 1929-1931. This is a systemic crisis,United States and Britain, especially by some powerful fi-
nanciers that are both in the United States and Britain. And that is, a breakdown of the system, which means that the

system has reached the point, that to try to continue this sys-therefore, people tend to look to the United States, as the
largest individual nation-state power in the world, of value in tem, to try to continue the world economy under this system,

the world economy will simply break down. No recovery ofdealing with any kind of international crisis. And certainly, a
world depression—a breakdown of the present monetary and the world economy or of any of the nations in it, will ever

occur under the present monetary andfinancial system. A newfinancial system—is a world crisis.
The problem is, that we have a President, and a Presidency system is required.

And that is precisely what the government of the Unitedin the United States, which does not function. Now, I wouldn’t
say that Bill Clinton’s done an excellent job in handling the States at present, and some other governments of the world,

are not yet ready to consider. We have in Italy, leading parlia-crisis that was coming on, under his term, but while Bill Clin-
ton and Bob Rubin as Secretary of the Treasury were on board, mentarians and others who have made motions in the direction

of general debt reform and other positive reform. Other partsthe world thought that at least somebody in Washington
would respond, and respond positively, if not successfully. of the world are interested in these kinds of reform. We’ve

had proposals from Japan for reform, with the Asian Mone-What has happened since the new administration, since the
last election of Nov. 7: The United States has been in a perma- tary Fund, from Mr. Sakakibara, some years ago. That pro-

posal is still active. We have proposals from Malaysia, andnent political crisis. And the present administration has poli-
cies that will not work, that can not work, and only when we with much sympathy from China. We’ve had proposals from

Korea, and so forth and so on.reach a point that those policies are changed; that is, when
the present President of the United States changes his policy So, there are proposals for change, there are proposals

for cooperation, but there is as yet no agreement, among aprofile, then we can begin to expect a rational form of response
to the crisis, from the United States. sufficient number of governments, to decide to pull down and
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put the presentfinancial system, the present monetary system, and other changes, which had demoralized the up-and-com-
ing post-war generation. But also, at the same time, thereinto bankruptcy reorganization. Until that happens, the world

is simply going to become worthless. was a general deterioration in the economic process, and the
political process. The campaign of Richard Nixon for Presi-Now, this is not an impossible problem to deal with. In

the beginning of the last century, before World War I, already dent of the United States was a disaster, because Nixon intro-
duced what was called the Southern Strategy.numbers of leading economists were considering the hypo-

thetical condition under which the entire financial system Let me just explain briefly what that is, because it’s impor-
tant to understand the Southern Strategy, to understand manymight break down. They called it a breakdown crisis, as dis-

tinct from what was called a cyclical crisis. And they thought of the problems that arise in relations between the United
States and the nations of South and Central America, andabout it, and there were various discussions.
many of the problems today.

The Breakdown of the Bretton Woods System
Now, let’s look back at what this crisis is, and how it America’s Two Opposed Traditions

In the history of the United States, we have two basicbegan. Go back to the end of the last world war, when
Franklin D. Roosevelt, at the Bretton Woods conference, tendencies: We can simplify these by Presidents. President

Washington represents my tendency, what is called the Amer-had introduced proposals for global reform for the post-War
period. Despite his death, many features of that program ican Intellectual Tradition of Benjamin Franklin. That same

tendency was represented by President Monroe, by Presidentwere configured as the post-war Bretton Woods System.
They were continued in the Americas, to a large degree. John Quincy Adams, who at one point was Secretary of State,

and later a Congressman. We had the continuation of theThey were continued in relations between the United States
and Western Europe, and with Japan, and some other cases John Quincy Adams tradition with Abraham Lincoln, and the

people of Mexico remember who Abraham Lincoln was, inas well. During that period, from 1945 at the end of the war,
until approximately the middle of the 1960s, the then-present terms of relations.

We also had Presidents who were on the other side. Themonetary system worked. It worked fairly well. There were
many injustices under it. There were many things wrong other side was a group of bankers, usually tied to London,

often centered in New York, typified by Aaron Burr, whowith it. Many countries suffered discrimination under it, but
the system as whole worked, in the sense that, overall, the was in fact a traitor to the United States, who once ran for

President, having been the founder of the Bank of Manhattan.parts of the world involved in that system improved in their
productivity, their standard of living, and their general ex- And the Aaron Burr tradition, together with the Southern

slave-owning plantation owners, created what becamepectations for life.
A change came about the same time that President Ken- known, in due course, as the Confederacy. This tendency was

known in the United States as the American Tory Tradition,nedy was assassinated, in 1963. That was the year in which
Konrad Adenauer, the Chancellor of Germany, was told to as Franklin Roosevelt described it during his second term of

office as President.take an early retirement. That was the year in which Harold
Macmillan, the Prime Minister of the United Kingdom, was Now, what Nixon represented was the American Tory

Tradition, which was a change from the American Intellectualtold to take a walk, with the Profumo scandal. That was the
year of the first attempted assassination of President Charles Tradition which John F. Kennedy represented, as did Franklin

Roosevelt before him.de Gaulle of France. And after the assassination of Kennedy,
and after the effects of the 1962 Cuba Missile Crisis, the world So under Nixon, we had the Southern Strategy: The

Southern Strategy which went into motion in 1966, as partbegan to change, suddenly, for the worse. The change for
the worse started about 1964, with the advent of the Harold of Nixon’s campaign for the Presidential election. It was an

alliance of President Nixon personally, candidate Nixon atWilson government in England, which was almost—you
might call it the Jimmy Carter government of England of the that time, with the Ku Klux Klan and similar kinds of racists,

including Trent Lott, who later became Republican leader1960s. He wrecked everything in sight.
At about the same time, the United States became in- of the Senate. This tendency, together with a radically liberal

tendency in economics—the so-called Milton Friedmanvolved in the useless and hopeless and worthless war in Indo-
china, which had effects on the overall system. In 1967, the model, the Friedrich von Hayek model that we have today—

began to take over. The commitment to the development ofworld monetary system began to disintegrate, with the Harold
Wilson government’s revaluation of the pound sterling. The infrastructure, the commitment to improvement of condi-

tions of life of the poor, the promotion of freedom andrevaluation of the pound sterling in 1967 led to the crisis of
the dollar in February and March of 1968. betterment of social relations and rights, and relations to the

nations in South and Central America, began to deteriorateDuring the same period, the United States began to
change. Several changes occurred. You had the ’68er phe- at an accelerating rate, as Nixon moved on to become the

President.nomenon, which was in part a reaction to the Missile Crisis
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Nixon Sank Bretton Woods So therefore, we’ve come to a point that we have nations
which we wish would function. We have collapsing employ-And then with Nixon, in 1971, sank the remains of the old

Bretton Woods System, with his August 15, 1971 decision ment in the United States. We have the beginnings of move-
ment of financial capital out of the dollar and into Western[to float the exchange rate]. And since that time, especially as

you can see in Ibero-America, from Mexico on south to Cape Europe and Canada, because the United States is losing its
position. Japan is bankrupt, the second largest monetary econ-Horn, there’s been a systemic looting and destruction of the

once-proud republics of the Americas to the south, the Span- omy in the world. And around the world, virtually every na-
tion in the world today, with the exception of China, isish- and Portuguese-speaking republics. They ruined it, under

thefloating exchange-rate system. Currencies have been arbi- bankrupt.
trarily sunk by market speculation. Then the IMF and other
such agencies come in and say: “Devalue your currency.” So We Need a Bankruptcy Reorganization

Therefore, what we have to do—as many of you who arecountries say, okay, we’ll devalue our currencies. But then
the IMF and these others come in and say, “But you must accountants and financial advisers would do if you had your

druthers, as they say—is we have to put the system into bank-increase your debt obligations, to cover the potential losses
to your creditors from devaluing your currencies.” And there- ruptcy reorganization, in the same way that we would put a

bankrupt enterprise, which was of national importance,fore, you have a situation in South and Central America, under
which South and Central America together, after 1971, have through bankruptcy reorganization. The same way you would

take a bank which was essential to the national interest, andmore than repaid everything they ever borrowed, or incurred
as an obligation from the debts incurred up to this time. even if bankrupt, we would put it through bankruptcy reorga-

nization and protection, to bring it back, as the kind of institu-But, they also now have a greater debt than ever before,
because of the negative type of IMF arithmetic, and they tion we need in the national interest. We will protect and

restore national industries, which are essential for nations.lost under the floating-rate system, as opposed to the fixed-
exchange rate system, which has caused this kind of crisis in We will protect and restore farmers, because food production

is essential to nations. We will provide bankruptcy protection.this part of the world. You see this all over the world. A great
injustice. We are no longer committed, as we were, to the And that’s what we are going to have to do.

All of us who can calculate, and know economics, givenimprovement of the average physical conditions of life, to
investment in basic economic infrastructure, to encouraging the facts of the situation, must advise the world, in the same

way we would advise a client in a privatefirm or private bank:national sovereignty—that is, sovereign projects—to encour-
aging the development of high-technology industry, to im- “Look, you’re bankrupt! Let’s put you through bankruptcy

reorganization, and save this enterprise through bankruptcyproving trade, under protectionist kinds of conditions which
are required for the growth of these countries. reorganization.” We must do the same thing with nations. Do

the same thing to the world monetary financial system. Put itSo, we now have a system which is no longer based on
building the productive powers of labor, and on building the through bankruptcy, for the purpose of saving the nations, of

saving the human population. But then, when you say thatproductive powers of labor in termsof a population as a whole.
And thus, gradually, as more and more financial speculation, today, somebody starts screaming—especially around gov-

ernments—and saying, “You can’t do that! People have theirand capital gains on financial speculation, replace the former
system that worked, we have built up over approximately debts and creditors have their assets! You’ve got to pay

them!” And you say, “Well, we can’t pay them and keep thethirty-five years a system that does not work. That system is
today collapsing. We have untold hundreds of trillions of human race alive. What do you propose?” And they scream.

Now, there are a lot of people in the world, a surprisingdollars of debt obligations outstanding. We have a collapsing
world economy. Collapsing industry, collapsing agriculture. number—and I’ve talked to some of them—who would agree

with me that this system requires bankruptcy reorganization.We can never pay those debts, under presently scheduled
conditions. Never. If we try to pay those debts, we will find The problem is, how do we get it? How do we get bankruptcy

reorganization? Well, what’s going to have to happen is this:that it will cost us more to pay the debts than we can possibly
earn under the present conditions. A number of us who are influential, whether we are in govern-

ment or out of it, are going to have to meet and discuss thisSo, therefore, the world is bankrupt. I can tell you frankly,
the central banking system of the United States is bankrupt. problem. And we’re going to have to go step by step, in a

professional way, through the measures that have to be takenI’ve documented it. I won’t go into the details. But the United
States banking system is presently bankrupt. If you want to to save these economies, and to save the world trade system.

We have to save world trade, save the economies, save theknow why the United States sometimes behaves the way it
does, that’s one of the reasons. The banking system of West- nations—whatever it takes.

So, what are we going to have to do? Well, generally,ern Europe is bankrupt. The telecom speculation, the so-
called “new economy” of speculation, has aggravated this we are going to recommend that we freeze the unpayable

financial assets. And the second thing we’re going to have tobeyond belief in Western Europe.
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do is ensure that present employment, especially essential the present system into bankruptcy, and launch a new system.
So what has to happen is, first of all, those of us who are,employment, continues, that production continues, that pen-

sion obligations are met, thatfirms stay in business, that banks shall we say, more sensitive to reality, and perhaps have some
expertise, must meet and discuss, and through our discus-that are bankrupt will stay functioning, for the needs of the

economy. And we’re going to freeze everything else. We are sions, must reach out very rapidly to educate other people,
including politicians. You know what happens when you talkthen going to find a way to create a new mechanism of credit,

through national governments and their cooperation, and to a typical American politician, even some of the more intelli-
gent ones in the U.S. Senate, for example, who I sometimeswe’re going to pour credit into the system for highly speci-

fied purposes. find problematic. They can think, but you sometimes have to
do a little work on them to get them to think clearly. They
have other “considerations,” “political considerations.” You25-Year Infrastructural Development

Now, for example, infrastructure. Take the relationship have to say to them, “We’re going to put the system through
financial bankruptcy.” The first thing they’ll do is, they’llbetween the United States and Mexico, for example. Mexico

has a great deficiency in infrastructure: the railroad/transport scream! They’ll shriek, they may run out of the room. They
may do all kinds of strange things. Maybe go to a psychiatrist.system, the energy distribution system, the water manage-

ment. If Mexico is to realize its potential, it will require a But then you say to them, “Come on, sit down! We’re
saying you have to put the thing through bankruptcy. Let’stremendous amount of infrastructural development. It re-

quires a lot of internal increase in employment, that is, for go through it, step by step. Suppose you decide not to put it
through bankruptcy. What is going to happen?” And you haveinternal consumption, largely based in infrastructure. The

United States, Mexico, and countries to the south must coop- to get them to face the reality of what happens to the United
States and this world, if they don’t do it. And therefore, iferate in this kind of undertaking. We must use an infrastruc-

ture-building drive, while trying to maintain levels of employ- you do that kind of educational job, we must bring together
influential people, sometimes senior political figures and soment and production—long-term infrastructure development

of 20-25 years—in order to create a base for rebuilding the forth—we have some in the room here today. These kinds of
people will sit down and lay out, among themselves, whateconomies.

Now, let’s take the case of what we’re proposing for Eu- they should tell people in political positions, on a broad basis,
what to do to deal with this world crisis.rasia. I’ve been involved in something, in Russia, testifying

before the Duma Economics Committee on this matter. And
this is actually not a new form of discussion; we’ve been A Community of Sovereign Nations

This is not a national crisis. This is a world crisis. Thisdiscussing this with Eurasia for some time. I’d raised this
question of reorganization of a post-Soviet world in 1988, in requires strong national leaders, who are going to work to-

gether for global solutions—not globalization, but global so-a televised address I gave in the United States, and in Berlin
in October 1988. Since that time, I’ve been pushing for a lutions. For example, if all banking systems and so forth are

bankrupt, how do you create credit? There’s only one way toEuropean Productive Triangle, a development project of this
type. This included Russia at that time. We extended it to create credit. It’s called national banking. Only the state can

put the system through national reorganization. A sovereigninclude China and other countries. We recognized that West-
ern Europe, to revive, from its present bankrupt condition, nation-state has the intrinsic moral authority, under natural

law, to create credit against the nation itself, and to use thatmust have larger markets. These markets exist largely in
Asia—China, Southeast Asia, South Asia, Japan, and so forth. credit both as purchase credit, and also in terms of national

currency. And to control the use of that in order to cause aflowSo if these countries cooperate in creating a new system, we
can, through large-scale infrastructure development projects, of funds into things that are absolutely essential to making the

economy move.with the cooperation of these countries, we can rebuild the
world economy. Rebuild it rapidly. Today, however, you simply can’t do that one nation at a

time. You must have a number of nations which, in parallel,My aim is to have the United States come to its senses,
and participate in that kind of cooperation with Asia. We will meet and agree to do the same kind of thing, and then

also agree to peg their currencies through a system of fixedhave programs which would involve today Egypt, which is
interested in going in that direction, to participate in this Eur- parities, such as we established under the old Bretton Woods

System between 1945 and the 1960s. Under those conditions,asian cooperative project. And Egypt could play a key part,
in bringing development into more of Africa. You have the we can then, under a system of fixed parities, and at a low

borrowing cost of 1% to 2%, we can issue a system of 25-same kind of ideas already on the table, waiting to be imple-
mented, for the Americas. They’ve been on the table for over year credit, long-term loans, largely for infrastructure and

long-term capital investment, which we could put on the20 years now. So the United States, surely in its own interest,
should agree to participate with these nations in Asia, Europe, world market through trade agreements, and get this world

economy not only back on its feet, but growing.and other parts of the world, who realize that they must put
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like an empire unable to consolidate itself, living at the
mercy offluctuations of the world casino of financial spec-Seineldı́n Calls for ulation. All national leaders who remain tied to this world
system will inexorably sink, and will soon fall into dis-New Monetary System
grace, hated by their own people.

New leaders, arising from among common people, will
Argentina’s jailed Malvinas War hero Col. Mohamed Alı́ have to assume the responsibility of undertaking national
Seineldı́n on Aug. 4 issued a call for Argentina and Brazil reconstruction, of setting a new mission for the Nation. It is
to jointly promote a new international monetary system, urgent to understand that Argentina cannot pay its foreign
as Lyndon LaRouche has proposed. Seineldı́n’s “Political debt, and that it is necessary that the Nation declare a mora-
Declaration” reads: torium which sets an example for many other nations

around the world which find themselves in a similar situa-
The dramatic economic events in which our beloved Fa- tion. In particular, Argentina should promote an alliance
therland Argentina is sinking, are not only a product of a for security and economic development with its sister na-
national crisis, as the representatives of Anglo-American tion Brazil, and together lead the consolidation of a bloc
imperialism—who now presumptuously present them- of Ibero-American nations against the imperial intentions
selves to us as the saviors of our Nation—would like us to of the Free Trade Accord of the Americas, which seeks to
believe. Their solutions, such as the so-called “zero defi- turn the continent into an enormous dollarized protec-
cit” program, are nothing but an effort to postpone the torate.
inevitable national financial bankruptcy, by deepening the This economic bloc, led by Argentina and Brazil,
social crisis which, through Jacobin revolts, now threatens should promote the formation of a new international mone-
to complete the demolition of the sovereign nation-state, tary system, like that proposed by Lyndon LaRouche, to
a job begun with the 1982 Malvinas War. rebuild the world economy on the basis of the same recon-

But Argentina is not the crisis; it is part of a world struction policies carried out after the 1929 crisis and the
crisis, a crisis of a system of globalization which is reeling Second World War.

The Case of China China, routes which have magnetic levitation trains. There
are large-scale plans to build transportation corridors acrossFor example, look at what China is trying to do right now,

just as an example of optimism. Prime Minister Zhu Rongji Eurasia, from Japan all the way to Rotterdam in Europe. They
have three routes, at least, planned, and possibly a fourth.went to Emsland in Germany recently, where they have a test

track and they run a magnetic levitation system, equivalent to Russia has agreed to develop a rail-link with Japan, between
east Russia and Asia and the islands of Japan. Today, as thea railroad. This train can run at 300 kilometers an hour, actu-

ally more, and it’s fully tested and workable. Germany in- head of state of North Korea arrives in Russia, there will be
discussion about completing, with Russian and South Koreantended to have such a system for its own use, for revising its

own railroad system into a magnetic levitation system. But cooperation, the rail-link from Pusan, in the southern extrem-
ity of South Korea, all the way to North Korea along the oldthat was almost shut down. Emsland is about to shut down.

Zhu Rongji was up at Emsland, at the first trial (I was there a routes, into the Chinese system and the Russian system, which
means you can go by rail transport from Pusan in South Korea,short time later), and he decided that his country, China, was

interested in this project, and the head of the government of across Eurasia to Rotterdam.
There are many other kinds of projects. There are similarShanghai in China, decided that this project should be bought

by China. That China would begin by building a Transrapid, kinds of projects planned by India and cooperating nations.
Similar things are being discussed in Southeast Asia, as wellthat is, a magnetic levitation system, from Shanghai City to

Shanghai Airport. A similar proposal was made for Beijing. as many other projects in China. So the world is ready, where
the largest concentration of the world’s population is, inThe Shanghai project is now in progress, it’s now operational.

A magnetic levitation rail system will be operational from China, Southeast Asia, India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, and so
forth. This is a great market, if the credit is made available, atShanghai to Shanghai Airport. It is also planned to connect

the Shanghai development to the Beijing development. long term, at low rates, to sell and deliver the technology
required by these countries. These nations will grow, they
will be able to meet their obligations on the basis of this long-Great Infrastructure Projects

Now, in 2008, China is going to have a world Olympics. term credit, and the nations of Western Europe, Russia, the
Americas, can grow. We can do the same thing in the Ameri-And by that time, China intends to have in many cities of
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cas. The Americas have tremendous resources, tremendous
natural resources in South and Central America, largely un-
tapped because of an underdevelopment of infrastructure.
With adequate infrastructure development, these areas, so Maglev Trains Back
potentially rich in natural resources, can become usable by
mankind. Today, you have a thinly populated hemisphere, or On Track in Europe?
subcontinent, in South America. There’s tremedous potential
for growth, similar to the kind of thing which is possible by Rainer Apel
in Eurasia.

So we have before us the prospect, that if we are willing
Three events during July marked a significant potentialto get rid of a bankrupt system, put it through bankruptcy,

learn the lessons that we should have learned by comparing change of transportation policies in Germany, and the renewal
of a broader, public debate about magnetic-levitation railroadour experience from the period 1945-1964 and since; we

should be able to devise, on the basis of proven precedents, projects. A major international seminar on maglev projects
took place on July 10, organized by the Hamburg Chamberthe kind of policy programs, the kind of cooperation which

can get the world out of its present crisis and put it on the path of Industry and Commerce. It was followed by the arrival at
the seaport of Shanghai in China, on July 12, of the firstof recovery.
German shipments of electric components for the Pudong-to-
Shanghai Airport maglev line; and on July 31 by the start ofThe Scientific Basis for Optimism

As I’ve said, what is needed is, people like some of you production, at Thyssen-Henschel in Kassel, of the magnetic
field generators (“stators”) that will be mounted underneathhere today, and me, and others, to begin taking our responsi-

bility, an urgent responsibility, to discuss among ourselves, the train cars of the Shanghai maglev. Eighteen complete
maglev train units will be produced for the Shanghai projectto clarify our own minds, on exactly what the right bankruptcy

reorganization program is, for this sick planet. So we, in turn, within the next 18 months.
At the Kassel production site in Germany, the Shanghaimust educate the relevant political forces and others in the

population generally, that this is what we must do. We must contract secures 300 jobs plus another 700 in supplyingfirms,
and the trade union factory council of maglev producer Thys-make clear to them what the alternatives are of doing it, and

what the alternatives, the penalties, are of not doing it. sen-Krupp wrote a letter to the German government pointing
out the job-creation potential, should maglev projects now beOn that basis, I’m optimistic about the human race.

When you look at the world as a scientist, you realize that launched also in Germany.
The Hamburg seminar on July 10 was the first in a decadeevery great discovery in science came from discovering that

what people believed at that point in science, was false, was in Germany—the pioneer of maglev technology—which dis-
cussed maglev perspectives in a broader context; except, ofwrong. That popular opinion was wrong. And no scientific

discovery was ever made by popular opinion. Sometimes, course, for those numerous events already held by the
LaRouche movement in Germany. The Hamburg meetingscientific discoveries, through our good fortune, reeducated

popular opinion. And that’s the way it is in politics. You face took the remarkable initiative of discussing several potential
Europe-wide routes for the German Transrapid magleva situation which to many people is strange and frightening.

Those of us who are older and wiser, understand. We under- system.
stand, in general, what has to be done. We have to look at the
lessons of the past, and devise a program for the future, as any Spiral Arms of a Maglev System

The grand project of a “Eurorapid” linking Germany withscientist does in a crisis. And under those conditions, I think
we should be optimistic. We should say, for thirty-five years, the Netherlands, Scandinavia, Poland, the Czech Republic,

Austria, and Hungary, was presented at the seminar. In thisin particular, the world has been acting like a pack of fools,
especially in the United States and Western Europe. We’ve maglev grid, the originally planned Hamburg-Berlin route,

which the German government abandoned out of shortsightedbeen acting like a pack of fools. Well, maybe we’ve now
discovered that we’re a pack of fools, and by discovering that fiscal considerations in February 2000, would be at the center.

Branches would extend northwards to Denmark and Sweden;fact, maybe we can cause ourselves to cease being a pack
of fools. westwards to the big cities in the Netherlands; eastwards to

Warsaw and to Moscow; to Cracow, and from there to Kiev;And maybe the suffering which we’re now facing can
become, for the future, something which coming generations and to the southeast towards Dresden, Prague, Vienna, and

Budapest.can look back on as a great lesson. So that we can be thankful
that we’ve suffered in this way, because only by suffering in At that Hamburg seminar, Martin van Pernis of Trans-

rapid-Nederland advertised that the Dutch government wouldthis way are we likely to come to our senses, and do what we
should have done. announce a decision by the end of this year, potentially for

two projects in the Netherlands: 1) the Randstad circle lineThank you.
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route could be extended, and connect altogether eight major
cities in that state, in a circle line comparable to the Dutch
Randstad project.

And on July 13, the southern German state of Bavaria
followed with a similar announcement, on the formation of
such a joint venture with Deutsche Bundesbahn, for a 30-
kilometer line connecting Munich with its international air-
port. Either of the two projects, or both together, would re-
ceive federal government matching funds in the range of 4.5-
6.0 billion deutschemarks (roughly $2.2-3 billion), once the
respective feasibility studies were presented, as scheduled, in
early 2002. The money would be taken from the original,
frozen fund of DM 6 billion, once assigned to the abandoned
Hamburg-Berlin project.

Earlier Opposition Dissipating
On July 13, Gov. Harald Ringstorff of Mecklenburg-Pre-

pomerania, in Germany’s northeast, took the surprising step
of disregarding his government’s previous anti-maglev posi-
tion. Ringstorff said that he was for the “Eurorapid” as pre-
sented in Hamburg, as it gave a new meaning to the old Ham-
burg-Berlin project. Most of that line would traverse the
state’s territory, and the maglev would pass through
Schwerin.

And on July 16, several official institutions of anotherThe very high-speed magnetic-levitation train known as the
Transrapid, being constructed in Shanghai and now proposed northern German state, Schleswig-Holstein, expressed inter-
once again for routes throughout northern Europe, is here shown est in having the state’s Baltic seaport of Lübeck linked up
on one of its test tracks. with a future Groningen-Hamburg maglev route. Lübeck

would thereby become the doorway to Scandinavia. What is
worth special note, is that whereas the municipality of Lübeck
and its chamber of industry and commerce have endorsedproject, linking the cities of Rotterdam, The Hague, Amster-

dam, and Utrecht; 2) a route from Amsterdam to Groningen, a maglev project before, the state government, through its
Ministry of Economics and Public Transport, have, for thewith the option of extending it into Germany towards Ham-

burg. Van Pernis said that by November, a completed plan first time, signalled cautious support for the maglev technol-
ogy. For 13 years, Schleswig-Holstein governments—all ledwould be presented, and could be passed by the Dutch govern-

ment before the end of the year, so that the first maglev train by Social Democrats (SPD)—have vehemently opposed the
Transrapid.could run on a longer line in the Netherlands by the year

2010. With that, the Netherlands would march ahead, in the Also worth noting is that, over July, in addition to the
SPD-run city-state of Hamburg, which has been in favor ofEuropean realization of maglev projects, and Van Pernis

proudly said: “We are the Chinese of the West.” maglev projects, and to Bavaria, which is governed by the
Christian Social Union, five other SPD-led states haveIn response, the north German state of Lower Saxony

instantly announced that it would campaign for the link from warmed up to the idea of Transrapid projects. This will help
increase the pressure on the national SPD-led governmentGroningen to Hamburg across the state’s territory, via Olden-

burg and Bremen, once the Dutch decided for the maglev of Chancellor Gerhard Schröder, to reverse its scandalous
decision of February 2000 to cancel the 280-kilometer Ham-project. This was reiterated in another Lower Saxony state-

ment, on July 11. The Dutch ministries of Public Transporta- burg-Berlin project, and to make the necessary funds avail-
able to construct not only that one project, but several otherstion and of Environmental Affairs announced on July 12 their

endorsement of the projects, the first section to be completed, as well.
Another prominent politician, Walter Hirche, chairmanbeing, most likely, between Amsterdam and Lelystad, includ-

ing the airports of both cities. of the Lower Saxony section of the Free Democrats, went
even further than all the others, with a spectacular proposalOn July 12, the western German state of North Rhine-

Westphalia announced a joint venture with the German rail- on July 23: He called for a maglev grid connecting all German
cities of more than 100,000 inhabitants. This would includeway company Deutsche Bundesbahn, for the preparation of

an initial 77-kilometer Metrorapid project from Dortmund to no less than 83 cities, linked with each other by a total of
5,000 kilometers of maglev tracks.Düsseldorf, which would be ready by 2006. Later on, this
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ON ACADEMICIAN LVOV’S WARNING

What Is ‘Primitive
Accumulation’?
by Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.

July 12, 2001 the doomed system itself. We must conserve all our rapidly
dwindling, remaining resources, while ensuring that the pres-
ent financial and monetary system is shut down before it de-Current developments are shattering wishful delusions about

the world’s economic situation. During the several few stroys the economy and civilization with it.
Worse, given the present level of the world’s population,months since the inauguration of President George W. Bush,

Jr., more and more among leading circles around the world and the rate of collapse of the means of production needed
to support that population, unless that post-1971 system isare being impelled to recognize, that this planet as a whole is

gripped by a systemic crisis, rather than, as they had wished, immediately scrapped and replaced, the attempt to maintain
the presently bankrupt world financial and monetary struc-merely cyclical ones.

Since the financial crises of 1997, those leading circles tures, would result in a generations-long new dark age for the
planet generally.have been wrestling with the increasing intensity of financial

and other disasters, such as those currently erupting in Korea, The immediate danger is, that although the captains of
finance and political power have all the evidence needed toJapan, Turkey, Argentina, and Brazil. That evidence should

have already warned them, that the present crisis can not be show them that this crash is now ongoing, many among them
would prefer to reign in Hell, than survive in a world whichmastered by treating it as either a periodic phenomenon, or

the result of some isolated past mistakes in managing the is not ruled by their doomed financial system. Their reaction
to the crisis, is to plunge intoflight forward, even if that meanssystem. As usual with such circles, they have had to learn

such lessons the hard way, if, indeed, they are capable of plunging the world into a global spread of warfare, or even a
new dark age, that as a way of disrupting the efforts of others tolearning them at all.

Now, with the most recent developments, apart from the build alternatives to the present globalfinancial and monetary
lunacy. They would cling to their sinking Titanic, even thoughtypical U.S. dupes of mass-media brainwashing, it is being

recognized, more and more, that although the world’s econ- they presently know it is sinking, rather than give up their seat
at the captain’s table.omy itself could be revived, the present monetary and finan-

cial systems could not be saved. The immediate risk is, that Thus, for the moment, the world’s situation is typified by
the evidence that, for the present moment, the present U.S.this rescue action would be possible only if we act soon

enough, to uproot that post-1971 monetary-financial system administration, the British Commonwealth, and also the still
marginally influential, if self-discredited, Democratic Lead-which made the terminal collapse of the world’s present fi-

nancial system inevitable. ership Council faction of the U.S. Democratic Party, are all
still clinging to their hysterical refusal to accept the fact thatWe must not waste any more effort in the attempt to save
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Using “carpet-bagging”
methods, the Anglo-
American monetarists
and their Russian
compradors reaped vast
physical wealth and
financial income, by
looting the economies of
their victims. Here:
street vendors at a
Moscow subway station
in 1992.

there is no place in the living future of this planet for the kind proven model of successful reform. All change from that suc-
cessful, former system, to the present, failed, floating-of politics they practiced in 2000.1

The sweeping changes needed at the present moment of exchange-rate system, has proven itself, over three decades,
to have been an awful mistake. The only practicable emer-global systemic crisis, are, chiefly, of two classes.

First, we must immediately put the world as a whole gency action by governments, under present crisis-condi-
tions, is to use the fact that the 1945-1964 Bretton Woodsthrough emergency bankruptcy-reorganization, through mea-

sures which include extensive nullifications among existing system worked, whereas its 1971-2001 successor has failed
miserably, as the point of fact on which to base emergencymasses of debt-obligation. Such measures are to be taken

under the included authority of that general welfare principle measures today.
Second, we must institute certain reforms in the way inembedded in the Preamble of the U.S. Federal Constitution.

These measures must be as drastic as may be required, which the physical priorities of present and future economic
policies are set. On this account, since it is the presently bank-not merely to save the continued orderly functioning of gov-

ernments, necessary banking institutions, agriculture, and in- rupt world monetary and financial system which must be ur-
gently replaced, we must focus much attention on those cru-dustry, that at levels required for the security of present na-

tions and their present levels of population, and also to launch cial, pathetic errors of the 1966-1981 interval, during which
the most destructive of the axiomatic changes in physical-immediately a new wave of accelerating physical-economic

growth. There is no hope for the U.S., and other nations, economic policies were set into motion by the U.K. and
U.S.A., on the one side, and then echoed, with menacingunless those seemingly drastic actions of reform are taken

very soon. global side-effects, within the Soviet system.
The subject of this report is the second of those two classesTo save the world’s economy from the presently onrush-

ing disaster, the protectionist form of the fixed-exchange-rate of emergency actions. I shall show, that our principal subject
of policy-deliberation here, should be the phenomena some-system of the 1945-1964 Bretton Woods System, including

capital and financial controls, offers us an available, recently times associated with the economist’s technical term “primi-
tive accumulation.”

1. But for the immense popularity of President Bill Clinton, a most humiliat- The Lvov Warning
ing defeat of both the Presidential and Congressional slates, under the impact During the same June 29, 2001 hearings of the Economics
of the 2000 Gore-Lieberman ticket, would have shattered the continued exis-

Committee of the Russian State parliament, the Duma, attence of the Democratic Party. As Senator Edward Kennedy said, in a January
which my testimony was featured, Academician Dmitri S.1995 address at the Washington, D.C. National Press Club, “the United States

does not need two Republican parties.” Lvov warned against overlooking the long waves of physical-
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Academician Dmitri Lvov (right),
with Lyndon and Helga LaRouche,
in Moscow, 1995.

economic decadence which this planet has suffered over re- tem, is chiefly the outcome of approximately thirty-five years
of increasing interdependency among two distinct political-cent decades.2 Later, in the brief remarks with which I was

invited to close the testimony presented at that day’s hearing, I philosophical types of economic systems. The first of those,
is the decadent, radically monetarist form of the IMF system,emphasized the importance of his intervention, and implicitly

committed myself to provide, soon, fuller elaboration of my the form which emerged within the United Kingdom under the
succession of, most notably, the Harold Wilson and Margaretown argument in support of his testimony. The subject is a

matter of concern for the world at large. That elaboration is Thatcher governments. This decadent form was echoed in
the U.S.A., as the impact of the succession of the “Southernsupplied in these pages.

Much has been said and written, during the past decade, Strategy” candidacies of Republican President Richard Nixon
and Democratic President Jimmy Carter.4 The second case, isof the decline in the Soviet economy, wreaked upon both the

Soviet Union and, then upon post-Soviet Russia, the latter that set of downward-leading trends of developments in the
successive Soviet and Russian economies, a trend which ap-under the influence of the Anglo-American monetarist “car-

pet-baggers.” So far, the great error has been, that too little peared over the course of a parallel span of time.
Looking at this problem from the vantage-point of devel-attention has been given to the fact, that these developments

afflicting Russia today, can not be competently assessed apart opments in Americas and Western Europe, over the 1945-
2001 interval, we witness net progress in post-war physical-from the larger setting of the presently accelerating physical

collapse of the world’s economy as a whole.3 To correct that economic development during the 1945-1964 interval, for
as long as the policies instituted by U.S. President Franklingreat error, we should situate Academician Lvov’s June 29

warning, in the breadth and depth of the historical background Roosevelt continued to exert their waning influence on the
policies of the U.S.A. and western continental Europe; but,for the combined, present crisis-situation enveloping not only

Russia, but the world as a whole. the assassination of Roosevelt emulator President Kennedy,
was soon followed by the onset of a period of overall collapse,The crucial fact which no competent study of the present

crisis could overlook, is that the presently onrushing, global inclusive of the interval 1967-2001 to date. During the latter
interval, a parallel, net downward development, occurred infinancial collapse of the world’s monetary and financial sys-
the Soviet and Comecon system. Those two, conflicting sys-

2. Dmitri Semyonovich Lvov is the Academician-Secretary of the Division
of Economicsof the Russian Academyof Sciences. For anEnglish translation 4. To understand the functional connection between the Nixon campaign’s
of his testimony, see EIR, July 20, 2001. appeal to pro-Confederacy sentiment and the anti-growth commitments of

the Nixon administration, one should read Stanley Ezrol’s in-depth study of3. For a notable example of the hysterically silly view of Russia’s present
predicaments which is popular among some influential self-deluded U.S. the origins and influence of the Nashville Agrarians, “Seduced from Victory:

How the Lost Corpse Subverts the American Intellectual Tradition,” EIR,strategic planners, see the childish tantrum of Jeffrey Tayler, “Russia Is
Finished,” The Atlantic Monthly, May 2001. Aug. 3, 2001.
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tems of that latter period, while each distinct from the other of the territory of both the pre-1989 Soviet Union and such
associated nations of the former Comecon as post-1989 Po-in many of their sundry axiomatic, or merely superficial char-

acteristics, were nonetheless coupled to such a degree, that the land and Ukraine, which had been used by the post-1866 Wall
Street “carpetbaggers,” in their looting of the territory of theshort- to medium-term weakening of the long-term internal

strength of the one, was reflected, ironically, in radiated ef- short-lived Confederacy.
Through such “carpet-bagging” methods, the Anglo-fects, as a long-term weakening of the other.5

Look, for example, at the ironical combination of effects American monetarists and their Russian compradors reaped
vast physical wealth and financial income, by looting theupon both western Europe and the U.S.A., of the 1990-2001

collapse of the savagely looted physical economies of the economies of their victims. For a time, up to the close of the
GKO-triggered, 1998 collapse of Wall Street’s Long-TermComecon and its successors.

During that 1990-2001 interval, the 1992-1998 interval Capital Management hedge-fund, this looting of the accumu-
lated wealth of the former Comecon area, combined with themost notably, the monetary systems of the U.S.A. and British

Commonwealth jointly applied the same methods for looting continued looting of both Central and South America and
Africa, was a principal contributing factor, in temporarily
propping-up Commonwealth and U.S.A. economies which
were otherwise in a state of prolonged medium- to long-term5. The two systems were not only coupled economically, through the world

market. An increasing factor in the self-induceddecayof the Comeconecono- physical-economic collapse.6

mies, was the increasing influence of British liberalism, especially the influ-
ence of BertrandRussell et al., over the decades beginning with the consolida-
tion of the Khrushchev government. See note below: the increasing influence 6. The principal three other subsidies for the decadent U.S. dollar market,

were the now precipitously collapsing 1995-2000 “new economy” bubble,of Russell’s followers through the King-Zuckerman International Institute
for Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA), is typical. the subsidy of the U.S. financial markets by the “yen carry trade,” and the

never mind our government, has ever addressed. That root
cause, as I believe, is the undecided problem of property:
first and foremost, the undecided problem of ownership ofDr. Lvov’s Testimony
the natural-resource potential of our planet. Not a single
country in the world is able to solve these global problems

Academician Dmitri S. Lvov gave testimony to hearings today. The private ownership of what, broadly speaking,
held by the Russian State Duma’s Committee on Economic was not made by human hands, and is not the result of
Policy and Entrepreneurship on June 29, along with Mr. capital, business, or financial risks, should belong to all.
LaRouche and other international economists. The tran- Look at the classical example, which is, of course,
script was published in EIR, July 20, 2001. Here are ex- Russia. Of Russia’s total undistributed income, I empha-
cerpts from Lvov’s remarks. size that business accounts for no more than 20%. That is,

capital, its risks, our banks, and so forth, account for only
. . .When we talk about the world economy, or the market one-fifth, and even that is an overstatement. Labor’s por-
economy, we ought to recognize that when we speak about tion is 5%. But two-thirds of the income has nothing to do
the financial crisis, it is only an echo, a distant phenome- with business or labor. This is what stands out so very
non, whereas there is a global contradiction, which is more clearly in Russia. From God, Russia has its natural re-
fundamental, and determining. This is the contradiction sources, its territory, its natural gas, oil, and so forth. Are
between Man, or, to put it more correctly, Society, and these not material assets, which should be reflected in our
Nature. financial system?

Look at what is happening in the world. In the last 12 I pose a third question. On whose balance sheet, today,
years, there has been a sharp increase in major natural do we find that which produces two-thirds of the country’s
disasters. And it is very much to the point, as shown in the national wealth? The answer is obvious: Nobody’s! . . .
studies of our leading scientists, in particular Academician What kind of country is this going to be? The fate of a
Osipov, that if we take three groups of countries—low- raw-materials appendage has been determined for us, but
income countries, middle-income countries, and the coun- in that event, we are all done for. In that event, it has to be
tries of the so-called “Golden Billion”—all of them are recognized and said, that all of these slogans about social
forced to spend a large part of their revenues on dealing reform, housing and utilities reform, health-care reform,
with the effects of these disasters. . . . are all just raving. They don’t have anything to do wih us.

The main and fundamental thing, from my point of Or, we actually build our economy on a scientific basis.
view, is a root cause, which not one Western government, But in that case, there has to be a different system. . . .
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Consequently, the international financial and monetary of the policies of the U.S.A. and other governments.
The common, characteristic feature of this self-imposed,collapse-crises of 1997-1998, reflected the principle, that any

parasite which depends for its existence upon sucking its prey post-1967, internal economic collapse of the most powerful
national economies of the 1945-1964 interval, has been theinto a state of exhaustion, will be ultimately brought down by

its compulsion to weaken the vitality of its prey. The trium- spread of the fungus of “systems analysis” throughout the
policy-making of leading public and private institutions ofphant predators of the 1989-2001 interval, the U.S.A. and

British Commonwealth, are now being brought down by their today’s world. “Systems analysis,” is only a different variety
of the same ideological practice, of “zero economic growth,”feral exhaustion of the combined victims among nations of the

Americas, Africa, Southeast and East Asia, and, also western expressed as neo-malthusianism.
The intrinsically “entropic” effects of applied systemscontinental Europe, Turkey, and the Balkans, that in addition

to the looting of the former territories of the Comecon bloc. analysis, is the characteristic, now global feature of the effects
of the neo-malthusian ideological trends of the recent thirty-Earlier, in such a manner, a succession of ancient Mesopo-

tamian empires had each destroyed itself, in its turn, by its five years. The acceleration of the post-1989 self-destruction
of the industrial economies, by aid of the introduction of theown parasitical triumphs. So, such practices, including the

looting of the great and prosperous Abassid Caliphate, by idiot-savant’s delusion with “benchmarking,” is merely one
of the more outrageous of the many simple examples of thetax-farming usurers, produced there a desert from which the

region has not recovered to the present day. So, the Roman lunacy propagated in the name of “systems analysis.”9

Considering Academician Lvov’s testimony against theEmpire and Byzantine successors destroyed themselves, de-
mographically and otherwise, from within, by the same poli- background of the world as a whole, it is clear that the division

of each of the post-war world’s dominant cultures into twocies which brought about the exhaustion of their chosen prey.7

Thus, the imperial, Anglo-American-controlled international matching periods, of successive periods of growth and de-
cline, presents us with certain general characteristics whichmonetary and financial systems of today, have doomed them-

selves, by their Romantics’ presently continued imitations of were common to both those otherwise distinct systems.
However, we must not commit the typical fallacy of com-the fallen empires of the past.8

In addition to these interactions among the various, inter- position, of concluding that it was the monetary and financial
systems introduced after 1964, which ruined the world. Nodependent systems of this planet, there is an included, crucial

factor commonly underlying the presently ongoing global man dies of suicide; by definition, he dies of suicide only if
he had succeeded in an attempted suicide. It was not reallycollapse: the large-scale introduction of neo-malthusian

global policies, beginning with the influential 1963 Paris the prostitute who gave her customer the venereal disease; it
was his decision to use that prostitute, which awarded himOECD education-policy report of Britain’s Dr. Alexander

King, and the subsequent founding of the Club of Rome and the infection. It was the physical-economic criteria which
otherwise healthy modern societies imposed, arbitrarily, uponLaxenberg, Austria-based Institute for Applied Systems

Analysis (IIASA) by the influence of the same Dr. King, Lord the design of their pre-existing financial and monetary sys-
tems, which has caused the decadence of both of what hadSolly Zuckermann, McGeorge Bundy, and Britain’s Cam-

bridge University-centered systems-analysis cabal. been the world’s dominant economic systems, that during the
course of the recent thirty-odd years. When a scientist adoptsThis so-called neo-malthusian policy, sometimes called

“environmentalism,” amounts to nothing other than a form of a clearly anti-scientific mathematical dogma, and does so sim-
economic suicide by slow poisoning, whose terminal effects
are now being experienced approximately thirty-five years

9. The 1940s emergence of such expressions of “systems analysis” as Norbertafter the relevant changes were first introduced to the shaping
Wiener’s “information theory” (Cybernetics, 1948) and the related work of
John von Neumann, was set into motion in the U.S. through partnership
between the Josiah Macy, Jr. Foundation and the emerging RAND Corpora-presently hyperinflationary pumping of the U.S. financial markets through
tion. These developments were a direct outgrowth of Bertrand Russell’s 1938mechanisms of the U.S. Federal Reserve System.
founding, in concert with Chicago University’s Robert Hutchins, of the so-

7. The Malthusian demographic features of the imperial Code of Diocletian, called “Unification of the Sciences” project, which featured such figures as
are notable on this account. Karl Korsch, Rudolf Carnap, Margaret Mead, Gregory Bateson, et al. Wiener

and von Neumann, had both been acolytes of Russell earlier, and shared8. I use the term “Romantic” in its strict, historically defined sense. It signifies
the legacy of ancient Rome, in opposition to the Classical Greek. This in- the common distinction of being justly expelled from Göttingen University

programs for acts of scientific incompetence. Essentially, systems analysiscludes those notions of law, such as those of Kant, Napoleon Bonaparte,
Hegel, Savigny, and all the later fascists, which were based on the ancient was a British project of the circles of Bertrand Russell and H.G. Wells, rather

thanbeingprincipallyaU.S. concoction. Itwasduring the“cultural-paradigmRoman model of law, mathematics, physical science, and artistic culture
which are rightly designed today as “Romantic,” as opposed to “Classical.” shift” associated with the mid-1960s “rock-drug-sex youth-counterculture,”

and the Nixon “Southern Strategy” campaign of 1966-68, that “systemsTypical of Romanticism, is the cult of “popular opinion,” called, for the
edification of the credulous, “democracy,” which is a modern echo of the analysis” established its hegemonic influence within that so-called “Baby

Boomer” generation now occupying most topmost positions in governmentrole of mob role, in the name of the orchestrated vox populi of “bread and
circuses” notoriety. and other institutions of leading policy-shaping influence.
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ply because that dogma has become fashionable, it is that relatively recent developments of the recent several genera-
tions into account, is likely to break his professional neck byprofessional who is morally responsible for the resulting ca-

tastrophe, not that mere dogma. his overlooking such evidence.
In the lexicon of modern Russia’s history, including theWhen a man acts immorally for the sake of acting in con-

sistency with some mathematical dogma, it is the immorality legacy of Karl Marx and of such successful critics of Marx’s
error on the implications of this matter as Rosa Luxemburgof the man, not the dogma, which is to be blamed for the

result. Like the assassin who pleads innocence, on grounds and Soviet economist Ye. Preobrazhensky,10 it is fairly said,
that “primitive accumulation” signifies the uncompensatedthat, “It was nothing personal; I was just doing my job,” the

crime of the adherents of systems analysis, is that they chose conversion of previously existing resources into current con-
sumption. In any valid use of that technical term, it signifiesto obey that fallacious dogma, even in immoral disregard for

what they should have foreseen and known as the obviously the drawing down, for current physical consumption, from
either the store of nature, or previous forms of physical capitalcruel results of making that immoral choice. It is that crime

which needs to be corrected. investments, or a combination of both, including those em-
bodied in education and Classical forms of artistic culture.Thus, the clear cause for the characteristic difference in

physical-economic trends, between the 1945-1964 interval of Implicitly, it signifies that, for an economy to prosper, it must,
sooner or later, replenish the physical economy, to compen-net medium- to long-term growth, and the 1971-2001 interval

of long-term collapse, is to be identified with two principal sate for that which has been “borrowed” from it as “primitive
accumulation.” Net primitive accumulation signifies, thatchanges, beginning with the adoption of Richard Nixon’s

1966-1968 “Southern Strategy,” of more than thirty years even during the medium term, the marginalization of the gross
resources being depleted, will tend to result in a lowered per-ago: first, monetarist modes of physical looting of nations

and their populations, and, secondly, the corruption of those formance of the physical economy, as performance is measur-
able in per-capita, per-square-kilometer, and demographiccultures with deadly types of clearly mass-murderous ideo-

logical intentions concerning physical values, such as “neo- terms.
Therefore, for the long term, any sane government willmalthusianism,” immoralities typified by so-called “systems

analysis.” wish to tax the using-up of natural resources in the degree
needed, as a source of resources for the nation’s reinvestment,
either to replace what is being used up, or, to produce a substi-

1. ‘Primitive Accumulation’ tute which is, functionally, a suitable replacement for it, or,
to compensate for marginalization by an offsetting set of sci-
ence-technology-driven increases in the net productive pow-Since each particular quality of social-political system,

reacts somewhat differently to the same kind of experience, ers of labor.
Similarly, every functionally sane government will also,than do societies of other historically determined social-polit-

ical characteristics, we must always examine the reactions whether directly or indirectly, tax the economy in the amount
needed to acquire the resources which ensure the maintenancewithin each, from study of both prevailing ideas and the pre-

ceding cultural history of each of those systems. We must or replacement of depleted, or depreciated capital improve-
ments in both basic economic infrastructure and means ofthen examine the interaction of those societies in light of the

interactions among the distinct cultural-historical specifics production of goods. Any government so reckless as not to
do this, is condemning its nation to a long-term process ofof each.

Such are the principles of the development of an applied decay, and ultimate collapse through attrition, all through
“primitive accumulation.”11science of history, which we should adduce from close study

of the principles of Classical humanist modes of education.
So, to understand relations between Russia and the world 10. Rosa Luxemburg, The Accumulation of Capital (New Haven: Yale

University Press, 1951); Yevgeny Preobrazhensky, Socialist Primitive Ac-today, we must consider the succession of Czarist Russia, the
cumulation. Preobrazhensky, not Leon Trotsky, was founder of the LeftSoviet system, and present-day Russia, in the light of both
Opposition. His policies, adopted by Stalin for the first Five Year Plan, cametheir historically evolving relations to the world at large, and
into practice with the defeat of the Right Opposition then headed by Nikolai

Russia’s unique, and strategically crucial characteristics as a Bukharin. Preobrazhensky’s notion of “primitive socialist accumulation” is
specifically Eurasian nation. an observable characteristic of Soviet economic development through and

beyond the death of Josef Stalin. In a related matter, Rosa Luxemburg cor-So, I proceed here. Most immediately, any consideration
rected both Marx and Lenin on their faulty analysis of Nineteenth-Centuryof Russia and its external relations today, must take into ac-
imperialism, by emphasizing the role of looting through international loans,count the legacy of the circumstances leading into the forma-
rather than industrial development.

tion and internal evolution of the Soviet system, and the im-
11. This may be accomplished by protectionist measures, such as those used

pact of that later shift to a radically monetarist, more or less to regulate trade and tariffs, by “investment tax credits,” by preferential
“Thatcherite” form of economy, which was institutionalized credit-policies, or other means: as long as those measures are designed and

implemented efficiently.in Russia about 1992. Any strategist who fails to take such
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To resolve the issues implicitly raised by these observa- temic, rather than merely cyclical aspects of the presently
onrushing physical collapse of the economy of the planet astions, we must situate any discussion of Russia’s economic

policy-shaping, against the relevant historical backdrop: in a whole.
In this connection, I shall, once again, take into accountterms of the way in which Russia reacts in such matters, which

is to say, in terms of the historically defined contrast among the current political relevance of Vernadsky’s work, for ad-
dressing the subject of the role of primitive accumulation, asthe most relevant three dominant, historical, social-economic

systems of globally extended modern European civilization: that subject is to be seen within the bounds of the science of
physical economy. Out of respect for the relevance of someSoviet, American System (e.g., “Hamiltonian”), and that

common rival of both of those, which is called either “moneta- of the discussion of the role of “energy” in Vernadsky’s work,
which followed my June 28th address to Moscow’s Lebedevrist” or “liberal.”12 The latter is that British system of “Adam

Smith” et al., which President Franklin Roosevelt denounced Institute, on the subject of the immediate relevance of
Vernadsky’s work, I shall situate that discussion at the Insti-in warning Prime Minister Winston Churchill, that a post-war

U.S. would not permit the world to be ruled again by what tute within the specific framework of Russia’s history. I begin
now with a relevant summary of my personal relationship toRoosevelt denounced as “British Eighteenth-Century meth-

ods.” Unfortunately, Roosevelt died before he could carry out Vernadsky’s concept of the noösphere.14

most of those changes.
Therefore, for this discussion of interactions among those My Agreement and Differences With

Vernadsky’s Definition of the Noöspherethree, historically “rival” systems, we must take into account
another debatable, but nonetheless important topic of Marx’s My own original discoveries in the science of physical

economy, were made, during the interval 1948-1951, as prod-terminology, such as “fictitious capital (accumulation).” By
“fictitious accumulation,” I emphasize the substitution of ucts of my intention to refute Professor Norbert Wiener’s

radically positivist misdefinition of “information.”15 At thatpurely nominal financial, or equivalent notions of income,
such as the increase in accounted volume of a leverage-driven time, I proceeded with the same attacks against Wiener’s ar-

gument, which I had adopted, years earlier, in my adoles-financial real-estate holding, or the substitution of a common-
stock price-bubble, for net growth in net physical output. The cence, in defending Gottfried Leibniz’s notion of a monadol-

ogy against Immanuel Kant’s Critique of Pure Reason. Itrecently collapsed, fraudulent “new economy” bubble of
1995-2000, is an example of this. The present, explosive U.S. should be apparent, and thus taken into account, in my re-

marks here today, that my views on the opposing methodsreal estate-mortgage bubble, is a deadly example of this. To
treat the scope of the subject-matter implicitly addressed by of Leibniz and Kant, as located centrally in the issue of the

monadology, have continued to be the point of reference formy opening remarks here, we must also make reference to the
work of two among the most notable figures of Soviet Rus- all of my intellectual development and related work since ado-

lescence.sia’s 1918-1945 interval, the “long wave” economist Nikolai
Kondratieff, and the founder of biogeochemistry, V.I. Therefore, from the start of that refutation of Wiener’s

hoax, I was already persuaded, that the effort to trace theVernadsky.13

To that end, I shall focus on the exemplary case of policy- origin of life from within axiomatically abiotic processes, was
obviously an epistemological absurdity.16 However, partlyshaping axioms underlying the post-1966-1971, long wave

of economic and moral decadence caused by the looting of because of what I recognized as an included flaw in the way
in which Vernadsky locates the impact of scientific discoveryprevious capital investments in U.S. basic economic infra-

structure and productive capacity of the U.S. economy. I shall on man’s relationship to national economy, his work on this
then view the more general application of the relationship
between global effects of primitive accumulation and the sys-

14. Recent articles in EIR by this author that discuss Vernadsky, include: “A
Lawless U.S.A. Today: Faith, Hope, and Agapē!” June 1, 2001; and “How
to Define A Physical-Economic Collapse: Marat, De Sade and ‘Greenspin,’ ”12. “Monetarist” and “liberal” are today’s popularized synonyms for the
June 29, 2001.Dutch and British monarchies’ continuation of Venice’s former role as a

financier-oligarchical rule over an imperial maritime empire. The character- 15. Norbert Wiener, Cybernetics (New York: John Wiley, 1948), and The
Human Use of Human Beings; Cybernetics and Society (Boston: Houghtonistic of the British system, is the introduction of neo-Ockhamite empiricism

to England by Paolo Sarpi. Other most notable Venetian influences embodied Mifflin, 1954); Wiener’s misuse of the term “information,” was already in
circulation under the rubric of “Wiener-Shannon information theory.” Wie-within modern English and British ideology, include Francesco Zorzi, Gio-

vanni Botero, Antonio Conti, and the founder of modern Malthusianism, ner’s argument was identical to that of his fellow-Russell acolyte’s, John von
Neumann’s, 1938 definition of economic “systems analysis,” the latter aGiammaria Ortes. Typical of the British clones of Venetian influence, are

not only the Cardinal Pole and Thomas Cromwell of Zorzi’s sojourn in scheme derived from amathematical theoryof gamesof chanceplayed within
the bounds of an implicitly closed (“completed”) system.London, but clones of Botero and Sarpi such as Francis Bacon and Thomas

Hobbes, and products of the influence of Conti and Ortes, such as Jeremy 16. Admittedly, my knowledge of Vernadsky’s work relied, at that time,
Bentham and his British East India Company Haileybury cabal. entirely on secondary sources; but, I was later able to confirm that those

opinions of his work were correct.13. The dating references the 1945 date of Vernadsky’s death.
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Bernhard Riemann (left)
and Vladimir I.
Vernadsky. The
relationship of the
individual to nature
investigated by
Vernadsky can only be
understood from the
standpoint of adopting a
Riemannian notion of an
anti-Euclidean physical
geometry.

subject of the noösphere had no functional role within the in the course of refuting Wiener’s and von Neumann’s work
on matters of economic processes; at which point I was aboutway in which I originally developed my own discoveries dur-

ing those early years of my work.17 to adopt the habilitation dissertation of B. Riemann as the
only competent standard from which to define the internalAlso, at that point, in 1952, I had reached my conclusions
characteristics of what Vernadsky identifies as the noösphere.

17. During that 1948-1951 interval, I had given much attention to the work Thus, while, in later years, I have consistently praised
of a series of investigators including Chicago University’s Nicholas Vernadsky’s beautiful application of the methods of experi-
Rashevsky’s work on mathematical biophysics, and later also Oparin. Thus,

mental physical science, I also emphasize, that the relation-somewhat later, I was made happily aware, although then through secondary
ship of the individual to nature, through the historical socialsources, that Vernadsky had understood the problem of defining living pro-
process, can not be competently addressed in any other waycesses, as Rashevsky and many others, including Professor Schrödinger, had

not. I therefore came to consider Vernadsky the individual intellect, qua than from the standpoint of adopting a Riemannian notion of
individual, who viewed the axiomatic distinctions of life and cognition in an anti-Euclidean physical geometry, as a standard of refer-
terms similar to my own views. However, on the most crucial issue of a

ence for defining the social process in which the individual’sLeibnizian science of physical economy, I was obliged to exclude
mind’s functionally efficient relationship to nature is actu-Vernadsky’s oversimplified view of the function of cognition (noësis) from
ally situated.18my approach. That is to emphasize, that Vernadsky’s view of the noösphere,

by emphasizing a direct relationship of the individual creative intellect to That is to emphasize, that the individual discoverer acts
nature, committed a fallacy of composition, ignoring the existence of the on nature, not as an isolable individuality, but only through
social processes through which those noetic (cognitive) processes actually

acting upon the social process in which he or she is situated.19
function to bring about qualitative advances within a physical economy. It

It is this social aspect of the matter, an aspect typified by thewas the central feature of my discoveries of the 1948-51 interval, that these
proper function of education, which demands the approachcognitive processes function in terms of those types of experimentally verifi-

able universal physical principles associated with Classical forms of artistic offered by Riemannian physical geometry. It was on this piv-
composition, as distinct from and opposed to the Romantic, Modernist, etc. otal point that my work has been based, during the 1948-
misconceptions of culture. The actual processes by which discoveries of

1953 interval of my initial series of discoveries and relatedprinciples are developed, and given social currency, can be represented only
developments, as now. It was the approach, which led me tothe application of the anti-Euclidean geometry of Bernhard Riemann to the
adopt Riemann’s geometry as the location in which to situatecombined domains of abiotic, biotic, and cognitive phenomena. The included

result of this is a different definition of the notion of energy than is accepted my own discoveries.
by the contemporary reductionist traditions. These differences came up, in
the matter of energy in economic processes, in my public discussion with my

18. By the convention introduced by Carl Gauss’s teacher, Abraham Kästner,friend Pobisk Kuznetsov, in 1994, and, again, in the recent meeting at the
the important distinction between an anti-Euclidean, and a merely non-Eu-Lebedev Institute, where I identified my objections to the attempt to introduce
clidean geometry, is that a non-Euclidean geometry alters the set of postulatesa reductionist notion of energy, to the functions of human cognitive impact
of an Euclidean geometry, whereas an anti-Euclidean overturns the systemon physical economy, which Vernadsky did not do. However, had Vernadsky
of definitions and axioms, as Riemann does; that, from the standpoint of bothactually developed a mastery of the implications of anti-Euclidean Rieman-
formal-mathematicalparadoxes, andalsophysical-experimentaldiscoveries.nian geometry, I have no doubt he would have corrected himself to reach the

correct general conclusion. 19. See the discussion of this in the following chapter of this report.
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Thus, although I recognize and admire greatly obvious fraud perpetrated by Wiener (and, also, such lunatic
concoctions by John von Neumann as “systems analysis” andVernadsky’s development of his concept of the noösphere,

his conception of the individual person’s cognitive relation- “artificial intelligence”), was, as I have already noted, my
earlier adherence, since mid-adolescence, to the standpointship to the biosphere wasflawed, to the degree it was axiomat-

ically a greatly oversimplified representation of the relation- of Leibniz’s monadology, in opposition to the virtually brain-
dead reductionism of Immanuel Kant’s celebrated Cri-ship between the individual discoverer and the realization of

the benefit of the discovery; it does not correspond to my own tiques.22 Wiener’s argument carried the legacies of both Brit-
ish empiricism and Nineteenth-Century neo-Kantian Roman-image of the characteristic, determining social processes of

what he termed the noösphere, as I have developed my own ticism to an extreme. The challenge to me, was to define the
method by which to demonstrate, experimentally, from theview from a different starting-point, through my own discov-

eries in physical economy.20 The crucial importance of that standpoint of a science of physical economy, that the genera-
tion of valid new discoveries of universal physical principle,distinction should become clearer in the course of this pres-

ent report. was a provable hypothesis. The study of the role of applied
discoveries of scientific and technological progress, in gener-Later, however, in my writing a 1973 letter which founded

the scientific institution subsequently known as the Fusion ating increases of the per-capita productive powers of labor,
offered the obvious approach to meeting that challenge.Energy Foundation, I emphasized that my associates must

subsume Vernadsky’s concept of the noösphere-biosphere The core of my argument against Wiener’s “information
theory,” is elementary. As Vernadsky has made a similar ar-underneath my own original contributions to the development

of the science of physical economy. Since that time, the insti- gument, the issue is whether or not the human species has
the manifest ability to increase willfully its potential relativetutions which I represent, have always adhered to that specific

view of the crucial place of Vernadsky’s work within the population-density, as no other species can willfully accom-
plish such a result. This effect is shown to occur only throughframework provided by a science of physical economy.

More recently, since my Berlin address of October 12, the application of experimentally validatable discoveries of
universal physical principles to social practice. These discov-1988, this standpoint finds greatly increased practical impor-

tance, in the setting of the task-orientation now defined by eries can not be derived by the statistical methods associated
with the influence of Ernst Mach, or that of Bertrand Russellthe Eurasian Land-Bridge program, in which qualitative and

large-scale changes in the functioning of the biosphere are and such Russell acolytes as Wiener and von Neumann.
elevated to crucial importance.21 Here, Vernadsky’s work
blossoms into its fuller importance for the science and practice What Is Scientific Method?

The disastrous effects of all application of the dogmas ofof physical economy, as also in restoring a presently much-
needed, non-reductionist approach to biological science in a “systems analysis” to real economies, originate in the intrinsi-

cally anti-scientific, and actually schizophrenic assumptions,more general way.
The central feature, and starting-point of my attack on the from which that dogma is derived.23 The essentially insane

assumption underlying systems analysis, is, that the princi-
ples of physical processes can be adduced from within the

20. The importance which Vernadsky attached to education belies his empha- bounds of an implicitly arithmetic, aprioristic system of that
sis on the individual relationship to nature, in his defining the noösphere. His

type associated with Bertrand Russell’s control over the pro-apparent inconsistency on this account, is to be blamed on certain widely
popularized delusions, even within the physics community generally, about
the social processes associated with discovery of universal physical princi-
ples. These are delusions chiefly rooted in the virtually religious hegemony 22. Kant’s hoaxes were plainly echoes of the reductionist fanatic Leonhard

Euler’s attack on the monadology, the same standpoint from which the“con-of reductionist mathematics in today’s teaching of physical science. In the
case of Vernadsky, I think I am on sound ground in thinking that had he come nect-the-dots” hoax of the “Cauchy fraction” was imposed upon Leibniz’s

calculus.to view the work of Riemann as being an anti-Euclidean geometry, as I did,
he would have tended to correct his views accordingly. 23. Myuse of“schizophrenia” here, is not symbolic, but scientifically precise.

It signifies, in the instance of Russell, a universe in which only his fantasy21. In a televised address that date, I forecast the imminent collapse of the
Comecon system, likely to erupt first in Poland, with the resulting reunifica- will be considered as the basis for action, even if that is contrary to all physical

evidence. Like the Bible fundamentalist who acts on the real world, on thetion of Germany, with Berlin designated to become once again its capital. In
that address, I summarized my proposal for new initiatives for economic basis of his anticipation of a “rapture unleashed by a new battle of Armaged-

don,” both the movements of the schizophrenic’s hands and mouth, and hiscooperation with the Comecon members. My later, 1989, proposal for a
European Productive Triangle (see Das ‘Produktive Dreieck’ Paris-Berlin- interpretation of actually perceived events, are controlled by his unworldly

fantasy, but the effect of those movements is the consequence of such actionsWien: Ein europäisches Wirtschaftswunder als Motor für die Weltwirt-
schaft [Wiesbaden: EIR Nachrichtenagentur GmbH, 1990]) and the exten- in the real world whose functional existence the deranged mind denies. Reli-

gious warfare, such as that which almost destroyed Europe during the A.D.sion of that, beginning 1992, as the proposal for a Eurasian Land-Bridge
development (see The Eurasian Land-Bridge: The ‘New Silk Road’—- 1511-1648 interval, is an example of such schizophrenic mental states. On

the subject of the propriety of my defining such aberrations among mathema-Locomotive for Worldwide Economic Development [Washington, D.C.:
EIR News Service, Inc., January 1997]), were a continuation of the Berlin ticians as specifically psychopathological phenomena, see my discussion of

the functional definition of “human nature,” in the closing portion of thisstatement of Oct. 12, 1988. See also, “Productive Triangle to Eurasian Land-
Bridge,” EIR, July 27, 2001. present report.
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duction of the Russell-Whitehead Principia Mathematica. This means, that we must begin all serious study of the prob-
lems of today’s world economy, from the standpoint of defin-The combined influence of Wiener and von Neumann, as

expressed in the founding of the RAND Corporation and pro- ing and affirming the principle of discovery and socially deter-
mined application of experimentally validated discoveries ofmotion of systems analysis, is a leading example of that spe-

cific insanity. Kurt Gödel’s devastating 1930 refutation of the universal physical principle.
In summary, that definition is made as follows.doctrine of Russell, Gödel’s proof, is not the best refutation

of systems analysis; but it is a devastatingly conclusive, for- In the successful design of those experiments which lead
to proof of a newly discovered universal physical principle,mal type of proof with special historical relevance.24

The pivotal symptom of such specifically schizophrenic we are able to identify features of that design which are unique
for the principle being tested in that choice of medium. Thosedelusions in the name of science, is the exclusion of the princi-

ple of physical-scientific discovery of universal principles, as features of successful such proof-of-principle experiments,
are usefully identified as “technologies.” It is necessary tosuch principles are excluded, deductively, from the apriori-

stic, axiomatically “complete systems,” as practiced by such call these “technologies,” to distinguish such derivatives of
discovery of principles, from the related universal physicalcults as those of Wiener and von Neumann. On the subject of

primitive accumulation, the functionally crucial element of principles themselves. It is the application of those technolo-
gies to the design of productive and related practice, which iswhat is actually clinical psychosis within the methods of sys-

tems analysis, is its hysterical denial of the act of an experi- the immediate expression of the way in which the discovery of
a universal physical principle generates the physical potentialmentally validatable discovery of a universal physical princi-

ple. This is, for example, expressed as the hateful hysteria of for a willful increase in the potential relative population-den-
sity of the human species.Bertrand Russell against the memory and influence of the

work of Leibniz, Gauss, Wilhelm Weber, Riemann, et al., The relevant definition of a universal physical principle,
is derived from the Socratic method upon which Nicholas ofand also expressed by all of those allied with Russell, as the

followers of the radically empiricist Ernst Mach expressed a Cusa founded modern European experimental physical sci-
ence, as in his De Docta Ignorantia and later writings on thisrelated kind of hatred against Max Planck.

Since all durable physical-economic progress of society, matter. The Classically Platonic method of docta ignorantia,
which is otherwise described in science as Cusa’s “the coinci-depends inclusively, but also absolutely, upon such discover-

ies of universal physical principle, the attempt to eliminate dence of opposites” and Leibniz’s “Analysis Situs,” leads to
the Classical model to be recognized in the original andthe factor of such discoveries from the shaping of economic

policy, must lead toward an entropic decline, and, ultimately, unique discovery of the principle of universal gravitation by
avowed Cusa follower Johannes Kepler. The latter is the workdisintegration of any society which adopts the currently epi-

demic form of mental illness expressed by systems analysis which was the actual founding of a modern mathematical
physics which is both implicitly comprehensive and a compe-and its correlatives.

Therefore, for precisely that reason, all competent eco- tent impulse in its intended direction.
That is to say, that all typical discoveries of universalnomic policy today, begins, in current practice, from a refuta-

tion and rejection of systems analysis and its correlatives.25 physical principles, occur as solutions to those well-defined
paradoxes which overturn previously established axiomatic
assumptions respecting the principles governing the uni-24. Kurt Gödel, “On Formally Undecidable Propositions of Principia Math-
verse. The false assumptions overturned, are either explicitlyematica and Related Systems” and Discussion on Providing a Foundation

for Mathematics, Collected Works, Vol. I (New York: Oxford University false claims, or appear in the form of omission of some univer-
Press, 1986). Notable, are the vicious attacks on Gödel from the factional sal principle which must be taken into account; or, often, this
allies of Russell at both the Princeton Institute and the circles of Russell’s has involved a combination of both types of erroneous as-
factional allies at the University of Chicago. Most notably, the creation of

sumptions.the RAND Corporation, and the associated spread of “information theory”
In the language of that modern experimental physical sci-and “systems analysis,” have been direct offshoots of both the H.G. Wells-

Russell alliance around Wells’ 1938 The Open Conspiracy, and the 1938 ence defined by such explicit followers of Cusa as Luca Paci-
launching of Unification of the Sciences cult by Russell, Hutchins, et al. The oli, Leonardo da Vinci, Kepler, and by the uniquely original
RLE at Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), has been a hot-bed of discovery of the calculus by Leibniz, the typical method for
systems-analysis kookery since the end of World War II.

defining such a paradox, and then solving it, is to state the
25. What is otherwise currently generally accepted accounting practice, be-

mutually contradictory elements of the experimental evidencecomes a form of the same specific kind of insanity as systems analysis, when
within the terms of an axiomatically geometrical mathemati-the accountant crosses over from competent accounting as a study of a well-

defined classof special legalfictions, intobelieving thathismethods represent
similar fashion, is an example of the effects of imposing such unworldlythe way in which wealth is generated in society. Typical of such passing over

intodelusionsabout accountingmethods, is the caseofapprentice-accountant fantasies about accounting as a substitute for reality, upon real processes.
The manner in which post-1971 financial bubbles were developed on WallMilton Friedman’s adoption of the induced delusion that he was an econo-

mist. Accountant-turned-bad Robert McNamara, who presided over the Street and elsewhere, like the 1923 Weimar hyperinflation, are typical of that
quality of mental illness as a mass phenomenon, which may result fromdownturn in quality of production management at the Ford Motor Company,

and then went on from there to ruin the U.S. Department of Defense in a treating financial accounting constructs as substitutes for the real world.
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cal physics representing the assumptions within which that compare Kepler’s use of scientific method with that of
Vernadsky.paradoxical evidence is situated for study.

Fermat’s definition of a pathway of quickest time, as op- By application of those same principles of discovery in
experimental physical science, Vernadsky defined the evi-posed to shortest distance, is perhaps the simplest, best choice

of standard Classical pedagogical model for such construc- dence of a universal principle of life. This signified life as a
principle which could not have come into existence throughtions. Kepler’s proof, that the future position and velocity of

Mars in its orbit at some chosen time, could not be derived by a development within the domain of axiomatically abiotic
processes. He used the same method to argue that noësis (cog-the statistical methods of Copernicus, Brahe, et al., is another

best choice for a typical standard in pedagogy.26 From such nition) could not have come into existence within the domain
of non-human forms of biotic processes.discoveries as these of Kepler and Fermat, we have the mod-

ern notion of the discovery and proof of a universal physical Thus, for Vernadsky, as for me, and for relevant others,
the known universe is composed of three, multiply-connected,principle, that from the starting-point provided by a well-

defined ontological paradox. Leibniz, and his followers, used but distinct, experimentally defined categories of universal
physical principles: abiotic, biotic, and cognitive (noëtic).the term “Analysis Situs” as typifying this class of paradoxes.

These principles were identified by Kepler, in his discovery Proceeding in that order, the epistemological implication of
Vernadsky’s experimental conception of the noösphere, is, inof universal gravitation, as the expression of a universal inten-

tion existing outside the previously established assumptions brief, that none of the respectively higher two categories of
universal physical principle can be derived from either of theof any closed system in mathematical physics.

For the purposes of the topic of primitive accumulation, lower ones; however, it also follows, that the universe as a
whole is so multiply-interconnected, that no lawful process in
the universe exists functionally as independent of the efficient

26. My associate, Bruce Director, has summarized the rudiments of this presence, as a universal physical principle, of all three catego-
argument in terms which are both rigorous and suited for the layman, in an

ries of principle.updated version of his presentation at a February conference. See videotape,
“The Science of Kepler and Fermat,” EIRVI-2001-12, EIR News Service,
2001. The Issue of Entropy

Vernadsky’s discoveries implicitly demolish what has be-
come widely accepted as a pro-paganist variety of modern
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religious doctrine on the subject of thermodynamics. Recon-
sider the foregoing identification of scientific method in light
of the simplistic axiomatic assumptions on this subject which
were introduced arbitrarily by Clausius, Grassmann, Kelvin,
Boltzmann, et al., as also by Wiener et al.

These referenced founders of the more popular modern
classroom doctrine of universal entropy, premised all of their
work on the subject of heat, on a hoax spread through the
influence of an anti-Leibniz fanatic, Leonhard Euler, who
attempted to eliminate the actual content of the Leibniz differ-
ential from the calculus.27 At that time, 1761, Euler was among

27. Leonhard Euler, Letters of Euler on Different Subjects in Natural
Philosophy, Addressed to a German Princess (1761), David Brewster, ed.
(New York: Harper & Brothers, 1840). Euler and Maupertuis, were caught
out and exposed as hoaxsters on the initiative of the collaborators Gotthold
Lessing and Moses Mendelssohn. However, the fraud, of linearization of the
differential, perpetrated by Euler, was perpetuated by his follower Lagrange,
and by Laplace and Cauchy. With the successful intervention of Britain’s
Duke of Wellington to restore London’s Bourbon puppet to the throne of
France, the Ecole Polytechnique was taken over by the Euler-Lagrange-
d’Alembert-Laplace-Cauchy cabal. The German opponents of Alexander
von Humboldt, Gauss, Wilhelm Weber, Dirichlet, and Riemann, the German
reductionist school of Clausius, Grassmann, Helmholtz, et al., were a by-
product of these sordid political developments in France. In the course of
what became the founding meeting of the scientific society known as the
Fusion Energy Foundation, I proposed, on the basis of Leibniz’s conception
of non-linearity in the infinitesimally small, that the effort to block research
into controlled thermonuclear fusion on the pretext of “Coulomb forces,”
was by no means self-evident. Immediately after that meeting, Chicago Uni-
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Vernadsky’s discoveries implicitly demolish what has become widely accepted as a pro-paganist variety of modern religious doctrine on
the subject of thermodynamics. That doctrine is embodied in the work of (left to right) Norbert Wiener, John von Neumann, Leonhard
Euler.

the followers of the then-deceased (1749), Paris-based Abbot molecular biology, which insist that living processes are evo-
lutionary outgrowths of abiotic processes; and, as systemAntonio Conti, whose Europe-wide network of salons, in-

cluding the cabal of Maupertuis and Euler at Berlin, had cre- analysis’ von Neumann insisted, that eventually, computing
machinery based on “information theory,” will create robotsated, as if out of mud, the mythical apotheosis of both Voltaire

and Newton. The work of Clausius et al., providing a sophistry which degrade man into the status of a more or less obsolete
species.on the subject of Sadi Carnot’s work, was then arbitrarily

extrapolated by Clausius et al., chiefly on the authority of the The pervasive consequence of the spread of such mali-
cious fantasies as those, is the widespread axiomatic presump-mathematical assumptions inhering axiomatically in Euler’s

fraudulent, reductionist representation of the Leibniz calcu- tion, that the existence of a substance called “energy,” and
these assumptions of reductionist thermodynamics, are code-lus. In this way, Clausius, Grassmann, et al., thus introduced

the foundations for what became the doctrine of universal en- pendent realities. Hence, we have, especially since Wiener’s
1948 Cybernetics, certain widespread delusions respectingtropy.

Thus, we have notions associated with the so-called Three the existence of phenomena described as negative entropy
(“negentropy”) within a universe in which entropy is falselyLaws of Thermodynamics, and such by-products of that as

both the famous work of Ludwig Boltzmann and of Wiener. assumed to be universally pervasive.28

For such reasons, since approximately the time of hisAs outcome of that, we have the effort of a student of
Boltzmann’s, Erwin Schrödinger, to degrade the anomalous death in 1945, the work of Vernadsky has been regarded by

some, such as some among the RAND Corporation circles ofexperimental phenomena of life, to a matter of “aperiodic
crystals.” The hoax of “information theory,” as perpetrated the late 1940s, as the principal scientific threat to the current,

post-modernist version of the dogma of universal entropy.29by Bertrand Russell acolyte Norbert Wiener, was directly a
product of this wild-eyed doctrine of “thermodynamics.” The

28. Contrary to delusions popular in many relevant classroom circles, therework of Russell acolyte John von Neumann, as on so-called
is no experimental proof of such constructs as “cybernetics.” They are the“random theory,” systems analysis, and “artificial intelli-
product of the superimposition of arbitrary axiomatic, mathematical assump-gence,” is among the schizophrenic by-products of that same
tions upon what the devotees of those views impose upon the evidence which

Delphic heritage. they present as supposed proof. Such tricks as those belong not to the domain
The inevitable consequence of those gnostics’ hoaxes in of science, but of stage magic.

the name of science, is those presently popular fantasies of 29. Typical of the post-modernist character of that trend, is the development
of so-called “science fiction” in the U.S. The writers of that stuff were not

versity’s Professor Robert Moon met with me to lay out the evidence on the merely fantasists, but were dominated by a very specific ideology, an ideol-
ogy built around a revival of the same “Occam’s Razor” dogma of thatAmpère angular-force principle, which showed, on the basis of the experi-

mental proof developed by Wilhelm Weber, that “Coulomb forces” must be medieval gnostic, William of Ockham, upon whom Paolo Sarpi premised his
founding of the English empiricism of Francis Bacon, Thomas Hobbes, etnecessarily reversed in the infinitesimally small.
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The following considerations are the most immediately rele- Weber, and Bernhard Riemann.
If we consider the entirety of the now-published writingsvant ones.

If the experimental evidence, such as that cited by him, of Riemann, including what are classed as his posthumously
published metaphysical papers, we can not exclude the likeli-shows that life is a principle of universal physical action,

which exists independently of the principled characteristics hood, that Riemann was already exploring directions, respect-
ing the physical efficiency of human cognitive thought, whichof abiotic processes, what happens, then, to the claims for a

universality of reductionist thermodynamic notions of en- I have drawn out explicitly, in part from my considering cer-
tain implications of his principal writings. However, if I relyergy? To similar effect, as I have demonstrated, cognition is

efficiently a universal physical principle found only among only upon my own appreciation of the implications of his
principled published work published in his lifetime, it is clearhuman beings. If the principle of cognition is demonstrated

to be a physically efficient generator of anti-entropic organi- that Riemann’s conception of an entirely anti-aprioristic
physical geometry (an anti-Euclidean, physical geometry,zation in man’s relationship to the universe, what, and where,

then, is “energy”? rather than a merely non-Euclidean one), shows us how to deal
conceptually with the three-fold composition of the universeIn the light of the latter classes of evidence, reason will

not tolerate that epistemologically absurd presumption, that implied by Vernadsky’s work.
Thus, we must emphasize, once again, from this stand-these principles, of abiotic, biotic, and cognitive action, do

not co-exist equally, as if from any assumed “beginning” of point, that the universe as a whole is not to be considered as
derived from a primitive, exclusively abiotic beginning. Thethe universe. Only the voice of mental illness could propose

that anything exists efficiently as a universe, “prior to,” or quality of anti-entropy which is characteristic of both life
and cognition, are qualities already embedded in the universe“outside” the multiply-connected array of these three catego-

ries of universal physical principles. Those considerations “from the beginning,” rather than phenomena derived from a
perfectly entropic sort of abiotic origin.oblige us to consider the following implications of such view

for mathematical physics in general. What we witness, as Vernadsky viewed the matter of bio-
geochemistry in general, is the development of the biosphereIf, then, each experimentally validated discovery of a uni-

versal physical principle, as what Kepler identified, in his The through production of naturally produced materials and ar-
rangements, a development which provided the natural condi-New Astronomy, as an intention of the universe, is, function-

ally, an independent physical dimension of the universe, what tions required for the appearance of certain classes of species,
and so on. We must recall, that the existence of the oceanskind of geometry must be adopted as the basis for a competent

mathematical physics? Instead of seeking to improve on Eu- and atmosphere, typifies the importance of our willful mainte-
nance of those products of life’s actions on our planet, andclid, as non-Euclidean geometry does, we must choose an

anti-Euclidean physical geometry, which, as Gauss’s teacher points out the implied penalties of our failure to do so. E.g.,
the problem of “primitive accumulation” so situated. Simi-Kästner argued, tears out all a priori choices of definitions,

axioms, and postulates at the outset, as Gauss’s follower Rie- larly, the existence of human life, as an expression of a princi-
ple underlying cognition, may be universal, but its expressionmann does. Instead of assuming that physical action is

bounded by a priori, “ivory tower” notions, as at the black- as conscious life, human life, both in the first appearance of
human life and in its perpetuation today, requires the develop-board, of space, time, and matter, we must let the physical

universe speak for itself: rather than through the voice of some ment of pre-conditions in respect to both the preceding abiotic
and biotic development of our planet.Babylonian or Delphic priesthood.

Here lies the essential issue of fundamental difference The progress of human life, as measurable in various
ways, depends also upon conditions created by man, condi-between such followers of Cusa, Leonardo, and Kepler as

Leibniz, and such notable representatives of the reductionist tions which were not, and are not produced naturally by means
other than human activity. These conditions must also bestandpoint in mathematics of the late Eighteenth and Nine-

teenth Centuries, as Euler, d’Alembert, Lagrange, LaPlace, either maintained, or an efficient replacement supplied by the
human will. The failure to meet that responsibility, definesCauchy, Clausius, Kelvin, Grassmann, Helmholtz, et al. Such

is the difference, respecting geometry, between those reduc- the political issue of primitive accumulation.
There is a related, second crucial problem which must betionists and such contrasted French scientific geniuses and

Newton opponents as Arago, Lazare Carnot, Monge, Fresnel, considered, if we are to grasp the implications of the issues
of primitive accumulation being addressed here. In addition toAmpère, and Poncelet. This is also the difference between

those reductionists and such notable followers of Göttingen the implications of discovering, as if by an isolated individual,
that the universe is a multiply-connected geometric domain,University’s Abraham Kästner as Carl Gauss, Wilhelm
of an expanding number of discovered “intentions,” each in
the form of universal physical principles, there is the matter

al. Those science-fiction writers “softened the brains” of various suggestible
of the social relations through which such discoveries forstrata of the post-war population, thus creating a market for such fantasies as
practice are transmitted within society. Here, in the role of“artificial intelligence.” The popularity of the Hollywood “Star Trek” series

typifies the spread of such sickening ideology. the social processes defined by cognition as such, lies the
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essential difference between my definition of the noösphere a mathematically insoluble ontological paradox, which the
experimental evidence imposes upon the effort to representand that of Vernadsky’s known writings.30

that evidence in terms consistent with a preexisting choice of
mathematical, or equivalent system.32 The already referenced

1.1 Primitive Accumulation and discovery of universal gravitation, by Kepler, and Fermat’s
discovery of least time, are leading classroom examples ofClassical Education
this distinction for classroom and related use.

The only solution for a valid such paradox in mathemati-The transmission of an individual’s discovery of a univer-
cal physics commonly so-called, is the generation of a physi-sal physical principle, through the replication of that act of
cal hypothesis of the type, which, once proven experimen-original discovery within the sovereign cognitive processes
tally, constitutes a newly discovered universal physicalof other persons, is the only proper, rigorous basis for defin-
principle. If so proven, that principle then becomes the func-ing what should be called education. The proper form of
tional equivalent of a new physical-geometrical axiom oftransmission of discoveries of a crucial significance for to-
mathematics, that according to Riemann’s definition of physi-day’s society, from even the remote past, is what is known as
cal geometry. As this point can be demonstrated even withina Classical humanist mode of general education of the young,
the bounds of a well-composed secondary education, thisas the famous reform of Friedrich Schiller’s follower Wilhelm
principle forces a corresponding transformation of the exist-von Humboldt typifies this.
ing mathematical physics, and, sometimes, radical transfor-To understand the implications of the concept of primitive
mations in our ideas about mathematics as such.accumulation for shaping a nation’s policy, we must look at

On this account, Kepler’s uniquely original discovery ofthe entire economy, both the national and world economies,
a principle of universal gravitation, in opposition to the in-from a standpoint which features such a Classical humanist
competent methods of Ptolemy, Copernicus, Brahe, and thenotion of generalized public education.
empiricist Galileo, is paradigmatic for all modern physicalFor this reason, during my published writings of the recent
science. The statistical methods of Vernadsky, used to defineseven years,31 I have frequently employed an improved form
life as a distinct principle, and to define noësis similarly, areof pedagogical defense of those discoveries of mine dating
examples of this same principle, the principle otherwisefrom the 1948-1952 interval, by aid of a particular kind of
called docta ignorantia, coincidence of opposites, Analysisreference to Raphael Sanzio’s famous portrait of The School
Situs, or simply Socratic method.of Athens. I employ that pedagogy, again, here.

This method has three principal aspects, all of which comeThis reference involves a conception, sometimes called,
into focus when the acts of discovery and experimental proofin Classical usages, “the simultaneity of eternity,” which is
of a valid physical hypothesis are juxtaposed within theof crucial importance in defining the functional relationship
framework of what is best identified as a Classical humanistbetween Classical-humanist models of educational policies
mode of general education. The point to be made, is perhapsand scientific-economic processes of societies. The direct re-
made most clearly when one situates the lesson to be adducedlationship of that aspect of education, to the subject of primi-
from Raphael’s The School of Athens in such an educa-tive accumulation, I shall address at a relevant later point in
tional setting.this report. I now introduce that definition of education, at

Any discovery of an experimentally validated universalthis point in my argument, for its immediate relevance to the
physical principle, has three categorical features. First, as Iissues posed by Vernadsky’s definition of the noösphere. I
have said, there is the ontological paradox. Second, there isemphasize that this is a crucial aspect of the concept of a
the discovery, by cognitive generation within the individualnoösphere, which is necessarily overlooked in focussing
mind, of the hypothesized universal principle which wouldmerely upon the direct relationship to the noösphere, of the
bring our understanding of the universe into correspondenceindividual as such.
with the experimental evidence. Third, there is the crucialTo emphasize the point made above: In the methods of
quality of experiment which validates that hypothesis as of aphysical science, and in opposition to the tenaciously held,
universal character.fallacious presumptions of at-the-blackboard mathematical

The special difficulty each such three-fold act of discov-formalists, such as Russell, Wiener, and von Neumann, the
ery poses, is that no universal physical principle, as such,definition of a universal physical principle arises, entirely
exists, or could exist, in the form of an object of sense-percep-outside previously existing, formal mathematical systems. It

arises, in its typical first reflection, as our confrontation with

32. This issue of the intrinsic incompleteness of any formal mathematical
30. I do not assume that Vernadsky was not an advocate of a Classical human system, is the core of the fraudulent treatment of Leibniz’s monadology, and
education. His writings indicate that he was. The point is, that he did not of the Leibniz calculus generally, by Euler, Lagrange, Laplace, Cauchy, et
draw out the conclusions which I have made. al. The same issue arises in a related way in the 1880s work of Georg Cantor,

and in Kurt Gödel’s celebrated refutation of the wild and arbitrary claims of31. Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr., “How Bertrand Russell Became An Evil Man,”
Fidelio, Autumn 1994. Russell and von Neumann.
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fined a principle of universal cognition differently, but to
similar effect, defining it as distinct from the characteristics
of species which are, functionally, systemically inferior to
human beings.

I emphasize my agreement with Vernadsky on the point,
that seemingly relatively weak forces of life, reshape, over
an accumulation of time, what appear to be the relatively
powerful forces of the abiotic Earth. Seemingly ephemeral,
cognitive forces, reshape, over an accumulation of time, the
combined forces of the abiotic and biotic domains.33 The fu-
ture of the universe, is thus shaped, so, by the interventions
of ostensibly “weak forces.”

The view, that the universe, when considered in all of its
combined aspects, is ontologically a living, in addition to
being an abiotic one, was known to Classical Greece as the
notion of a hylozoic universe. This idea, already a well devel-
oped concept among some of the Classical Greeks of Plato’s
lifetime, regained notable attention of physical science with
the impact of relevant discoveries of Pasteur and his follow-
ers. Continued attention to the work of Pasteur et al., by that
current, modern experimental physical science which was
developed in Europe beginning the Fifteenth Century, has
brought the ancient concept of an hylozoic universality to the
fore, at least in some important scientific circles, in a fresh,
more powerful, and more conclusive way.

The special significance of the relevant work of
Vernadsky, and of such followers as Gurwitsch, is that mod-Louis Pasteur inspired the work of Vernadsky, on the matter of
ern biophysical scientific practice impels and aids us in focus-defining the efficient existence of a universal principle of life.
sing experimentally upon the nature of the interactions be-
tween living and non-living processes.34 For example,
experimental study of biophotonic interactions among living
tissues not otherwise in direct interaction, expresses a mosttion. Such principles are of the ontological quality which Plato

references by his allegory of the shadows on the irregular important general question, one bearing directly on issues of
surface of the wall of a dimly fire-lit cave. The task, as in
microphysics in particular, is to discover, and to know with
certainty, the existence of the unseen object which casts the

33. Hence, I have insisted that it is an error, which appears among persons
shadow. Vernadsky’s definitions of both life and cognition, otherwise sympathetic to the work of Vernadsky, to degrade any manifest
respectively, are each an illustration of Plato’s argument. So, physical efficiency of the cognitive function, to the existence of a form of

thermodynamic“energy.” Thus,Hermann Minkowski, in his celebrated 1907the function of education is to be situated within the noö-
lecture, delivered a powerful, and needed argument for the superseding ofsphere.
Euclidean geometry by relativistic physics, but then erred by proposing to
substitute a non-Euclidean geometry, that of Lobachevsky, for the needed

An Hylozoic Universe anti-Euclidean physical geometry of Riemann. Once we have escaped the
Situate that issue of scientific method within a functional delusory schema of perfectly abiotic thermodynamics, of Kelvin et al., we

make a fatal error if we attempt then to degrade the principle of action specificdefinition of the noösphere. View Raphael’s The School of
to life or cognition, by proposing to return to the pathology of assuming anAthens from that vantage-point.
original basis for the universe in the reductionist thermodynamics of Claus-In Vernadsky’s argument on these points, the relevant
ius, von Neumann, Riemann, et al.

shadow as such, assumes the form of statistical evidence of
34. A translation of Gurwitsch’s description of his work (Alexander and

a crucial quality of significance. In this, he describes himself Lydia Gurwitsch, “Twenty Years of Mitogenetic Radiation: Emergence, De-
as following the path trodden by Louis Pasteur et al., on velopment, and Perspectives”) appeared in the Fall 1999 issue of 21st Cen-

tury Science & Technology. In addition, see the two-part article bythe matter of defining the efficient existence of a universal
Gurwitsch’s student, Michael Lipkind, “Alexander Gurwitsch and the Con-principle of life: Certain patterns of perceptible, distinct
cept of the Biological Field,” which appeared in the Summer 1998 and Fallreactions, occur in the presence of living processes, which do
1998 issues of 21st Century Science & Technology; and Jonathan Ten-

not occur otherwise, at least not in a statistically significant nenbaum, “A Dialogue on the Importance of Keeping People in a Healthy,
degree. The branch of science called biogeochemistry, ad- Unbalanced State” and “Beyond Molecular Biology: The Biophoton Revolu-

tion,” 21st Century Science & Technology, Winter 1998-99.dresses these phenomena and their implications. I have de-
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primitive accumulation in the domain of physical economy.35 If we are not to commit the blunder of repeating the linear,
“connect-the-dots” methods used by Copernicus and Brahe,As Vernadsky emphasizes, the action of living processes

upon the Earth, has created a biosphere in which the products we can not assume that random actions of “natural selection”
enabled life to create the previously non-existent precondi-of the action by living processes, have produced such neces-

sary preconditions for higher living processes as the creation tions for higher forms of life. It is an echo of the same problem
recognized and solved by Kepler: if the universe operated asof the oceans, atmosphere, and soils. In that context, the inter-

action of non-living products of living processes, in providing the mathematical methods of Copernicus, Brahe, and Galileo
imply, the Solar system could never have existed. There mustthe preconditions necessary for higher evolution of the bio-

sphere as a whole, bring into focus a crucial question of physi- be an intrinsically adducible intention, embedded in the prin-
ciple of life, which governs the “orbit” of hylozoic develop-cal science as a whole. This view of an hylozoic universe, over

which the specifically human principle of cognition reigns, is ment, in the same sense that the principle of intention embod-
ied in Kepler’s Sun orders the regular orbits of the planets.36the foundation for any competent study of the problems of

primitive accumulation. This touches a crucial feature of Aca- Consider the economy’s depletion of its environment
from that standpoint. Define the challenge of primitive accu-demician Lvov’s warning.

Regard these notions of life and cognition, as universal mulation from that standpoint. That presents us with three
categories of depletion to consider: a.) the abiotic features ofphysical principles, as from the standpoint of Kepler’s discov-

ery of universal gravitation. How does life express what the environment essential to human existence; b.) the bio-
sphere as essential to human existence; c.) those products ofKepler identified, as in his revolutionary The New Astron-

omy, as that same quality of intention, as that feature of the cognitive development of the society on which the continua-
tion of the upward development of the productive powers ofSolar system which defined the regularity of orbits of con-

stantly non-uniform curvature? labor depends. It is in the last of those three that the role of
education, and the significance of my present reference toIn Kepler’s work, that use of intention corresponds explic-

itly to what modern science since Cusa, Leonardo da Vinci, The School of Athens, lies.
To restate that crucial point: the preconditions for theand Kepler recognizes as a universal physical principle, just

as Kepler was the first to discover and define a universal possibility of sustainable human life on our planet, are thus
three. First, the existence of the Sun, and of the creation ofphysical principle of harmonically ordered gravitation. In any

rigorous definition of the term “science,” we must limit our- the Solar system, with its development, from that Sun. Sec-
ond, the development of living processes, thus developing theselves to thinking of willful forms of action, which, when

discovered and applied, enable mankind to increase its power biosphere, on our home planet. Third, the cognitive develop-
ment of the human species, which is expressed as an accumu-to exist within, and also over the universe.

The conscious expression of what has been proven to be lation of discoveries of experimentally validatable universal
physical principles.such a universal physical principle, is our consciousness of it

as our own willful, conscious intention to produce that quality That means that whatever is physically efficient as an
effect, whether in abiotic, living, or cognitive processes, ex-of effect which is a specific expression of that universal princi-

ple. In other words, we do not know such principles as existing presses some universal physical principle, or set of such prin-
ciples. Over the past five decades, I have always emphasized,apart from the human will, outside of our consciousness of

them. that these principles include those universal physical princi-
ples properly associated with Classical, as distinct from Ro-What we know is three-fold. We know our intention to

bring about the effect with which that discovered principle is mantic, modernist, and post-modernist, artistic composition.
The arts of statecraft, such as law and history, are derivedassociated in our mind; we know the paradox which provoked

that discovery, and we also know the result which the relevant from the impact of Classical modes of artistic composition
and performance, in fostering the insight of the population.experimental evidence points out to our intention. If we keep

those distinctions in mind, we will avoid many of the follies all That store of knowledge represented by surviving discov-
eries of the universal physical principles of abiotic, biotic,too commonplace in what is often considered today’s expert

practice. This willful, even impassioned character of inten- and Classical artistic principles, is represented by an accumu-
lation of the interconnection among those three categories oftion, as I have identified such notions of an impassioned,

voluntary impulse, as distinct from the notion of deductive universal physical principles which, by definition, do not exist
as objects of sense-perception. The following set of observa-proof, is the crucial point to be kept in mind.
tions, is therefore crucial for understanding the role of educa-
tion in determining the ability of a society to continue to exist

35. Jonathan Tennenbaum summarizes some recent work in the Gurwitsch at even its present level of development of its population.
tradition, on biophotonic interactions in living tissue, in “Russian Scientists To understand this matter, the relevant argument must
Replicate ‘Impossible’ Mitogenetic Radiation,” 21st Century Science &
Technology,Winter 2000-01.Seealso, “RussianDiscovery ChallengesExis-
tence of ‘Absolute Time,’ ” on the work of Prof. Simon Shnoll, by Jonathan 36. Such was the nature of Vernadsky’s triumph over the failed method of

mathematical biophysics of Nicholas Rashevsky.Tennenbaum, in 21st Century Science & Technology, Summer 2000.
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Raphael’s The School of
Athens.

start from the recognition that, as I have just said, neither personalities, most of whom are not contemporaries of one
another, live still, as sovereign personalities, cognitive be-valid discoveries of universal physical principles, nor the in-

dividual mental processes by which those principles are dis- ings, in the mind of each student who has reexperienced,
which is to say personally reenacted, relevant cognitive actscovered, are a subject of sense-perception, or of deduction.

The act of discovery occurs only as a sovereign cognitive act of discovery of principle by each of these figures. We must
call such remembered experiences living memories of livingof an individual mind, a process which is perfectly opaque to

the sense-perceptual powers of an observer. beings, and sovereign ones at that. We must do so, because,
as we should easily recall, the action which generated the ideaThus, contrary to sophist Immanuel Kant’s “Dialectic of

Practical Reason,”37 the communication of a valid discovery of that principle in the mind of that discoverer, lives, and acts,
as an efficient cause of action within the living process of our(noësis) of a principle, can not occur directly, as perception

of the actual discovery. It can occur only by inducing a truthful own memory.38

The crucial fact about this, is that such a memory is areplication of the act of cognitive hypothesizing by one mind,
within the cognitive processes (noësis) of a second person. memory of the relevant act of cognition by that discoverer.

Therefore, the image of that person in one’s memory, is not aThat conception, so shared, becomes truthful human knowl-
edge, when it is proven, and thus known to be specifically motion-picture image; it is an image of a specifically human

act, an act which can be performed only by a living cognitiveefficient, by relevant standards of experiment. Such is Plato’s
method of the Socratic dialogue. being. Therefore, the memory of that act is both a living and

a human object within the memory of the rememberer. InIn all competent modes of education, those which approx-
imate, at least, what is termed Classical humanist education, effect, in that degree, the mind of he who remembers has

given rebirth to the living personality of the discoverer. Thatthe student relives the experience of the actual mental process
by which an Archimedes, for example, discovered a universal discoverer lives again, in that manner and degree, in the mind

of the rememberer.physical principle. The commitment to a principle of Socratic
truthfulness, respecting the adoption of ideas of principle, The same thing occurs in all valid performance of great

Classical works of artistic composition. The great actor of thethus produces a resulting state of memory which we should
recognize as the true form of knowledge. Classical tragic stage, brings the character portrayed on stage

to life in that way; that actor summons the cognitive personal-What is thus induced in the student which corresponds
to what Raphael portrays as The School of Athens? Many

38. Cf. Plato, Phaedo, Loeb Classical Library (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard
University Press, 1963). Also, Moses Mendelssohn, Phaedon: The Death37. Immanuel Kant, Critique of Practical Reason (1788) (Indianapolis and

New York: The Liberal Arts Press, Inc., division of Bobbs-Merrill Co., Inc., of Socrates, J. Cooper, trans. (New York: Arno Press, 1973, reprint of
1789 translation).1956 edition).
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ity of the character into true life, which lives, breathes, and ing in the mind of those sharing those discoveries as a cogni-
tive form of knowledge.thinks, upon that stage.

What the graduate of such an education applies to the It is, therefore, not the isolated discovery, by the isolated
individual, which generates the maintenance and increase ofchallenges of his or her profession, is the resources repre-

sented, in that manner and degree, by all those personalities the potential relative population-density of society. It is,
rather, the individual’s fruitful intervention into the accumu-who are still living, in that way, within the graduate’s cogni-

tive memories of their moments of true discovery. It is the lated knowledge of society to date, as represented, not only
by himself, but also the other members of society with whomsharing of that historical-cognitive experience, reaching back

into innumerable earlier generations, which the members of he or she cooperates, and those who have gone before, thus
to bring effective change about.contemporary society bring to bear on making the decisions

which shape contemporary practice. This contribution by the individual, depends, function-
ally, upon the degree of moral and related cognitive develop-The maintenance and improvement of that store of cogni-

tive knowledge, from past and present combined, is as much ment accumulated in the relevant other members of society.
If they are ignorant on this account, they will tend to respondthe stored-up physical-economic capital of a national econ-

omy, as the society’s investment in tangible capital goods, or foolishly even to the best and noblest of useful innovations,
as we see this demonstrated in the average scientific and otherinfrastructural improvements, or the natural resources which

are drawn upon. That stock of cognitive intellectual capital cultural decadence of the current U.S. population, for exam-
ple, relative to that of professionals two or three generationsis, indeed, the most important kind of physical-economic cap-

ital of any society. earlier.
This is not merely a matter of accumulation of formalThus, the net depletion of the human resources provided

by the development of the Solar system, such depleting of knowledge of physical principles. The array of principles con-
tained in such a developed memory of past discoveries ofresources produced by life’s action on the abiotic Earth, and

the depleting of society’s store of accumulated discoveries of principle, is far greater than the sum of its parts. The history,
as various known or implicitly reflected, by means of whichuniversal physical principles, each and all together represent

three forms of primitive accumulation which tend to threaten these discoveries of principle have come into existence as
knowledge for that individual mind, is expressed, in the unityour society’s future. We must either replace the relevant por-

tion we have consumed, or must provide a functionally effi- of those ideas, as a quality best termed “judgment.” This qual-
ity of judgment points toward a conception sometimes calledcient alternative as replacement. Thus, the elimination of

Classical humanist methods of education, is not only an eco- “the simultaneity of eternity.”
nomic disaster for a nation, but one of the most deadly forms
of destruction of the possibility for maintaining the present The Space-Time in Which We Think

This view of education leads us into a pair of directionslevel of human existence, one of the most malicious of all
forms of primitive accumulation. for further reflection and exploration.

The first such consideration, impels us to ask ourselves:The individual does not act upon the economic process
called society, from the standpoint of an individual acting what is the implication for the application of physical science,

of shifting the emphasis, away from those actions which to-according to a particular, isolated individual discovery. The
ability to make such a discovery, depends upon the student’s day’s popular opinion imagines to occur within what we

might assume to be an axiomatically fixed, sensory domainbuilding up something akin to Raphael’s The School of
Athens, in his or her own sovereign cognitive processes. It is of practice, into an alternate domain, in which the most sig-

nificant action, is the class of cognitive acts of generating andthe living dialogue of such personalities, within the body of
memory which is that student’s sovereign cognitive pro- reenacting experimentally validated discoveries of universal

physical principle? These latter represent a species of ideascesses, on which the student relies, to generate the act of
insight leading toward his or her own, original tentative not apparent through sense-perception, but which are not only

demonstrated to exist, but which are fully efficient existenceshypotheses. It is through sharing the fact of the common expe-
rience of such a memory with other sovereign intellects, even in our functional relationship to the universe.

The second consideration is, what does that shift in stand-many long deceased, that such insights are evoked in the
minds of the other. It is through collaboration so ordered, point of physical-science practice signify, for the develop-

ment of both the moral and physical potential of the individualthat cooperative action in adoption and use of discoveries by
society, may occur. person and society? What does such development of the indi-

vidual signify for the survival and progress of cultures and civ-The individual discovery of a universal physical principle
is, thus, never directly applied to nature. Rather, it is first ilizations?

Look at these matters from not only physical science andapplied to the multiply-connected manifold of principles al-
ready existing in the discoverer’s mind. What is then applied economy as those might be ordinarily defined, but from the

standpoint of Classical artistic productions.to society’s practice, is the full force of the implicitly Rieman-
nian manifold of all of the universal physical principles exist- What is the relationship of the student in today’s class-
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mind acting efficiently upon Johnny’s society, changing
Johnny’s society, through Johnny’s mind, in that efficient
degree, in that fashion. Johnny, in turn, by realizing a current
benefit of Archimedes’ principle, has changed the outcome
of Archimedes’ life for the better.

In such ways, through relationships defined primarily in
terms of cognition, we are able to change the outcome of the
past, as we may the future which will emerge long after we
are deceased.

Situate an original discovery, such as one of Archimedes,
as a personalized existence within the memory of Johnny,
within Johnny’s simulation of something like Raphael’s The
School of Athens. Within that simulation, the development
of knowledge of universal principles, the order of the succes-
sion of discoveries is well defined, but, in the act directly
connecting between the two, Archimedes and Johnny, within
Johnny’s memory, there is no notion of an intervening period
of absolute clock-time. In that momentary relationship be-
tween Johnny’s and Archimedes’ thought, twenty-three cen-
turies of lapsed clock time, are dissolved into an interval
whose duration is as but a moment.

Except for the matter of ordering the sequence among
such ideas, each pair of persons sharing knowledge of the
discovery of such a principle, or its reenactment, lives, as if
born again, in that moment, in a moment of a shared simulta-
neity of eternity. In the domain of cognition, time is, in first

“What is the relationship of the student in today’s classroom, approximation, reduced to a sense of relative order of cogni-
Johnny, who has just reenacted successfully the cognitive act of a tive events as such, rather than the lapse of clock-time be-
certain discovery of principle by Archimedes, to the Archimedes

tween such successive events; here, we see Fermat’s notionwho was murdered by the Romans approximately 2,312 years ago?”
of “quickest time” driven to its hypothetical limit! The argu-
ment is a more or less obvious one, but its implications can
be stunning on first consideration.

To calm the agitated state of mind these notions mightroom, Johnny, who has just reenacted successfully the cogni-
tive act of a certain discovery of principle by Archimedes, to tend to provoke in the unprepared person, recall the implica-

tions of Plato’s use of his allegory of the dimly lit cave. Whatthe Archimedes who was murdered by the Romans approxi-
mately 2,312 years ago? Ask: looking at this from inside our powers of sense-perception detect, is not the real universe

outside our skins, but, rather, the shadows of efficiently exist-Johnny’s memory of that act of discovery of Archimedes,
what is the lapse of time expressed by that action which con- ing, but unseen objects, which Leibniz names “monads,” such

as a selection from among those objects of nuclear microphys-nects Archimedes’ act of thought and the reenacted copy of
that thought by Johnny? The paradox is a truly delicious one! ics which modern experimental physics, since Wilhelm We-

ber’s discovery, has defined rather well.39 This distinctionMore notably, study of this paradox leads us toward compre-
hension of the most challenging among the implications of
primitive accumulation.

To grasp the significance of what I have just written at 39. Leibniz’s concept of the monad is a direct outgrowth of his development
of the original calculus. In experimental method, as refined by Leibniz’sthis point, recognize that one’s experienced knowledge of
discoveries, we measure two distinct but connected characteristics of a well-the act of discovery accomplished by Archimedes, increases
defined object of knowledge. First, we must have crucial experimental proof

the power of the person enjoying that knowledge, qualita- of its existence; secondly, that existence expresses a variable magnitude
tively, over the one which does not. Thus, Johnny has not according to the functional circumstances in which it is situated. Hence, the

intrinsic non-linearity of the interval expressed as the Leibniz differential,merely copied an image; Archimedes has, in effect, transmit-
as contrary to Euler’s linear infinitesimal. Weber’s experimental proof ofted a specific quality of increased power to Johnny’s ability
Ampère’s principle, is an example of the notion of a monad. In that case,to think and act. Johnny’s society is improved in its power
Weber’s experiments not only defined the existence of Ampère’s angular

over nature, in that degree. force,but also leddirectly to thefirstmeaningfulmeasurementof theeffective
Therefore, the connection between Archimedes and John- existence of the electron, even before the existence of the electron was other-

wise demonstrated.ny’s society, is not a simple connection; it is Archimedes’
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between perception and experimental reality, does not make covery by an individual.
So, as if from the standpoint of the classroom as such, thethe experienced universe less real, but merely reminds us that

our perceptual processes, which are organs of a living process, notions of space, time, and matter appear to be purely relative.
The central feature of that classroom’s standpoint, is the rela-report to us what they experience, but not the reality which

produced that experience. That distinction signifies, that we tive position of a cognitive form of action, such as a discovery
of a universal principle, in respect to the sequence in which itmust resort to the methods of physical science, as biogeoche-

mist Vernadsky did for the biosphere, to discover the reality may be generated in a merely academic setting. This is a
useful first approximation, pedagogically, but it is not a trueof the effects which our senses report.

Thus, we have two contending opinions respecting the representation of the relevant evidence.
The truth of the matter lies in the universe’s responsenature of the physical universe.

First, there is the erroneous, but commonplace view, that to actions governed by cognitive progress in applied human
knowledge. It is in the universe’s response to our willful inter-of a physics based upon an aprioristic Euclidean or similar

geometry, in which sense-experience is interpreted according ventions, as through the methods of experimental science,
that we are able to assign a meaningful, relativistic sense ofto the arbitrary assumption, that the real universe outside our

skins is more or less Euclidean, or, at the best, non-Euclidean. lapsed time to the process being considered. Thus, the most
important real effects are expressed not in linear absoluteIn the case of such a misguided person, the believer is deluded

into imagining that the senses are a transparent window time, but, rather, in cycles, which are not necessarily simple
ones, which express the relative lapse of time which, in thatthrough which to view the naked form of actual developments

in the world around the observer. The non-Euclidean, unlike state of society’s practice, has become characteristic of the
causal connection between certain actions and their effects.the Euclidean, accepts the curvature of physical space-time

in the large, but does not free himself, otherwise, from a The change in such characteristics, as Riemann supplies his
preliminary definition of characteristic of a multiply-con-priori kinds of axiomatic assumptions respecting space, time,

and matter.40 nected manifold, is properly a subject of the generalized no-
tion of Riemannian manifolds.Then, there is the view, as implicitly developed by Plato’s

dialogues, that the real action in the universe, is the cognitive Thus, the upward shift to emergence as a truly human
being, occurs as cognitive development enables the individualaction which permits us to extract truthfulness from a para-

doxical, and therefore false, perception-bound notion of the to shed the prison-like pupal husk of blind faith in sense-
certainty, to locate reality in those ideas which are the poweruniverse of experience. We acknowledge, that the thing which

bumps against our space-craft’s-like sensory periphery, is a to change the lawful, cause-effect ordering of the universe in
which we live. Sense-perception is thus downgraded to itsreal bump, but the cause of the bump has to be determined,

scientifically, by those methods of modern experimental truthful status as phenomena, as mere shadows of a reality
which exists in the form of that manifold of principles byphysical science introduced by Nicholas of Cusa. The contrast

of these two mutually opposing views, leads us to correspond- which the universe is actually controlled.
My definition of changes in potential relative population-ingly different conceptions of the nature of space, time, and

matter. density of societies as entireties, supplies the needed correc-
tive. As I shall emphasize the importance of that distinction,In the popular, pathological view, Archimedes has merely

transmitted “information” to Johnny, as if in sealed bottle cast in the subsequent chapter of this report, I define the term anti-
entropy, with my eye on Kepler, to correspond to an “orbitalupon the waters twenty-three centuries past. In the second,

Archimedes has acted to change Johnny, and Johnny’s soci- pathway” of increase of potential relative population-density.
This definition of anti-entropy corresponds, then, to a func-ety; he has transmitted to Johnny not mere “information,”

but an increased power to act. Johnny’s reenactment of that tionally ordered succession of changes in relative values of
the society, as an entire process: a “pathway” of change indiscovery, has also changed the historical outcome of Archi-

medes’ existence. Hence, for such cases, the term “simultane- society’s potential relative population-density. It is not the
change as such, which we must measure; we must measureity of eternity” is employed.

The discovery of the universal principles, which underlie the rate of change which is characteristic of a continuing pro-
cess; as Plato defined change, as Kepler defined the lawfulwhat is proven to be, experimentally, these efficiently real

objects, defines the personalized discoveries which inhabit organization of the Solar system, as Riemann’s discovery
defines a characteristic change from one manifold to its suc-the equivalent of Raphael’s The School of Athens. The result

is of the form of a Riemannian multiply-connected manifold. cessor.
Our task is not merely to measure that process, but toIt is that manifold, as a current state of the sovereign cognitive

powers of an individual mind, which governs the act of dis- cause it to exist, to set the desired rate of change into motion
through our adopted intention.

Thus, by defining science to mean only the practice of40. Such was the error, respecting geometry, in Hermann Minkowski’s fa-
mous lecture. cognitive progress in discovery and application of universal
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The pedagogical
challenge of re-creating
a discovery of universal
physical principle: a
Schiller Institute
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Summer 2001.

physical principles to effect such anti-entropic progress of Bach by such Classical polyphonists as Mozart, Beethoven,
Schubert, and Brahms.society, we have a way of locating the efficient reality outside

our skins, which corresponds to valid ideas generated from In this case, the performer does not merely follow the
notes of the score. Rather, as the nature of such Classicalinside our skins.

The most immediately crucial problem of method posed polyphony requires, the performer must proceed from an in-
sight into the composer’s intention of what is to be accom-by such considerations, is the issue of efficient intention. This,

as I shall emphasize in the next chapter, identifies the causal plished by the time the conclusion of the composition is
reached. In all such cases, as contrasted with the patheticfactor from which the notion of a functional rate of continuing

change can be adduced, rather than the erroneous post hoc, views and practices of Rameau or the prescriptions of Fux,
the composition has been crafted under the governance of aergo propter hoc method of connecting the dots, the erroneous

method common to the work of Claudius Ptolemy, Coperni- quality of principle which corresponds exactly to a universal
physical principle. The object is to create an idea in the mindcus, Brahe, and Galileo.

The class of actions, by means of which willful actions of both performer and hearer, an idea akin in quality to an
idea of scientific principle.cause anti-entropic changes within the determination of a so-

ciety’s potential relative population-density, are not the prod- Proceeding in that way, the morally responsible profes-
sional performer does not perform the work for a public (ex-uct of dense percussive interactions among individual human

wills. Only ultimately entropic effects for society, can be cept as in the form of a pedagogical experiment, a pedagogical
dialogue), until he or she has grasped the entire work as if itprompted in the kinds of percussive modes prescribed by the

English and British empiricists, for example. Anti-entropic were a single idea compressed into a momentary thought of
memory. Yet, everything in the elaborated work performed,effects are achieved solely through a willful (i.e., voluntary),

cognitive choice of positive intention by the actor. shall be necessary to evoke that effect in the mind of the
audience. It is that consideration, which prompts morally in-
spired professionals to rework the performance of a master-A Musical Example

For discussion of those distinctions, use as a standard of work over and over again, over the course of their lifetimes,
always determined to convey the idea more effectively thancomparison, the notion of the willful choice of the type of

course of action which governs the change in behavior associ- before. Thus, by such life-long persistence, they perfect them-
selves, and those who benefit from their precedents.ated with the adoption of a validated discovery of a universal

physical principle. Choose an example of this from the stan- In other words, the performer and composer are combin-
ing their efforts, in this case, to produce the replication ofdard of performance required for a Classical musical compo-

sition of the type generated from the root of the work of J.S. the composer’s discovered, intended idea, in the mind of the
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the principle, the idea which is the intent of the composition.
The performance appears to be in the sensory domain, and
what is done in that domain must be well done; but the content
of the performance is located in the higher, cognitive domain.

Admittedly, for the musician first grasping that concep-
tion, the initial recognition of the fact that such is the true
nature of the idea to be conveyed by the performed music,
evokes an eerie sensation. It is the same quality of eerieness
encountered when a student first recognizes any true idea of
universal principle.

Just as any experimental proof of a universal principle
must meet exacting standards of design and performance, so
the great performing artist is encumbered. However, the idea
which is imparted, is of the quality which inhabits the domain
of The School of Athens. As a corollary matter, the power and
authority of the Bach tradition of Mozart, Haydn, Beethoven,
Schubert, and Brahms, is that no other discipline than well-
tempered Classical, thorough-composed polyphony, is suited
to express such communication with such beauty and pre-
cision.

The qualified performer seeks to induce that latter effect
in the individual member of the audience, at least of some
among them. To that purpose, the performer must muster a
certain passion. That passion matches the intention, and is
aimed zealously to bring the intended result into effect. That
passion, that intention, grips the will of the accomplished
performer, just as the discovery of a needed hypothesis
arouses the cognitive passion and intention of the discoverer
of a newly discovered universal physical principle, or inspires“As the poet John Keats reminds us, it is the unheard sound of the
the young student to reenact an original discovery by Archi-idea, which motivates the composition and performance, which is

the true subject of such a Classical composition, not the sensual medes.
effects as such.” Here, the performer is the late Eliane Magnan. Such Socratic passion for truthfulness, is the active qual-

ity of moral motivation in all aspects of individual social
life. Such is the principle of truthfulness which distinguishes
Classical artistic composition from the Romantics, the mod-hearer. In other words, in a well-performed such Classical

musical composition, the communication effected by means ernists, and the popular. The requirement is, that art must
always be truthful, must never be arbitrary. It must conformof the performance, is an idea in the same sense the idea of a

principle earlier discovered by Archimedes may be re-created to what is usefully recognized as the good.
In general, the notion of a good will, must be recognizedwithin the mind of a student today.

The performance of a Classical musical work composed as an impassioned, efficient intention to promote the anti-
entropy of human existence: mankind’s increased power foraccording to the J.S. Bach tradition of well-tempered polyph-

ony, expresses exactly the same principle associated in the good, within and over the universe.
This must be the law for society; but, there is an interven-communication of an idea of principle from the mind of Ar-

chimedes, to Johnny. The essence of such a composition, ing problem. Who shall inspire a society to muster itself for
such purposeful courses of action? What is the distinctivedoes not lie in the sensory domain as such. Rather, as in any

experimental demonstration of a conception of universal prin- quality of persons who have developed such qualifications
for leadership of their fellow human beings?ciple, the sensory aspects of the process mediate the transmis-

sion of the idea which can not be contained explicitly in the Within my lifetime’s experience, I have observed chiefly
two types of cases in which such qualities of leadership areperformance as such.

As the poet John Keats reminds us, it is the unheard sound expressed, at least in significant approximation. In one case,
an individual rises above what appears otherwise to be his orof the idea, which motivates the composition and perfor-

mance, which is the true subject of such a Classical composi- her standard behavior, to put himself or herself even at great
risk for the nation, or for what might be carelessly describedtion, not the sensual effects as such. The performance is the

experiment which must demonstrate, and thus communicate as some other sort of “conspicuously selfless” good deed. In
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the other, more significant case, we have the dependency of Therefore, on this and related accounts, the most urgent
of the long-term interests of any society, is the developmentsocieties in crisis, upon the appearance of and selection of

exceptional persons with true qualities of leadership. Empha- of the relatively greatest possible numbers of truly adult mem-
bers of society, those who approach that quality of a sensesis upon the latter case is sufficient for our purposes in this

report. of an historical “simultaneity of eternity” which a nation in
systemic crisis should require of its leadership. On this ac-The moral problem, which is to be observed, with a certain

sadness, among even most of the society today, is that they count, only a nation whose policies of education at least ap-
proximate the standard of universal Classical human educa-degrade morality to a certain, relatively “small-minded” no-

tion of self-interest, or even into a sophist’s lists of “single- tion, is well equipped, either to avoid, or to overcome
devastating forms of self-imposed and related suffering.issue” do’s and don’t’s.

The person whose sense of identity is located in a con- The failure to develop and maintain the quality of the
population, according to that standard, by Classical-humanistscience assembled as the members of Raphael’s The School

of Athens are, locates his or her sense of personal identity in educational policies and other means, is therefore to be
counted as among the most deadly expressions of primitivea loving sense of obligation toward those minds which inhabit

the living individual’s memory of discoveries of principle accumulation: primitive accumulation against that upward
cultural development, on which continued success of civi-contributed from the past; and, a complementary sense of

obligation to the future of mankind. That individual’s sense lized forms of existence depends.
Those exceptional persons, who meet the standard of ma-of personal identity, is essentially both a cognitive and an

impassioned one, rather than merely a response to the sensed turity implicit in the lesson of The School of Athens, are what
Plato sometimes identifies by the image of “the philosopher-experience of oneself situated within perceived present times.

Relatively small-minded persons locate their self-interest king.” A similar case is that of the exceptional military leader,
whose insight into a principled flanking approach, an ap-in the smallness of a few years, a few decades at most, of

family, community, and national life; and with a customarily proach contrary to the prevailing opinion of his subordinates,
prompts the forces he leads to take the course of action leadingdiminishing sense of responsibility for consequences of their

behavior, as matters become relatively more remote from im- to victory.
The principle of leadership illustrated by such cases, asmediate ordinary notions of self-interest. The problem which

confronts the qualified leaders of society, is, that most of the by Plato’s allegorical argument, is that those who locate their
self-interested personal identity in the future consequences ofpersons in society have not really grown up, and most, still

today, never will. They have not reached that level of truly their present choices of action, are the only figures likely to
provide their society the needed pointing of the way out ofadult maturity which is typified by the mind which locates its

existence within the simultaneity of eternity. Worse, most of an otherwise terminal sort of systemic crisis, such as that
threatening all humanity immediately today.them would not wish to attempt to attain that higher moral

status: “I have more urgent, immediate personal interests, and Such leaders are able to succeed in this role, only on the
condition that their intervention lifts those who follow themdesires, to take care of.”

Such persons may be inspired, under exceptional circum- into sharing their own view of an orientation to the future
state of humanity to be achieved. The object of leadership, instances, to rise, as if above themselves, to higher motives;

but, this occurs only under exceptional conditions of stress, such endeavors, is to lift those who follow them, at least
temporarily, from the latter’s accustomed tendency towardand, usually, only when such stress is combined with the

impact of exceptional leadership upon them. moral mediocrity, away from that habituated smallness of
mind and morals which locates “self-interest” in the “hereThe most notable moral problem found among nations

whose population is not really bad, is that in history so far, and now.”
The method by which this function of leadership is accom-only a very, very tiny ration of the total population ever attains

true intellectual and moral maturity. In times of crisis, either plished, is the method we might best learn from the model of
the lack of such rare leading persons, or the rejection of their
properly leading role, will usually prove more or less fatal for

While Hamlet’s corpse is being hauled off stage, silly Fortinbras promisesthe future condition of that society as a whole. In all great
to lead the kingdom into more of the folly which carried Hamlet to his bloody

crises, as the best Classical tragedy points this out, the society demise. While Fortinbras rants on, Horatio, speaking to the audience, warns
will fail, as Hamlet’s society did, unless the right combination that we must study what had happened to Hamlet now, while the experience

is fresh in mind, lest such follies be reenacted. Classical tragedy presents usof a sense of crisis and of leadership for a time of crisis uplifts
the hero asflawed by the fact that his behavior is, not some personal characterthem, for at least a time.41

flaw, but is all too consistent with the generally accepted moral standard of
the foolish society which he or she represents. The folly of the American
people is not that their leaders have betrayed them; it is that those people41. To appreciate my point, one must reject that perverted Romantic’s view

of Shakespeare’s work in general, and of the definition of “tragedy,” which have chosen, by preference, the leaders which are seen to reflect the nation’s
currently prevailing popular opinion.is associated with such figures of academic repute as Coleridge and Bradley.
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The School of Athens as I have used it as illustration here.
To perform that role of leadership, the leader can not adopt
the role of an ordinary actor on stage or screen; he must be-
come, must be, cognitively, the character he plays in that
moment of crisis. In such a situation, no script writer can
provide him the lines he must speak, except himself. He must
therefore be the part he plays; he must be the rare, morally
matured and impassioned intellect his role demands of him.

2. Change as Economic Value

The paradox which led Kepler to his founding of a modern
basis for mathematical astrophysics, in his The New Astron-
omy, was his recognition that it was impossible, using the
prevailing mathematical methods of the relatively decadent
Sixteenth Century, to forecast both the position and velocity
of a planet, within its known orbit as a whole, for a particular
time. This problem, in particular, prompted Kepler to specify
the need for the discovery of a calculus to future mathemati-
cians. Leibniz’s original and unique discovery of the calculus,
was a solution for Kepler’s proposition. As I have already
emphasized, in the preceding chapter, it was a calculus in
which, contrary to the hoaxes perpetrated by the fanatical
reductionists Euler, Lagrange, Laplace, Cauchy, et al., the
interval between two moments of a continuing process, can
never be reduced to a mere linear approximation.

Gottfried Leibniz. “A corrected notion of the differential, oneThe folly of Euler, Lagrange, Cauchy, et al., in their fraud-
consistent with Leibniz’s monadology, is required to define theulent misdefinition of the calculus, pops up again as the chief
form of calculations required to overcome the usual blunders in

source of the incompetence of most national income account- defining measurements of relative economic value.”
ing practiced throughout the world today. A corrected notion
of the differential, one consistent with Leibniz’s monadology,
is required to define the form of calculations required to over-
come the usual blunders in defining measurements of relative (the apparent regularity of the orbit) is determining the non-

uniform curvature of the present interval immediately ahead.economic value.
In all of the important paradoxes of physical science, The same quality of irony arises in Fermat’s recognition of

the principle of quickest time.including physical economy, a similar difficulty arises. As for
Kepler’s recognition of the paradox which led him to discover Thus, since the work of Kepler, Fermat, Huyghens, and

Leibniz, for example, one of the leading topics of scientificthe principle of gravitation, in the case of every leading dis-
covery of principle in science, the paradoxical evidence at work, is the ability to adduce notions of mathematical func-

tions, by aid of which we can forecast the pathway of futurehand has suggested that the future is determining the pres-
ent.42 In all cases of otherwise regular trajectories which ex- unfolding conditions from an insightful reevaluation of pres-

ent knowledge. When attention is shifted, to focus upon thehibit characteristically non-uniform rates of curvature, such
as the Solar orbits examined by Kepler, this conceptual prob- matter of forecasting future human behavior, an entirely new,

higher category of problems confronts us: the factor of whatlem is encountered: the completed orbital cycle of Earth is
regular (with certain long-term qualifications), yet the attempt we call the individual human will. Since I have demonstrated,

recurrently, some unique and historically important successesto determine both the position and velocity of the planet in
that Earth, from the immediately preceding observations in in the matter of forecasting, I have the relevant credentials for

addressing the way in which this challenge is expressed inthe short term, breaks down; it appears, thus, that the future
economic processes.

Academician Lvov’s reference to a margin of cost which
42. For example, the case of the Crab Nebula, from which, it appears, the

is not taken into account in today’s customary accountingprincipal concentration of cosmic-ray showers on Earth originate. This other-
practice and economic doctrines, presents us with a problemwise somewhat well-known phenomenon, presents us with precisely such

apparent anomalies of what are potentially the most interesting quality. which can not be solved by explanations of existing doctrine.
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This requires a revolution in thinking about estimating the of the economy.”44 That controlled disintegration of the econ-
omy, which had appeared in 1975 as a new name for thecosts of production.

From my standpoint in physical economy, the solution to same policies adopted under Nixon and Britain’s Wilson and
Thatcher governments, is the cause for the systemic crisisthat paradox of accounting is elementary in nature, but not

so simple in practice. For such problems arising in science, which has now reached its decades-long progress into its pres-
ently terminal phase.precise estimates often escape us, but, nonetheless, the practi-

cal way of approaching such difficulties of estimation, can be Under the succession of measures introduced by the
Nixon and Carter Presidencies, the incurred physical costs ofmade clear to us, more or less readily. Such is the case as I

now address it here. maintaining preexisting levels of physical productivity, had
come to exceed the total net physical output of the U.S. econ-The subject of this chapter, is the estimation of the true

costs of consumption, taking into account the factors refer- omy. At first glance, most professional economists would be
instantly alarmed by hearing the utterance of that statement;enced by Academician Lvov.
nonetheless, despite their misguided, if understandably nega-
tive reactions to my report, what I have just said is nothingThe Bill of Consumption

How shall primitive accumulation be measured? I begin but true. That truth becomes obvious, if one looks carefully
at the actuality of the situation, rather than the falsified conclu-by reporting, successively, on two ways in which it should

not be measured. Those examples given, we shall then con- sions usually read into the misinterpretation of the official
statistics. This is one of those facts to which Academiciansider the causes for the highly paradoxical effects inhering in

the assignment of a money-price to a standard bill of materials Lvov referred in his testimony to the Duma. To settle that
very important issue, so posed, it is sufficient to define theand consumption.

The question is: What is net economic growth? Better range of facts which must be taken into account to set the
record straight.said: What is net physical growth, measured in terms of physi-

cal science, rather than today’s accounting practice? There- First of all, we must measure the performance of national
economies in physical, rather than inherently deceptive, con-fore: How shall we define the specific problem of measure-

ment posed by Academician Lvov’s reference to what I have ventional accounting terms. This means that we must measure
input and output per capita, per capita of the labor-force, peridentified as the problem of primitive accumulation?

During a 1984 half-hour nationwide telecast, I pointed to square kilometer, and in terms of changes in the demographic
characteristics of households, and also of the population con-a current willful fraud then being perpetrated, on a large scale,

by the joint efforts of the U.S. Federal Reserve System and sidered as a whole. We must include the depletion of basic
economic infrastructure, and must include the maintenancethe Federal Government. I identified the hoax in question

as “The Quality Adjustment Index.”43 That fraud is being of so-called “natural resources,” or their suitable replacement,
as an essential part of that infrastructure.practiced, still today, with as much irrational exuberance as

in 1984. We must also conduct those measurements against the
background of combined advances and reversals in thoseBack then, the Federal Reserve System under Alan Green-

span’s predecessor, Chairman Paul Volcker, had a problem. technologies which define the productive potential of both
the nation and its employed labor-force. Take U.S. aerospaceThe succession of changes in U.S. policy since the late

1960s, especially under “Southern Strategy” Presidents technology as an illustration of this point.
During the period from 1945 to date, the U.S. economy’sNixon and Carter, had gutted both the productive potential

and standard of living of the U.S. wage-earners and pension- rate of progress in aerospace potential has been twice set
back systemically. The first setback came under a Presidenters, by means of various forms of so-called “fiscal austerity.”

This looting of the typical households and communities, was Eisenhower whose economic policies were misdirected by
the same Arthur Burns who rescued Professor Milton Fried-also expressed in both depletion of long-term investments in

basic economic infrastructure, and of entrepreneurial poten- man from richly deserved obscurity. The Eisenhower admin-
istration shut down the leading work of the space program attial; the effects of this included an escalating real inflation in

the cost of living of households. the very point it was prepared to put a satellite into orbit,
several years before Sputnik. The next systemic wrecking-This looting of the nation and its population, had become

savage under Carter’s rampant deregulation programs. The
most savage of the depredations unleashed under Carter, was 44. The policy, by that name, had been introduced in a set of policy-papers

produced, during1975-76, under thedirection of ZbigniewBrzezinski, Cyrusthe impact of a Federal Reserve Policy which Chairman
Vance, Miriam Camps, et al., as part of the design for Brzezinski’s hand-Volcker himself had identified as “controlled disintegration
picked Trilateral Commission choice for President, Jimmy Carter. Volcker,
campaigning for his appointment as Chairman of the Fed, in England, in
November 1978, quoted that policy by name. See, Fred Hirsch, in “Project
1980s”: Alternatives to Monetary Disorder (New York: Council on Foreign43. Nationwide half-hour Presidential campaign broadcast, “Stopping the

Worldwide Economic Collapse,” ABC-TV, Feb. 4, 1984. Relations, 1977).
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The level of Classical culture
attained by the older
generation has been gutted,
along with overall living
standards, by various forms of
“fiscal austerity,” ushered in
by “Southern Strategy”
Presidents Nixon and Carter.

act came during the second half of the 1960s, with the deep of “Southern Strategist” Nixon, and self-humiliated and dis-
graced President Carter’s exit from office, the deep cuts in thebudgetary cut-backs in research and development unleashed

under President Johnson, during 1966-1967. nation’s ability to maintain basic economic infrastructure,
were the most conspicuous single factor in transforming theIn between, there was, first, under Eisenhower, the ini-

tially abortive, frantic effort to take the Huntsville U.S. space U.S. from a prosperously growing nation, which produced
more than it consumed, into a decadent economy, depending,program out of mothballs, after both the “Sputnik shock”

and several U.S. aerospace “flopniks.” Eisenhower’s “post- more and more, on its use of imperial power for looting other
nations. By January 1981, as an angry U.S. electorate afflictedSputnik” reactivation of the space program, was followed

by the much bolder, and highly successful Kennedy “Moon with this situation hoisted a wretched Carter administration
out of office, U.S. output was no longer capable of meetinglanding” crash program. Ironically, the successful landing on

the Moon, under President Nixon, occurred at a time that the the current full costs of reproducing the successfully growing
economy of the quality it had been prior to Nixon’s 1966-space program was already being collapsed. Soon, the last

landing of man on the Moon occurred, and man has not been 1968 election-campaign.45

The Anglo-American control over the post-August 1971back since.
Meanwhile, under the savage cut-backs instituted under international monetary and financial systems, enabled Lon-

don and New York to loot much of the rest of the world,the Mont Pelerin Society-inspired follies of Nixon and Carter,
by the time Carter left office in January 1981, the U.S.A. had despite some notable 1970s resistance from France, that in
lost many categories of technology which had been essential
for making possible the U.S.’s success in putting men on
the Moon. 45. For those who remember the years 1977-1981, the 1980 defeat of Carter,

and of Mondale later, were “ABC: Anybody But Carter!” Indeed, what sunkSimilarly, under “out-sourcing” programs such as
George H. W. Bush’s 1980 Republican nomination-campaign was my ownNAFTA, the U.S. labor-force has suffered a deep-going, far-
campaign to take the 1980 Democratic nomination from Carter: when the

reaching loss of technologies and related production skills. Bush campaign unleashed dirty tricks against me and my campaign, I shot
During the past decade, the spread of the folly called “bench- back with international exposure of Bush’s association with Carter as part of

David Rockefeller’s Trilateral Commission. What the majority of the U.S.marking,” introduced as a way of employing high-speed idi-
voters remembered was the terrible things which the Carter Presidency hadots (computers) to replace and eliminate the use of qualified
done to them, and the U.S. economy as well. They liked Ronald Reagandesign engineers, has destroyed much of the U.S. economy’s
because he was remembered as a voice from by-gone days, before the “funny-

ability to produce effective products of advanced physical funny” things that had happened over the course of the 1970s. What the
technologies. citizens hated the most was what the sadistically grinning Jimmy Carter’s

administration had done to the U.S. economy.Otherwise, during the interval between the inauguration
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“During the interval between the
inauguration of ‘Southern Strategist’
Nixon [left], and self-humiliated and
disgraced President Carter’s [right]
exit from office, the deep cuts in the
nation’s ability to maintain basic
economic infrastructure, were the
most conspicuous single factor in
transforming the U.S. from a
prosperously growing nation, which
produced more than it consumed, into
a decadent economy, depending, more
and more, on its use of imperial
power for looting other nations.”

concert with Germany’s Helmut Schmidt, from France’s The fraudulent trick used by those institutions, was simply
to classify some very large increases in prices as representingPresident Valery Giscard d’Estaing. In other words, the impe-

rial quality of continued Anglo-American monetary-financial “improvements in quality,” when those institutions’ reports
were, in fact, suppressing large percentiles of the actual pricepower, enabled that power not only to loot, physically, much

of the rest of the world, but to control the U.S. population increases of certain key commodities, under this convoluted
pretext. As I presented examples of this in my 1984 broadcast,itself, more and more, through a “bread and circuses,” enter-

tainment-centered policy at home. (“Enjoy your neighbor, in this Orwellian swindle was used, to persuade the credulous
victims, that “less is better, and therefore you must pay moreany way it pleases you to do so! Forget economics; the name

of the game is ‘pleasure.’ Call it, as Senator Lieberman did for it.”
That fraud which I exposed back in 1984, has been contin-recently, ‘culture’!” Include under the heading of pleasure-

seeking, buying up targetted, corrupted sections of the U.S. ued in full force, until today.
Had the Fed statisticians adhered honestly to their as-population, with the bribes of a “faith-based initiative;” the

religious fervor expressed by that program of political brib- signed duties, they would have continued the Department of
Commerce’s standard national-income accounting system’sery, is plainly faith in the appeal of the checkbook.)

Underneath the financial veneer of imperial financial standards for “Value Added” of earlier decades. That would
have meant counting comparable objects in the market-basketpower, since no later than August 15, 1971, the real economy

of the U.S. has been rotting on the inside. If we measure the of commodities and general infrastructure, to the effect of
presuming that equivalent-use-equals-equivalent-value. Al-changes of the 1971-1981 interval to include all of the relevant

physical changes, the 1970s were a net loss, and there has though such measurements are not scientifically reliable ones,
at least they are not flagrantly dishonest by intention, as thebeen no reversal of that downward trend since. Finally, thirty-

odd years of folly have finally, inevitably caught up with us. Quality Adjustment hoax has been. The accompanyingfigure
understates, but nonetheless reflects the degree to which theThus, as measured against a standard of per-capita income

of ordinary people, a significant rate of long-term inflation lower eighty percentile of U.S. family households have been
swindled on the subject of price-inflation during the 1977-has continued during the recent two decades.

The challenge to the Federal Reserve System at this time, 1999 interval (Figure 1).
The consequently fraudulent character of U.S. official ac-was its joint responsibility, with the government, in a legally

assigned duty of reporting the rate of inflation in the U.S. counting on price-inflation, incomes, and output, as effected
by aid of “marginal utility” swindles such as the Quality Ad-economy. Had the relevant statisticians been honest accoun-

tants, they would have been obliged to show a substantial rate justment Index, is obvious. However, once we put that kind
of intended fraud of the officials into account, we are still leftof price-inflation, as measured in net content of the market-

basket of goods and services per capita of household income, with a deeper problem. How shall we determine the composi-
tion of total per-capita consumption of the nation as a whole,especially the income of the lower eighty percent of family-

income brackets (Figure 1). As part of the attempt to disguise that in a way which draws the line between net expansion and
net attrition in a meaningful way? Consider first, the categorythat inflation, the Quality Adjustment hoax was concocted.
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the recentfifty-six years, the so-called Hill-Burton Act, which
set the pace for national health-care objectives and practice.
This Act remained law, until its was overturned by the Nixon
administration’s Health Maintenance Organization (HMO)
legislation.46

The Hill-Burton Act had three crucial features.
First, as to doctrine of constitutional law, Hill-Burton was

designed in conformity with the most fundamental principle
of law in the U.S. Constitution, the so-called “general welfare
clause” of the Preamble of that Constitution.

Second, it reflected the relevant accumulated experience
of European civilization, most notably since the mass death-
rates from infectious disease and other causes, during Eu-
rope’s Fourteenth-Century New Dark Age; and, in addition
to great waves of epidemic disease, the effects of prolonged
wars. The lesson was, that whatever the contribution of local
and private initiative might be, the modern sovereign nation-
state had an unshirkable responsibility, and irreplaceable ca-
pability, for organizing defense against generalized calamit-
ies which affect society as a whole.

Third, the accumulated experience of a series of great
wars—the U.S. Civil War, the 1914-1917 war in Europe, and
the general war of 1939-1945—had placed a great responsi-
bility upon the U.S. government, especially its military arms,

FIGURE 1�

Price Inflation of Household Market Basket 
Items—Housing, Car, Food, and Health 
Insurance�
(Payments as a Percent of Average Paycheck, 1965-95) �

Source: U.S. Statistical Abstract, Bureau of Labor Statistics.
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for creating the systems of organization of sanitation and
In 1965, the costs of monthly payments, relative to a worker’s

health-care which are indispensable for addressing both mili-average monthly paycheck, for housing, a car, food, and health
tary and non-military requirements, either in war-time, orinsurance, were under 75%, leaving the rest of the income for

expenditures on other “market basket” needs of the household. under conditions of peace.47

But by the 1980s, also as a result of the fall in living standards, the The combination of President Franklin Roosevelt’s fight,
prices for the same four basic market basket items exceeded the against what he called “The American Tories,”48 on behalf of
average paycheck; plus, other prices were rising. To try to
accommodate, households took on more debt, and more jobs. But

46. The Hill-Burton Act, “Hospital Survey and Construction Act,” becameto disguise the worsening price inflation, government statistics
law on Aug. 13, 1946. For excerpts, see EIR, May 5, 2000, pp. 11-12. Thebegan asserting that the upward prices represented “quality
“Health Maintenance Organization Act” became law in December 1973. Seeimprovements”! All kinds of “quality adjustment” data frauds
Richard Freeman, “The Genocidal Policy Behind the Creation of the HMOs,”were devised.
EIR, May 19, 2000.

47. Other relevant experiences of European civilization include the chroni-
cles of military medical practice in France, and the history of development
of war-time and post-war medical practice in such notable instances as theof explicit costs of the type which reasonably honest enter-
Crimean War, World War I, and post-World War II health-care policiesprises usually take into account in their profit-estimates; but,
in Germany.also, as Academician Lvov has done, certain important im-
48. Franklin Delano Roosevelt, in his July 2, 1932 speech in Chicago, Illinois,plicitly added costs attributable to what I have identified as
at the Democratic Party’s national convention, accepting the party’s nomina-

primitive accumulation. tion as its Presidential candidate, stated his view of America’s enemies, the
I turn to two examples of devastating frauds in national- traitorous Tories, which he held his entire life: “There are two ways of view-

ing the government’s duty in matters affecting economic and social life. Theincome accounting-practice widespread in the U.S.A. today:
first sees to it that a favored few are helped and hopes that some of theirnational economic and accounting policies on health-care
prosperity will leak through, sift through, to labor, to the farmer, to the smalland energy.
businessman. That theory belongs to Toryism, and I had hoped that most of
the Tories left this country in 1776.”

The Hill-Burton Case Since the 1763 beginning of the open struggle over independence from
Britain, among factions of the North American English colonies, my republicFirst, consider the problem of defining a standard for
has been divided, both morally and politically, chiefly between two leadinghealth care. I shall emphasize the relevant trend inside the
factions, one called the “American intellectual tradition,” and the other desig-U.S.A., simply noting that the same pattern of ruinous policies
nated as “the American Tories.” The latter have been typified, from then to

is being pressed at an accelerating rate in western Europe. the present day by the families engaged in the British East India Company’s
In the immediate aftermath of the 1939-1945 war, the opium trade, New York bankers in the tradition of Aaron Burr’s Bank of

Manhattan, and the southern slave-holders’ tradition. Roosevelt made it veryU.S. Congress enacted one of its best pieces of legislation of
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the constitutional principle of the general welfare, and the ful as it was immoral. It was unlawful, because it was a con-
scious violation of the most fundamental feature of the Consti-scale of both the mobilization for, and conduct of the 1939-

1945 war, had the effect of conditioning the returning military tutional law of the U.S.A., the Preamble of the U.S.
Constitution itself. It was a violation of what is often identifiedveterans, and their families, to recognizing the importance of

the kinds of benefits which military medicine, including its as “the general welfare clause.” Look at the issue of lawful-
ness in the following way.form of organization of the delivery of its services, had pro-

vided during the war years. With the war ended, was there There are two points chiefly to be made here, and on the
case of energy policy, too. First, there is the fundamentalnot a way, combining sundry, voluntary arrangements among

relevant private and government resources, to build a nation- principle of law, on which the existence of the modern sover-
eign nation-state republic is premised. Second, there is thewide, county-by-county system of health-care institutions,

which would serve the civilian population as a whole as the matter of the conduct of legislation under that principle of law.
On the first point, the modern sovereign nation-state re-military medical program had served those in war-time ser-

vice? Hill-Burton proved to be an appropriate answer to that public, as defined according to Nicholas of Cusa’s Concord-
ancia Catholica,50 was the belated liberation of Europeanquestion.

In some parts of the U.S., of which New York City was civilization from the bestial tradition of the ruling oligarchies
of Babylon, Delphi, ancient Rome, and feudalism.one notable example, the performance under Hill-Burton was

excellent, into the 1970s. In other, more politically backward Under all those earlier and like systems, humanity was
composed essentially of four classes. At the top, a ruling oli-regions of the U.S., including Alabama, the progress in imple-

menting Lister Hill’s legislation, was slower, the achieve- garchy. Immediately below, a class of lackeys, those “Leper-
ellos” of the oligarchy, who imposed the will of the oligarchsments less. Those qualifying considerations taken into ac-

count, the system, buttressed by the Federal Public Health upon the mass of humanity.51 Below the lackeys, were those
treated as human cattle, either as cattle to serve the oligarchsservice and the military services, worked. It worked well,

relative to earlier conditions; it worked very well, relative to and their lackeys, or as wild cattle, to be hunted, and either
killed or enslaved at the oligarchs’ pleasure. Increasingly,the systematic destruction of the health-care system under

post-Hill-Burton, HMO policy. during the recent three decades, as Figure 1 reflects but a part
of this, the lower eighty percentile of U.S. family householdsThen, under the combined, Mont Pelerin Society-influ-

enced, general economic, social welfare, and health-care poli- has been degraded to the political status of virtual human
cattle, political cattle begging for favors from “the establish-cies of the administration of President Richard Nixon and his

Pat “benign neglect” Moynihan, the Hill-Burton Act was ment,” through that begging posture sometimes referred to as
“go along, to get along.”overturned.

Soon after that, in 1975, with the bankrupting and looting With the Fifteenth-Century establishment of the first
modern nation-states, France under Louis XI and Englandof New York City, under the guiding hand of Lazard Frères’

Felix Rohatyn, the installation of the “Big Mac” program under Henry VII, a new form of society was defined in prac-
tice; a society in which the moral authority to govern, wasbegan the disastrous disintegration of the system which had

been built up under Hill-Burton. It was the same crew of conditional upon the government’s obligation to promote the
“common good,” the “general welfare,” of all of the popula-financial oligarchs which looted New York City under “Big

Mac,” including the Lazard Frères-linked Washington Post, tion and its posterity, and the improvement of all of the terri-
tory over which it ruled. Notably, steps in that direction hadwhich recently closed the only full-service public general

hospital in the U.S. national capital, with the immediate effect been attempted earlier, under the influence of Abelard of
Paris, Spain’s Alfonso Sabio, the Stauffer Emperor Frederickof unleashing a clearly countable rising death toll among those

who are victims of that operation.49 II, and the efforts of Dante Alighieri; but, the imperial mari-
time power of Venice, which had dominated Europe and theThe change to HMO policy was flagrantly immoral. The

Congress’s behavior, in effecting that change, was as unlaw- Mediterranean during those centuries, had drowned these ef-
forts in Crusades and other wars.

Admittedly, there was a prolonged, pro-oligarchical reac-
plain, as President, that every step forward was being fought against what he

tion against the Fifteenth-Century reforms, especially duringtermed publicly “the American Tories.” The “Southern Strategy” legacy of
the Venice-instigated, 1511-1648 interval of religious wars.Presidents Nixon, Carter, and Bush, is that same American Tory tradition

expressed by such Nashville Agrarians as Henry Kissinger’s patron, Profes- The situation was such, that the first modern nation-state re-
sor William Yandell Elliott. public was founded in the U.S.A. in 1776-1789, an achieve-
49. Edward Spannaus, “ ‘Planned Shrinkage’: Washington, D.C. Gets the ment inspired, and aided by many other leaders and nations
New York Treatment” and “The ‘Bleaching’ of Chocolate City,” EIR, April
27, 2001; Edward Spannaus, “KKK-Katie Graham’s Armies of the Night,”

50. Nicholas of Cusa, The Catholic Concordance, Paul E. Sigmund, trans.and Dennis Speed, “The Case of James Gibson,” EIR, June 22, 2001; Richard
(Cambridge, U.K.: Cambridge University Press, 1991).Freeman, “How LaRouche Fought New York’s Fascist Financial Dictator-

ship, 1975-82,” EIR, July 27, 2001. 51. See Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, Don Giovanni.
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of Europe as a whole. Since the 1789 adoption of the U.S. and don’t’s.” Another way of viewing that difference in qual-
ity among constitutions of republics, is to emphasize that theConstitution, globally-extended European civilization has

been dominated by conflict between the cause of such sover- notions of constitutional law, and law in general, ought to be
the same notion of universal principle which we apply to aeign nation-states and the opposing forces of those who look

back to medieval imperial Venice, and to both imperial Rome proper quality of physical science. In other words, it should
be an historically specific form of expression of what is knownand that feudal system which was based chiefly upon the

Romantic precedents of the Code of the Roman Emperor Di- in Classical tradition as natural law.
The unlawfulness of the use of the HMO act to repealocletian.

Notably, the opponents of a society based upon the princi- Hill-Burton, is most readily recognized from the standpoint
of that conception of law which informed the shaping of theple the general welfare, include such forces of disorder as

the hands behind the ’68ers, the Baader-Meinhof and Red U.S. Declaration of Independence and Preamble of the Fed-
eral Constitution.52Brigades terror of the 1970s, the radical violence of the mid-

1980s, and today’s followers and fellow-travellers of the A constitution, and the law derived under it, should be
a living quality of open-ended array of universal physicalTeddy Goldsmith who, since Seattle and his conference in

Pôrto Alegre Brazil, has played a notable role in unleashing principles, as I have defined such an implicitly Riemannian
manifold here. This should be compared with the effect ofthe veteran leaders of the 1968, 1970s, and 1980s terrorist

rampages with new followings, for the purpose of destroying taking Plato’s dialogues as a whole collection, viewing this
collection as the unfolding of a series of successive discover-both the modern nation-state and the economy upon which

the continued existence of most of the world’s population de- ies of universal principles, each according to that principle of
a Socratic dialogue echoed as Cusa’s docta ignorantia andpends.

Such so-called “terrorist,” and related rampagers, are like coincidence of opposites, and Leibniz’s Analysis Situs.
We never know the totality of truth, but we are, nonethe-the Flagellant hordes of the Fourteenth Century, the religious

warfare of the Sixteenth and Seventeenth, or the mobs de- less, accountable for truthfulness, especially respecting issues
of principle. Thus, once we had discovered a valid universalployed by that Jacobin Terror which brought the first fascist

dictatorship, that of the Romantic “Caesar” Napoleon Bona- physical principle, we are morally accountable for the practi-
cal import of that knowledge.53 Thus, to violate a discoveredparte, to power, the dionysiac instruments of destruction in-

tended to foster the chaotic conditions under which oligar- principle, or its corollary, is a far different thing, morally, and
under law, than to act in reasonable ignorance of that principlechies can consolidate their rule through the impact of such

depredations on the orderly institutions of republican society. prior to the time it has been discovered. The same is true
of those discoveries of principles of statecraft, or of artisticThe principles of law of modern civilized society, notably

the constitutional law of the U.S.A., can be understood only composition, which have been validated by a standard compa-
rable to universal physical principles.against that historical background. Examine the issues of

health-care policy accordingly. Here lies the superiority of law practiced according to the
patriotic American intellectual tradition of Franklin, Hamil-The functional superiority of the 1776 U.S. Declaration

of Independence and 1789 Constitution, over most of the ton, and Presidents Washington, Monroe, Quincy Adams, and
Lincoln, over that morally corrupt, pro-oligarchical teachingworld’s constitutions established since, is their relative sim-

plicity. They are statements of governing principle, rather and practice of law, which latter is typified by the Scalia-led,
American Tory majority of the current U.S. Supreme Court.than the tedious, often self-contradictory lists of prescribed

do’s and don’t’s, which are mistaken for constitutional law in Once experience and progress had shown the Hill-Burton
policy to have been a solution to the problem of meeting themany other cases. The advantage of the U.S. constitutional

law, over such rivals as the tradition of British Common Law, U.S. constitutional obligation to promote the general welfare,
it was intrinsically unlawful to adopt legislation which clearlyis that, if and when we of the U.S. follow those constitutional

notions of law prescribed by our patriotic American intellec- violated the intention of the successfully practiced Hill-
Burton legislation. Clearly, the “shareholder value” and othertual tradition, we are obliged to base our decisions upon dis-

covery of truthful applications of a modest handful of princi- Confederacy-looking decisions of the Scalia Court are intrin-
sically anti-constitutional, and therefore intrinsically unlaw-ples, such as constitutional law, to the case before us. Such is

the genius of the adoption and application of the Hill-Burton ful precedents to be corrected at the first opportunity.
Act.

The most efficient way to look at this superiority of the
52. As several of my collaborators, and other authorities, have pointed out,character of the U.S. 1789 U.S. Federal Constitution, over
the key to recognizing the essential quality of evil pervading the Constitution

other notable modern constitutions, is to define the differences of the treasonous Confederate States of America, is to contrast the Preamble
from the standpoint of the Christian Apostle Paul’s famous of that Constitution with that of the Federal Constitution of 1789.
I Corinthians, 13, in which the essence of the law is the 53. Compare U.S. Supreme Court Justice Jackson’s Nuremberg doctrine of

“knew or should have known.”Platonic notion of agapē, rather than an array of many “do’s
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D.C. General Hospital, the
only public hospital in the
nation’s capital, was closed in
July 2001, on orders of
financial speculators.

Before turning to the issue of energy policy, we could not ment of economic growth, or decadence. The benefits of Hill-
Burton practice, typify a contribution to the potential relativeunderstand the issues implicitly posed by such changes in

medical policy, unless we took into account other aspects of population-density of the U.S. population as a whole. There-
fore, reversing those contributions, is a deduction from therecent international trends toward promoting increased mo-

rality rates in populations. It will be made obvious, immedi- true national income of the U.S.A. In honest national-income
accounting, that loss must be charged against those who haveately following these next remarks, that the exact same princi-

ples presented here apply equally to energy policy. fostered, and implemented such decadent changes in practice.
That loss occurs in a form which is only typical of the kinds
of effects of primitive accumulation to which AcademicianThe Economic Issue of Health-Care Policy

Look at the U.S.A. case of Hill-Burton vs. HMO policy, Lvov has referred.
The function of the predatory HMO legislation, has beenas typical of the problems within a broad array of related

matters arising around the world, including kindred issues of to loot wealth from the living bodies of the majority of the U.S.
population, converting the victims’ suffering and acceleratedpublic education policy.

When we lessen the relative longevity, health, and intel- death-rates, into increased profits for those speculators, in-
cluding close associates of the current President of the U.S.A.lectual development of the population in general, we are low-

ering its per-capita productive potential. When we divert re- who are most zealous in defeating any legal checks against
such mass-murderous robbery. Moreover, the included effectsources to activities such as increase of the actually unearned

financial capital gains of stock-holders, we have not only is to lower the net physical productivity of the U.S. and its
population, thus robbing not only the living, but future genera-violated the principle of equity expressed by the “general

welfare clause” of the U.S. Constitution;54 we have injured tions, for the great unearned pleasure of the “carpet-baggers”
who loot under provisions of the HMO policy.the economy as an economy, as well.

There is more than the already important legal issue of This is only the same practice of primitive accumulation
which the Nazis practiced at locations such as Auschwitz. Soequity involved in this; there is also a crucial issue of measure-
far, the intensity of crime has not reached Auschwitz levels,
but it is moving in that same direction.54. There is an implicitly obvious importance in maintaining a supply of

healthy, culturally developed grandparents in the fostering of the moral and The most significant of the effects of such immoral acts
productive potentials of minors. The reduction in cardiovascular capacity of as the U.S. shift away from Hill-Burton, is the effect on the
persons over sixty-five or seventy, does not mean that those persons have conception of the nature of the human individual. Compare
ceased to be important for the prosperity of the economy; there are other

the way in which some legislation and HMO practices, forfunctions forwhich theyare moreor less indispensable, and would be contrib-
example, use financial-accounting and actuarial arguments toutors, but for the modern real-estate and related practices which destroy the

valuable role of the extended family in the cultural nourishment of the young. withdraw medical support in cases in which the assistance is
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withheld on the presumption, that it is “no longer needed” for
the subject person’s gainful employment!

As I have just noted, above, such withholding of health-
care, is a step in the same direction as the Nazi government’s
policy of “terminating lives unworthy to be lived.” Such poli-
cies, if continued, are the first steps toward what later hap-
pened at Auschwitz, and must be seen in light of the recent
mass slaughter of cows and sheep in the United Kingdom,
and elsewhere. Notable, is the plainly sheer, shameless malice
expressed in that policy of practice.55 There is no scientific
basis for it; in fact, it defies all previously established, proven
policies for dealing with such infections.

In that practice, in which the British monarchy is only
the most conspicuous offender, cattle deemed even merely
potentially susceptible to infection with hoof-and-mouth dis-
ease, are slaughtered as if they were unwanted human inmates
of the Nazis’ Auschwitz.

Notable is, that the pretext for this slaughter of the inno-
cents, is that the British monarchy, among other states, has
elected to ban relevant vaccinations and related prophylactic
policies, not only in their own nations, but to impose interna-
tional codes to the same effects upon others.56 Notably, in the
U.K., this is being done under military-emergency proce-
dures, involving sundry resources of the state which are under
the coordination of, not the Parliament, but, rather, the royal “As in the case of Hitler’s use of slave-labor extermination camps,
Privy Council.57 More and more, the proffered pretexts, are the intention of the actions defended by Eleanor Holmes Norton is

to salvage new income for the ruling interests by looting the bodiesto eliminate much of the food supply of the United Kingdom
of the doomed.” Here, Delegate Norton at the Capitol in 1992.itself, in order to promote dependency on selected foreign

sources of foodstuffs!58

Worse, already the idea has been circulated, through inter-
national mass-media, that, in the case of certain kinds of hu- tary government, while the Privy Council’s resources are mo-

bilized for a dictatorial prophylactic reduction of much of theman epidemics, exactly the same sorts of “prophylactic” pre-
cautions would be taken against human populations, which population of the British Isles, obviously including Ireland in

the enterprise.are presently being practiced against cows and sheep.59 In
England, that would mean a virtual suspension of parliamen- The point to bear in mind, is that the oligarchical view of

the generality of the human species, is that the majority of the
population is merely a form of human cattle. Such individuals55. See interview with Brig. Alexander Birtwhistle, “Man or Superman?”

The Observer, April 8, 2001; Stuart Wavell, “Will Flu Be the Human Foot- are, therefore, likely to be slaughtered when their existence is
and-Mouth?” Sunday Times, April 22, 2001. For background to the news, offensive to the oligarchs, as if such victims were pests, or
see Mark Burdman, “Is Britain Preparing a Future ‘Human Cull’?” EIR, culled from the herd when their continued existence is consid-
May 4, 2001.

ered economically burdensome. This is precisely the axiom-
56. “Hoof and Mouth Plague Grows: Again, Globalization Kills!” EIR, atic assumption intrinsic to the recent arguments for closing
March 9, 2001.

Washington, D.C.’s only public full-service general hospital,
57. The London Guardian, April 14, 2001, described the militarization of

D.C. General. That is the same axiomatic assumption appliedthe battle against hoof and mouth disease, and quoted Brig. Malcom Wood,
under the HMO doctrine, and also related court rulings andsecond in command of the operation, saying: “Nothing I have been involved

with, including the Gulf war and Bosnia, compares to this.” The first in legislation.
command was Brig. Alexander Birtwhistle, who had served in Africa, North- In such cases, the notion of “human rights,” has been
ern Ireland, and Germany. replaced by that branch of financial-accounting practice best
58. British Prime Minister Tony Blair in a speech in Brazil, quoted in the named “human rites.”
London Guardian, July 31, 2001: “Blair declared that ‘the big prize for Take the case of the Washington Post-led scheme of
countries like Brazil’ would be for their agricultural products to move freely

Washington, D.C. real-estate speculators, the plot to close theinto Europe, and to end the elaborate price-support system for European
D.C. General Hospital. The Nazi-like pretext for the closingagriculture.” He spoke about “phasing out price supports” for European

farmers, and putting “European farming on a truly sustainable footing.” of that hospital was argued, chiefly, as follows.
The argument was, that we must, as Vice-President Al59. See footnote 55.
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Gore demanded that President Bill Clinton bend to Newt Gin- function as members of society. This includes an extremely
significant economic function.grich, accept the scrapping of the Federal Constitution’s “gen-

eral welfare clause,” for the sake of what Gingrich and Gore As in the case of Hitler’s use of slave-labor extermination
camps, the intention of the actions defended by Eleanordefined as “fiscally responsible” policies. This means, inclu-

sively, the “privatization” of health-care; that, to the intended Holmes Norton is to salvage new income for the ruling inter-
ests by looting the bodies of the doomed. Such were theeffect of enriching the financial speculators who have taken

over health insurance programs, HMOs, pharmaceutical, and clearly expressed financial motives behind the effort to shut
down D.C. General. The financial motives were two: first, torelated programs.

Once that Gingrich-led change in U.S. national policy was promote the looting of the health-care system by predatory
financier interests, as in HMO practice generally today; sec-made, what was then deemed necessary to maintain the profits

of the shareholders (“shareholder value”), now governs who ond, to clear the way for what is intended to be a bonanza of
real-state speculation along the Washington, D.C. banks oflives, and who dies. The argument is, that since D.C. General

is a publicly funded institution, it must be privatized, and its the Anacostia River. Such measures may not have arrived at
Hitler’s Auschwitz yet, but they are moving down that road.assistance to those dependent on a public institution for their

very lives, cut off. In short, kill the poor for the sake of the The applicable reference on this point, is my discussion
of the implications of The School of Athens. The relationsfinancial speculators engaged in takeover of health-care func-

tions, and also for the sake of the real-estate speculators who within the family, are the pivot on which the nurture of the
child’s sense of cognitive relationships and functions nor-intend to reap vast financial capital-gains from real-estate

speculation in the area of Washington, D.C. in which D.C. mally depends. The sense of the extended family, is usually
crucial on this account, especially the sense of the child’sGeneral is intended to be razed.

Perhaps inevitably, many of those who support such mea- own parents and grandparents. The moral development of
the child, including the sense of being a member of humansures with full consciousness of the consequences, such as

Washington’s Eleanor Holmes Norton and her confederates, society, depends upon the degree to which the child sees social
relations in terms of the cognitive generation and replicationhave sought to pass themselves off as the most self-righteous

of the public officials of the nation’s capital! Their arguments of universal physical principles (as I have defined these
above).to that effect have not been plausible ones, but they have been,

nonetheless, energetic. For example, in my own experience, growing up in the
U.S.A., the most significant set of events was the great CivilWith precisely such measures of “fiscal austerity” as

those, great empires undermine and destroy themselves. Not War of the 1860s. My maternal grandparents were born dur-
ing that time. Already in pre-school childhood years, a senseonly does the attitude of those such as Eleanor Holmes Norton

represent a disposition to promote crimes, such as those of history, for me, was intermeshed with discussion of the
experience of the period of my great-grandparents and great-against humanity; any nation which applies such policies as

those of Gingrich, Gore, and Norton, against their own people, great-grandparents’ lives, with the struggle to end slavery, as
slavery was fought against among the dominant recollectionswill ultimately destroy itself by its own hand. The principle

underlying that syllogism is elementary. of those forebears’ concerns and efforts during their adult life-
times.The implication of such policies as those of Eleanor

Holmes Norton, is that she does not appear to know a distinc- Also, in my youth, as earlier, and among a significant
portion of the children and adolescents I knew from the post-tion between a human being and an animal. The effect of her

actions, is to degrade the relevant citizens of her Washington, war decade, the idea correlated with the significance of the
child’s grandparents and great-grandparents was the child’sD.C. to mere units of accounting, as the Nazis’ accountants

before her referred to the inmates of concentration-camps identification with an idea referenced by them as what “I
intend to become when I grow up.” Many among my readersas “pieces.”

Among her notable failings on this account, she seems to must have had a comparable experience.
Such conceptions of immediate social relations, whenhave no efficient comprehension of the way in which actual

human beings are properly reproduced. She manifests no coupled with a significant amount of cognitive exchange
across generations, afford a developing child and adolescentcomprehension of the fact that human beings, unlike animals,

are creators and transmitters of that class of ideas typified some significant sense of the functional meaning of one’s
place in a “simultaneity of eternity.”by experimentally validated discoveries of universal physical

principles. Therefore, in her obsession with matters peculiar As a practical matter, both the motivation and ability of
the individual to assimilate, generate, and employ discoveredto passions of personal greed and animalistic pleasure-seek-

ing, she does not take into account the indispensable function universal physical principles, depend significantly on the de-
gree to which that sort of multi-generational sense of personalwhich the seriously ill, the crippled, and the aged, may, and

often do contribute to society by simply continuing to live and cognitive identity, is developed during childhood and adoles-
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cence. The child’s and adolescent’s sense of relations consis- From the beginning, within Winthrop’s Seventeenth-Century
Massachusetts itself, the condition of the immediate environ-tent with that, within the extended family and community, is

of great functional importance in this respect, as is the mode ment at hand, was recognized as the foe to be conquered. For
them, the natural condition of the environment, was not theand content of the education and cultural activities afforded

in school and other settings. source of wealth required; that wilderness environment must
be transformed from what it was, into what civilized life re-Even from the standpoint of the most piggish sort of fi-

nancial accountant’s sense of what is of practical importance quired it become.62 Transforming the barren wilderness into
fertile farms, and developing the manufactured tools to bringfor the economy, these social considerations are determinants

of relatively overriding importance in fostering the potential this about, was the theme of the American colonization from
the beginning, through, and beyond the time this policy wasproductive powers of labor of the society as a whole. By

“productive powers of labor,” we should understand not only articulated in Treasury Secretary Alexander Hamilton’s De-
cember 1791 Report to the U.S. Congress On The Subject ofskills, but also motivation.

Scientific and artistic creativity alike, depend upon a qual- Manufactures.
In that connection, it is relevant here to emphasize, that atity of playfulness specific to human beings, as distinct from a

parallel quality of playfulness among animals. It is the role of the time Hamilton wrote that report, the per-capita productiv-
ity and income of King George III’s United Kingdom wasplayfulness in the cognitive processes of the individual, which

are of crucial importance at this immediate point in my report. approximately half that of the young United States. Even the
development of the beginnings of the United Kingdom’s in-The kind of playfulness which leads, through laughter, to

valid new hypothesis, and to implementation of useful inno- dustrial revolution, in mid-Eighteenth-Century England, like
the development of Isaac Watt’s steam-engine, was chieflyvations, is the foundation of productivity in the member of

the labor-force. That is the crucial factor of motivation, on under the inspiration and guidance of America’s Benjamin
Franklin.63which the successful fostering of productivity depends.

This is what we should include prominently, in any at- In the development of the U.S. to become the economic
giant it emerged to be over the course of the 1861-1876 inter-tempt to define a useful meaning for the term “quality of life.”

It is that matter of quality of life which is at issue in the matter val, the early development of roads played an important, but,
strategically speaking, subsidiary part. It was the develop-of setting general health-care policy, as in education; the only

thing which is more important than that, on this account, is ment of water-management, then railways, and increasingly
energy-dense modes of generation of power, leading into thethe conveyed perception, by the society, of the society’s sense

of moral and functional responsibility, on this specific ac- electrification which spread from the U.S.A. into Europe,
which was strategically crucial for the development of thecount, on account of a sense of the general welfare. It was

that which, most conspicuously, Gingrich, Gore, and Holmes continental United States as a leading economic power in
the world.64Norton lacked.

Now, turn to the example from recent decades’ turns in The success of the U.S. economic development over
1861-1876 was under the influence of President AbrahamU.S. energy policy.
Lincoln and the world’s leading economist of the period,
Henry C. Carey. It was that 1861-1876 experience, which,Degeneration in U.S. Energy Policy

From very early in the colonization of North America, beginning approximately 1877, prompted Bismarck’s Ger-
many, Czar Alexander II’s Russia, Meiji Restoration Japan,already, as in Winthrop’s Massachusetts Bay Colony of the

mid-Seventeenth Century, the notion of the development of and others, to adopt the Hamilton-List-Carey model of the
American System of political-economy. As in the case ofthe total infrastructure of the continent was a governing im-

pulse. Foolish historian Turner’s emphasis on a “frontier” scientist Mendeleyev’s leading role in developing the trans-
continental railway system of Russia, and fostering accompa-orientation,60 not only misses the point, but expresses a pro-

Confederacy bias, consistent with the pathetic ideology of nying industrial development, the American model was on
the road to transforming the world, had the Entente Cordialesuch latter Nashville Agrarians of Tennessee, as Henry Kiss-

inger’s Professor William Yandell Elliott and manufacturer of Britain’s Prince of Wales and later Edward VII not inter-
vened to launch the first Sino-Japanese war, the conquest ofof violence-prone religious cults, John Crowe Ransom.61

The early settlers of Massachusetts, Virginia, and Penn- Korea, and the Russo-Japan war of 1905. Edward VII and
sylvania, were not so silly as to embrace the Bogomil-like,
laissez-faire superstitions like those of Physiocrat Quesnay. 62. H. Graham Lowry, How the Nation Was Won: America’s Untold Story

(Washington, D.C.: Executive Intelligence Review, 1988).

60. Frederick Jackson Turner, The Frontier in American History (New 63. Anton Chaitkin, “The Franklin Circle Starts Modern England,” EIR,
Feb. 9, 1996.York: Dover Publications, 1996).

61. Stanley Ezrol, op. cit. 64. Lowry, op. cit.
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from inside the U.S.A., and by Emil Rathenau et al. in Ger-
many, contributed a distinctive role.65 The impact of develop-
ment of the electrical motor began to revolutionize U.S. indus-
trial productivity even prior to World War I. Even during
my adolescence, two decades later, and, in notable instances,
even somewhat after that, there was still extensive, if dwin-
dling use of steam-powered, belt-and-shaft transmitted power
in use in U.S. factories. The increase in productivity effected
through using individual electric motors, instead of belt-and-
shaft transmission of steam-power, to drive machinery and
operating equipment, was an economic revolution.

The significance of electrification is sometimes described
by a term for a concept borrowed from a follower of Ruther-
ford: energy flux-density. This signifies power transmitted
through an area measured in square centimeters in cross-sec-
tion, per second. It is a very useful term, better than most used

Large-scale water-management systems, culminating in the great for measuring energy-production and transmission, if not
Tennessee Valley development under Franklin Roosevelt, are taken too literally. The vast advantages for production and
typical of the foundation upon which the U.S.A. rose to world technology as such, by replacing so-called traditional sources
leadership as an economic power. Here, the Norris Dam in

of power by nuclear-fission power, going on to the vastlyTennessee, built by the TVA in January 1937.
more advantageous nuclear-fusion power, and reaching on in
hope of mastery of what are termed matter-antimatter reac-
tions, reflect the importance for productivity, and also human
survival, of increases in the equivalent of energy-flux-densityhis Entente Cordiale then launched the Balkan wars which

preceded August 1914. and mobilized his “geopolitical” of primary sources of energy.
Since the inauguration of President Jimmy Carter, theWorld War of 1914-1917, all in an effort to stop such eco-

nomic cooperation throughout Eurasia. primary energy sources in the U.S. have degenerated through
attrition. Without the general collapse in agriculture and in-See the issue of the modern development of basic eco-

nomic infrastructure against that background. dustry which has occurred during the recent quarter-century,
thus reducing consumption-requirements far below what theyDuring the course of the Nineteenth and most of the Twen-

tieth Centuries, most of these strategically decisive contribu- would have been otherwise, waves of blackouts of large sec-
tions of the nation would have hit with terrible force long ago.tions to the development of U.S. basic economic infrastruc-

ture, were associated with the role of the West Point military This ruinous situation has been exploited, to enable purely
parasitical financial speculators to take over and loot bothacademy and its graduates. Large-scale water-management

systems, culminating in the great Tennessee Valley develop- much of the industry in power generation and distribution, as
the California case illustrates the point, and to threaten thement under Franklin Roosevelt, the transcontinental railway

system earlier, and electrification, are typical of the founda- security of the nation and its population in related ways.
In other words, a clear-cut case of purely predatory primi-tion upon which the U.S.A. rose to world leadership as an

economic power. tive accumulation.
During times “Before Carter,” when the U.S. was still aThis development of such and other basic economic infra-

structure, was accomplished chiefly through a combination functioning economy, agriculture and industry were ex-
tremely sensitive to two external factors: borrowing costs,of actions, partly by the Federal government, with a comple-

mentary, supporting role supplied in the division of labor by and energy prices. U.S. Secretary of State Henry A. Kissin-
ger’s role in the London Petroleum-Marketing cartel’s or-the governments of the states and localities. Without such

government initiatives and government regulation, these de- chestrated oil-price hoax of the mid-1970s, brought this con-
nection home to the American family farmer. High petroleumvelopments would neither have occurred, nor survived. Later.

under Nixon and Carter, these great improvements in basic prices, combined with the “controlled disintegration of the
economy” orchestrated by Carter-appointed Federal Reserveeconomic infrastructure began to be driven out of existence;

the economy slid into an accelerating, systemic collapse, Chairman Paul Volcker, were a devastating blow from which,
largely as a result of those measures of privatization, “fiscal
austerity,” and deregulation set into motion under Nixon

65. The foundations for Edison’s successes had been lain by the American
and Carter. scientist Joseph Henry, and fostered through the international role on behalf

In the pre-Nixon-Carter progress of the Twentieth-Cen- of the U.S.A. by Benjamin Franklin’s great-grandson, Philadelphia’s West
Point graduate Alexander Dallas Bache.tury U.S. economy, electrification, launched by Edison et al.
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related other factors also considered, the post-1930s, modern other two areas of responsibility for the economy as a whole.
In that three-fold division of labor, the distinctive functionform of technologically progressive American family, and

intra-family farm and its farm-system has never recovered, to of the privately-owned sector, is the entrepreneur’s risk-re-
lated role in promoting the development and use of new scien-the present day.

For such combined reasons, the U.S. economy has the tific principles and technologies, and the related work of inno-
vations in both product designs and design of productivefollowing, critical problems today. These problems are typi-

cal of problems throughout the world at large. processes. Hence, a prudent government arranges preferential
treatment for such entrepreneurial organizations, over finan-A modern agro-industrial economy requires government

to treat the matters of the production, delivery, and price of cial-market-controlled corporations, especially large ones in
which financier interest and bureaucracy combine effects, toenergy, in much the same way we treat the requirement of

safe drinking water, or the maintenance of a public health tend to suppress the rate of progress.
Failure to establish and implement such energy policies,system capable of effectively addressing threats of epidemic

disease. While we must isolate regional generating and dis- must result in regressive primitive accumulation against the
future of the nation as a whole.tributing systems from one another, for reasons of economic

safety and national security generally, we require the net ef-
fect of a coordinated system of integrated generating and dis-

2.1 The Costs of Productiontributing grids, for the national territory as a whole.
The supply of power must meet publicly-determined stan-

dards, must be reliable, and must have the stable, non-fluctu- I begin what is to be said at this point, with a brief restate-
ment of crucial points made thus far.ating price consistent with the needs of communities, agricul-

ture, industries, and the development and maintenance of Whenever we hear it said, as a prevalent expression of
official, or popular opinion, that a nation has come to regardother essential categories of national infrastructure. Experi-

ence has proven, that the best arrangement for this, perhaps its customs as “finally settled,” and when that people has been
seized by the folly of degrading their definition of moralsthe only allowable arrangement, in the final analysis, is the

well-regulated system of public utilities which had been de- chiefly to a bucketful of utopian “single issues,” let us tremble
in pity for that unfortunate nation. Unless it removes suchveloped in the U.S.A., western Europe, Japan, and elsewhere,

prior to the recent rampage of that form of economic lunacy errors from its present opinion, and does that in a timely fash-
ion, the nation is doomed, sooner or later, to some horribleknown as deregulation.

“Publicly determined standards” must include provision experience, which it will have brought upon itself. So, the
empires of Mesopotamia, like Rome and Byzantium later,for improvements in the mode and quality of production of

energy-supplies. Such power is as necessary, universally, and each in their turn, died in the sands of a virtual desert which
they had made their tomb.more or less as consistently, as safe tap-water and sanitation.

Moreover, the manner, quantity, and form in which it must So, during the second half of the 1960s, the United States
chose to bring itself, and much of the world besides, over thebe generated and distributed, must be modified in ways which

anticipate changes in productive and related technologies be- long term, to that kind of ruined physical, moral, intellectual,
and financial condition in which we find it today.fore those latter changes can be put into general effect. The

deregulation of energy production and distribution makes In the U.S. itself, this culturally suicidal impulse, assumed
the form of an expressed hatred against the American intellec-about as much sense as a government’s dissolving its national

defense capability, and, in place of its own military forces, tual tradition of agro-industrial scientific and technological
progress, a tradition which those who mourned for the slave-taking bids from private contractors from various parts of the

world, in the case war might break out. holding Confederacy saw, and hated, as the heritage of Presi-
dent Abraham Lincoln. So, the anti-industrialist decadenceThe need for such a public energy policy rests upon the

same types of considerations as those applicable to general expressed by those heirs of the Confederacy known as the
Nashville Agrarians, exemplify the utopian moral degeneracyeducation and sanitation.

On these, and related accounts, the healthy form of mod- which has come to dominate the U.S.A. increasingly, since
the triumphs of the “Southern Strategy” of Presidents Nixonern economy combines three elements. First, a very large

government-operated, or regulated sector, chiefly concen- and Carter.
That is the essence of that folly which has brought thetrated in the unshirkable responsibility of the sovereign na-

tion-state for things affecting the welfare of all of the people consequently decadent U.S., and also the world, to its present
state of ruin.and all of the area of the nation. Second, private entrepreneur-

ship in agriculture and industry, with preference for actual That folly is expressed most efficiently, by the implica-
tions of that ominous slogan, “zero growth,” a pathetic notionentrepreneurship over financier-controlled corporations.

Third, a well-regulated currency, banking, and financial sec- which became widespread among an emerging adult genera-
tion, initially among its overlapping “leftist” and universitytor, to assist in creating a well-ordered environment for the
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campus populations, during and following the second half of increasing the anti-entropy of mankind’s, or a nation’s rela-
tionship to the universe, is through the realization of validthe 1960s. The ensuing introduction of utopian policies which

would bring toward an end the process of increasing man- discoveries of universal physical principles, as I have defined
such principles in the course of this report so far. On thiskind’s per capita power in and over nature, has brought about

the present state of planetary ruin. account, the promotion of scientific progress in such discover-
ies, and the organization of society in those ways neededJust as life has imposed a self-developing biosphere upon

an ostensibly abiotic Earth, and as mankind has transformed to transform discoveries of principle into effectively applied
improvements in technologies of both productive processesthat biosphere in ways which have greatly increased our spe-

cies’ potential relative population-density, so, the law of the and product design, is to be adopted as the necessary, under-
lying intention of society as a whole, and government in par-universe remains, contrary to the cult of “zero growth”: prog-

ress or be doomed. Were the world to continue to allow itself ticular.
Otherwise, entropy, doom, takes over.to be ruled by the combined policies of “zero growth,” “free

trade,” “deregulation,” “globalization,” and kindred utopian For that purpose, we require, presently, urgently, a certain
improved way of thinking about both present and future pol-fads, the whole of civilization is being brought close to extinc-

tion, by its own hand. Such are the typical characteristics of icy-shaping. It is not sufficient to conquer only those obstacles
which lie immediately before us. We must be certain that wea systemic crisis of civilizations.

So, those earlier cultures which adopted what were either are laying the foundations for those successful innovations in
policy-shaping measures, which are to be introduced by thoseexplicitly, or in fact, “zero growth” policies in fact, were each

self-destroyed in their time. So, ancient Rome and Byzantium generations which come after us.
Look at the challenge of primitive accumulation from thisof the Code of Diocletian destroyed themselves, by what be-

came their reigning popular culture, as we today threaten to standpoint. Look beyond the policies needed to get us through
the next quarter-century or so; consider the improved kind ofdestroy ourselves by our own.

A universal law of “Progress or Doom” reigns with the policy-shaping institutions needed, now, to equip those who
follow us to make the long-range policies they, in turn, mustfiercest tenacity over the universe’s finest species, mankind.

A culturally stagnant human species, is a contradiction in craft and adopt in their time.
terms. We, as a species, are able to progress as no other species
can; we are, at once, blessed and burdened by the possession What Should We Mean by ‘Linearity’?

The implication of primitive accumulation, as Academi-of that unique nature. When we are sane, we accept that spe-
cial feature of our nature and destiny. From that fact, we ought cian Lvov has posed this in his terms of reference, is that there

exists a relevant, included, special element of cost, whichto impose appropriate policies upon our society. For truly
sane men and women, for sane cultures, such impositions are must be met if society is to sustain the level of anti-entropy

of an economy over the medium- to long-term; an element ofthe underlying laws which must define a nation’s and our
planet’s commitment to endless scientific-economic cost which lies outside what prevalent cost-accounting prac-

tices have heretofore acknowledged. The implication is, thatprogress.
The function of sane government, is to meet that require- were this specific quality of cost not to be met, something

unpleasant would happen to that society in the long term,ment. It must do this, by developing those habits of innovative
policy-shaping by which this requirement is met, now, and, more or less inevitably, as now.

The implication of Lvov’s warning, is that this consider-hopefully, by the future generations to which we, in our time,
bequeath that same commitment. ation should prompt us to change our nations’ heretofore prev-

alent method of accounting, in such a way as to take thoseAt all times, in making national, and also international
economic policy, the morally obligatory object, is to increase indicated, longer-range causal connections into account. This

means that we must, among other duties, uproot certainthe useful output of the economy, per capita and per square
kilometer, while also, simultaneously, raising both the stan- among the most widely accepted current assumptions of ac-

counting practice in general, of academic economics, and ofdard of consumption and the rate of physical-economic
growth of output over current consumption. This means that the practice of legislation as well.

Therefore, we should see, as typical of this needed change,we must increase the anti-entropy of the economy as a physi-
cal process. This signifies an increase of that anti-entropy in the duty to uproot what this report has already identified as a

presently commonplace blunder from secondary and under-absolute, physical terms.
In this second section of the present chapter, I shall now graduate teaching of the calculus. I mean the blunder of view-

ing the differential calculus, as presently commonly taught,address certain crucial implications of the point, that this in-
crease in output can be sustained only through the effective as if it were an epistemological foundation for the study of

the integral, which it is decidedly not. The following clarifi-equivalent of a top-down, science-driver policy for the society
as a whole. cation of that point is needed here.

If those who teach had properly learned their lessons, theyAs I have said, the only possibility of maintaining and
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would have recognized, first of all, that the uniquely original decades’ accumulated gross economic calamities of societies.
A similar incompetence of the accountants and econo-discovery of the calculus, by Gottfried Leibniz, depended

upon the method of scientific discovery which Kepler had mists, pervades even the accounting of those categories of
costs which they do acknowledge.adopted explicitly from Nicholas of Cusa and Leonardo da

Vinci. The challenge of developing a calculus, as first speci- The issue of method here, is, again, the same issue posed
by the fundamental incompetence which was shown by suchfied by Kepler, was not to derive an orbit from an interval of

that trajectory, but, precisely the opposite: to derive the as Euler, Lagrange, Laplace’s Cauchy, et al., in assessing the
calculus. That incompetence, which is exhibited so nakedlymethod for assessing the relatively short-term interval from a

standpoint of comprehension of the long-range characteristics by what I have referenced above as Euler’s foolish argument
against Leibniz’s calculus, is the false assumption, that theof the orbit as a whole.66

The corresponding issue of long-range cost-accounting, interval of change, as to be measured in the very small, is
to be represented essentially, as a straight-line pathway, asis that the choice of variations in current expenditures must

be based upon understanding the way in which long-term Cauchy later introduced his notorious “fraction” to the ele-
mentary teaching of the differential calculus. That issue ofprocesses must be understood as determining the outcome of

short-term effects: not as, as today’s usual accounting and method is named, more precisely, the fallacy of assuming
linearity in the “infinitesimally small.”economics practice do, the other way around. A competent

practice of national-income accounting, in particular, must be Do not be deceived by the currently fashionable sleight
of hand on the subject of linearity. Most of what are claimedbased on a grasp, like that of Kepler and Leibniz, of those

qualitative changes in short-term behavior of the economy to be “non-linear functions,” in academic circles today, are
either simply a sophist’s frauds, or a more stubborn mentalwhich would become, belatedly, visible to reductionist ac-

counting practice only about a generation or longer later. disorder best identified as that state of hysterical self-decep-
tion which should be recognized as the clinically psycho-Thus, on this account, both accounting and the calculus are

usually taught and practiced “bass ackwards.” pathological state of “denial.” Let us get this issue out of the
way, as briefly as decently possible, and thus free ourselvesFor example, in the matter of special long-term depletion,

the lurking longer-term calamity is not taken into account in to proceed to our immediate main subject-matter here.
On the subject of absurd, currently popularized academictoday’s conventional estimates of necessarily incurred cur-

rent costs. Thus, under the U.S. Nixon and Carter administra- definitions of “non-linearity,” consider the case of the game
of chess as an example.tions, for example, the attrition in abandoned improvements

in basic economic infrastructure were not reflected, as compe- Chess, when considered as a board-game, is a closed,
linear system. The manner in which Leonhard Euler defined,tent accounting practice would have done, as a deduction from

the apparent gross national product. successfully, the formal-mathematical significance of the
knight’s move in chess, is a nice illustration of that point.The collapse of those elements of infrastructure, as typi-

fied by such examples as the past quarter-century’s collapse Nonetheless, except for complexities of the frequent psycho-
logical warfare among the players, the game is, on the boardof investment in maintaining required per-capita levels of

price-regulated electricity supplies, was not charged against itself, a fully linear system of that so-called “completed” qual-
ity, which Kurt Gödel exposed in his thorough discreditingthe government and financial interests as honest accounting

would have done. That willful oversight thus led to the willful of certain wild claims by Bertrand Russell respecting both
mathematics and mathematical physics.67destruction of the future well-being of the economy and popu-

lation as a whole. As noted, Norbert Wiener and John von Neumann were,
as a matter of fact, on the decidedly Satanic side of paganSimilarly, in household-income accounts, the abandon-

ment of technologically more advanced modes of productive religion, in their role as acolytes of Russell. Both were justly
employment, with the consequent downgrading of the labor-
force to lower levels of both productive skills and productive
output, was not charged as a cost to that government and 67. Exemplary is a once-famous anecdote, treating an incident reported to

have occurred duringa match, from bygone days,between two grand masters,private enterprise which incurred them, which has become
Lasker and Nimzowitz. Among the rules which the latter demanded be en-now a massive economic loss to the economy as a whole.
forcedduring the match,wasNimzowitz’s requirement that Laskernot smoke

Such are typical of the mixture of willful malice and gross cigars during the match. Later, at some touchy moment in the match, Lasker
incompetence, which has been shown in both financial ac- pulled out a cigar, but without lighting it. Nimzowitz was alarmed, and

called the referee’s attention to this. To sum up what transpired, the refereecounting practice generally, and in the teaching and practice
observed, “But, he is not smoking the cigar,” to which Nimzowitz responded,of economics as well. It is those neglected margins of long-
emphatically, “But, he threatens to smoke it!” Lasker, according to the anec-term costs, which prove to be determining factors in recent
dote, was notorious for the doctrine, that, in chess, the threat is more deadly
than the attack. On the proof against Russell, see, Gödel, op. cit. The success
of computerized chess-playing games attests to the indicated character of the
game as of the type of a closed, linear system.66. e.g.: equal areas of areas swept, equal time.
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expelled from David Hilbert’s Göttingen university, on The only event which corresponds to the notion of true non-
linearity, is the effect of adding such “dimensions” to thegrounds including stubborn and destructive incompetence of

the type central to Russell’s dogma. Most of the contemporary correct recasting of a previously well-defined physical geom-
etry. The known real universe exists for us only as representedefforts to argue, that merely complicated algebraic, and other

formal constructs are “non-linear” mathematics, is traced to in the form of an uncompleted system of knowledge. Knowl-
edge of the universe, scientific knowledge, is, therefore, a formthese Russell circles, in which the work of von Neumann, of

the mathematical “theory of games” fame, is most notorious. of knowledge represented by what is defined as a formally
incomplete system.The origin and form of contemporary “systems analysis,” is

permeated with this influence.68 The radically “ivory tower” geometry-arithmetic of Rus-
sell and his positivist followers, adopted the directly oppositeAs I have already stressed, all competent modern defini-

tions of the distinction between linear and non-linear systems, view. That ivory-tower arithmetic pretends to outlaw the exis-
tence of any universal principles not already inhering in theare traced from the relevant work of Nicholas of Cusa, through

such followers as Leonardo da Vinci, Kepler, Fermat, notion of Russell’s mathematics as an implicitly complete
system. For Russell, as for the fanatical adherents of a strictlyLeibniz, et al. However, the full meaning of the term “non-

linear” for today, was not made fully transparent, until the Euclidean geometry premised upon a set of a priori defini-
tions, axioms, and postulates, as for Claudius Ptolemy’ssuccessive work of Leibniz and such followers of his as John

Bernouilli, Abraham Kästner, Gauss, and Riemann. fraudulent, Aristotelean reconstruction of ancient Greek as-
tronomy, physics is nothing but a bad boy’s soiled imitationIn competent teaching today, the resulting strict, correct

definition of non-linearity, signifies the mathematical repre- of what is worshipped as its proper master: “ideal,” arbitrary
reductionist mathematics at the blackboard.sentation of those processes which can be competently de-

fined only from the standpoint of an anti-Euclidean form of Hence, from the standpoint of such a notion of a presum-
ably complete system, as expressed by Euler, Russell, et al.,physical geometry. The crucial feature of that definition, is

the effect of adding a previously unknown, experimentally actually non-linear phenomena are arbitrarily denied the right
to exist. Hence, a fraudulent notion of “non-linearity,” asvalidated discovery of a universal physical principle to our

mathematical representation of the universe. The most conve- earlier argued by Euler, has been introduced to mathematics,
in such guises as “information theory” and “systems analy-nient example, for our purposes here, is, once again, the step-

by-step method through which Kepler, in his The New As- sis,” by modern Russellite and kindred positivists, such as
von Neumann.tronomy, first defined the principle of universal gravitation.

Therefore, by “non-linear,” I signify the effect of adding From the standpoint of physical economy, the word
“progress” has only two admissible, distinct mathematicalthe impact of a newly added universal physical principle to

physical geometry. This is a notion which was first clarified meanings. That term is often used loosely, to signify almost
any technical improvements in practice which have some du-in modern physical science, by the work of Leibniz et al., in

pointing to the physical-geometric principle of the catenary as rable benefit for either society as a whole, or the institution in
focus. It is used more strictly to identify qualitatively benefi-superseding the earlier assumption, of Christiaan Huyghens’

design for his refined pendulum clock. This insight into the cial changes in principles of practice, that in the sense of
discovery of experimentally verifiable universal principles. Itcatenary freed the discoverers from the error of seeing the

pedant’s blackboard image of the cycloid as an adequate geo- is chiefly the latter meaning on which attention is focussed
here.metric basis for a notion of isochronic, or “least time” action.69

In Riemannian physical geometry, there exist no universal
physical principles, no definitions, axioms, or postulates, Science and Economy

With that now said, plunge into the crucial issue to bewhich are not such experimentally-validated discoveries of
universal physical principle. It is the experimentally defined treated here. What is the distinction between making an im-

provement, such as a discovery of a valid new universal physi-relationship among this multiply-connected aggregation of
discovered parameters, which becomes, with Riemann’s cal principle, and the action which ensures that a beneficial,

but presently unknown such discovery will be not only made,work, the modern working definition of physical geometry.
but beneficially employed by the coming generation of a soci-
ety? We have thus returned our attention to the subject of the

68. Indeed, von Neumann introduced “systems analysis, ” during the 1930s, equivalence between a universal physical principle and the
as an outgrowth of his earlier work, dating from the late 1920s, on the mathe- intention, the latter the equivalence which Kepler, for exam-
matical theory of games. He subsequently worked with Oskar Morgenstern, ple, associates with such a notion.
to produce their The Theory of Games and Economic Behavior (Princeton,

Since I have already prepared much of the needed groundN.J.: Princeton University Press, 1953).
for answering that question, I shall now go directly into the69. It is of notable relevance, that the first recognition of the physical signifi-
heart of the matter of practice this involves. The answer is,cance of the catenary, and its complement, the caustic, was by Leonardo

da Vinci. that we must make the educational system, including its uni-
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versities and associated fundamental research functions, the related economic processes to the science-driver role of fun-
damental research as such. This interface pin-points the “sci-driving force for progress in the increase of the potential

relative population-density of mankind as a whole. This will ence-driver” factor in the economy as a whole.
What I have described so, as the “science-driver” model ofnot succeed, however, unless the educational policies of those

institutions correspond to what I have presented, under the economy, is not in conflict with those notions of the American
System of political-economy which are famously associatedheading of a Classical humanist method of education, in the

first part of this present chapter. with the work of such opponents of the Adam Smith system
as Hamilton, the Careys, and List. The difference is, that IMy argument unfolds as follows.

Every qualitative improvement in the productive powers have given a dominant institutional role to that which existed
as clear implication in the argument of my American Sys-of labor, requires the incorporation of an additional element

of principle or technology in the current total cost of produc- tem predecessors.
What I have outlined here, is therefore a new design fortion.70 To maintain progress, this added element of cost, must

be more than offset by an increase in net physical productivity the national economies of sovereign nation-states. Lately, we
have been moving, at times, in that direction, during the war-in the economy as a whole. This must be accomplished to

such effect, that the added element of cost, as defined in abso- time and aerospace science-driver mobilizations of the past
century. The time has come to put together the lessons whichlute terms, does not cause an increase in the total cost of

production, as cost is to be measured, after the fact, in percen- we should have learned from those experiences. The most
successful aspects of modern economy have been moving intile of resulting real output of society as a whole. Any different

view of the way in which net physical-economic profit is the direction of such a change. The time to make that change
in the institutional definition of national economy has come;generated over the medium to long term, is a false view.

For example, take the case of education of the labor-force. the change is overdue.
To increase the productive potential of the nation’s labor-

force, there must be an improved production of ideas in the The Costs of Productivity
These all represent costs incurred to produce a quality ofstudents, either during their academic studies, or as a later

outgrowth of those studies. These are ideas as I have defined result which is to be achieved in the rearing of the young,
and also in the outcome, for society as a whole, of such aideas here, as measured per capita for the population as a

whole. The reasonable assurance that such a happy result will continuing process of improvements in education. They are
real costs, which must be accounted as reflected in everyensue, requires adoption of a Classical humanist policy of

education, which demands those restrictions on class-size aspect of production by that society. In addition, there are
the increased physical-capital costs, such as those of basicwhich the effective implementation of that policy requires in

the classroom. It requires the relevant improvements in family economic infrastructure and production and distribution gen-
erally.and community life, which the notion of a climate of ideas,

with emphasis upon cognitive ideas, demands. It requires, As I shall stress, a bit later here, this also signifies that
certain kinds of clearly avoidable costs should be discour-presently, a drive toward a universal higher education, with

included increasing emphasis on experimental methods of aged, for such purposes as conserving limited resources, in
favor of a standard of Classical humanist development of theproof of universal principles, both as pedagogical- and re-

search-laboratory, and related activities. cultural-artistic and productive activities in the population as
a whole.The driver for the economy is then located in a specific

overlap between the university’s primary research programs Now, focus upon the pivotal issue: the possibility of in-
creasing the efficiency of production, that to such a degree,and those aspects of the machine-tool sector of both university

and economy, in which successful experimental designs are that increasing margins of output exceed the increasing costs
incurred, without resorting to the effects of using parasiticaldeveloped for test of hypothetical universal physical princi-

ples. It is the latter “machine-tool-design” interface, which methods of primitive accumulation as a source of purely nom-
inal, essentially fictitious profit. This indispensable gain canintegrates the continuing development of the industrial and
be obtained solely through the realization of scientific and
technological progress, notably fundamental scientific prog-

70. Think of this in the language of “process sheets” and “bills of materials.”
ress. This actual, physical-economic gain is, by nature, aThink of relevant changes in operations performed, and ofmaterials included,
purely non-linear gain, as I have defined “non-linear” here.in terms of the technology they represent. Thus, think of a “cost” as an

action, first, and a price assigned to that object second. Thus, as in Leibniz’s That is key to solving the problem which Lvov has ad-
developmentof hisnotion ofa monadologyas ahigher versionof his calculus, dressed. Look at this, in the relatively simpler terms of illus-
in the domain of experimental proofs, we must distinguish, as in microphys- tration I have employed immediately above. I shall return to
ics, between the physical proof of the unchangeable notion of the existence

this at a slightly later point, to point to a more rigorous setof a specific quality of object as such, and the determination of the variable,
of definitions.mathematical expression of the functional existence of that object under

differing sets of relations. Look at some aspects of the result of applying the criteria
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The space program typifies the
“science-driver” model of
economy. Here cosmonauts
and astronauts work aboard
the service module Zvezda, on
the International Space Station,
November 2000.

I have just summarized. In this strategy, we have both greatly consumption, must adapt to the new technological envi-
ronment.increased educational allocations per capita, and have added,

as a necessary cost of production for society as a whole, an Thus, by this consideration, reality once more confounds
today’s conventional accounting practice. As technologicalincrease of emphasis on fundamental scientific research, and

upon related experimentally-driven development, far in ex- shifts occur in both the productive process and the design of
products, the composition of the required bill of materials,cess of national-income-accounting standards of “fiscal re-

sponsibility” in force among nations today. To use a crude, process sheet, and human consumption each and all undergo
changes. These changes, whether in process-sheet, bill of ma-but I think effective imagery, let us say, that in practice, we

have defined education, if organized as I have described it terials, or household consumption, when considered as a
whole set, are usually non-linear in character of their effect.here, as the “volcano” from which the directed increase of

per-capita net productivity of the productive powers of labor Hence we can not use a standard bill of consumption,
or of a process sheet, as a so-called objective standard forflows. In such a policy, we have chosen to make the generation

of new, fundamental discoveries of universal principle, the comparative pricing of the long-term implications of incurred
costs of production and consumption. The combined effectsdriving force of national and world economy. In short: a sci-

ence-driver economy. of that attrition and change in technology which inheres in
the continued existence of society, preclude the possibility ofThe point to be stressed here, as I shall focus upon that in

more rigorous terms a bit later here, is that the generation of use of a mechanical standard as a unit of account, for the
purposes of any serious form of economic analysis of theexperimentally validated universal physical principles, is the

only activity which produces net physical-economic growth process considered as a whole.
The only competent standard for economic measurement,in the economy. Therefore, that activity must be awarded

absolute priority in economic policy-shaping. A science- is the notion of potential relative population-density, as I have
defined this. As I have written, above:driver model of economy is the natural expression of that

necessary allocation of priority. “. . . the only possibility of maintaining and increasing
the anti-entropy of mankind’s, or a nation’s relationship toSuch a policy has other significant effects, some of which

should remind us of the fact, that the market for buggy-whips the universe, is through the realization of valid discoveries of
universal physical principles, as I have defined such principlescollapsed with the mass-production of the automobile. In

competent accounting practice, we can not rely upon a simple in the course of this report so far. On this account, the promo-
tion of scientific progress in such discoveries, and the organi-form of so-called historical standard of cost. With changes

in technology, the composition of the bills of materials and zation of society in those ways needed to transform discover-
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ies of principle into effectively applied improvements in associated with Tjalling Koopmans, et al.
I had a single, very brief exchange of correspondence withtechnologies of both productive processes and product de-

sign, is to be recognized as the necessary, underlying inten- Leontief during the mid-1950s. The included outcome of this
crossing of paths, was my increased interest in the work oftion of society as a whole, and government in particular.

“Otherwise, entropy, doom, takes over.” the Soviet economist Kondratieff, who had played a notable
part in Leontief’s own intellectual development during theTo conquer the apparent difficulties which this notion

of measurement of value incurs, we must proceed from the 1920s; obviously, this association with Kondratieff had had
some beneficial effect on Leontief’s later work for the U.S.concept of a science-driver educational program, as I have

described it here, as the cornerstone of all physical-economic Government in developing the input-output accounting sys-
tem used to estimate Gross National Product. I sought to un-measurements. The only competent measurement of produc-

tivity is a measurement of the rate of increase of productivity derstand how Leontief and I had come to converging views,
by different routes, in our common abhorrence of the “ivoryrelative to any level of potential relative population-density.

We must, first, choose the model of economy which yields tower” notions then associated with what was called, inter-
changeably, “Operations Research,” or “systems analysis.”71the highest relative rate of long-term increase of such produc-

tivity, while defining incurred costs and expenses of such Kondratieff Waves thus became an included special sub-
ject of my interest during the middle through late 1950s; aoutput, to be the ascertainable requirements for maintaining

such a program. That obliges us to start from the educational study I dropped during 1959-60, in the course of adopting
my own present views on the specific quality of functionsystem as I have summarily described it above. We must

start from a science-driver conception of the education of the represented by well-defined science-driver programs.72 I had
concluded, by the close of the 1950s, that the importance ofpopulation as a whole.

Admittedly, such a view of economic policy as this has the class of phenomena characteristic of Kondratieff Waves
lay more in the character of significant symptoms of certainnever been adopted explicitly. However, there are certain

highly informative approximations of such an approach, nota- wrong types of national-economic practices, than primary
causal factors within a sound practice. The phenomena whichbly in the science-driver programs motivated by preparations

for, and conduct of, wars or kindred special kinds of science- Lvov has recently emphasized, are viewed by me as a demon-
stration of that point.73driver enterprises.

I have proposed approaches to such science-driver pro-
grams in the past. The Eurasian Land-Bridge program, now

71. The connections among systems analysis, Operations Research, and the
in early phases of approach toward its implementation, is origins of the RAND Corporation and MIT’s RLE, are notable here. Accord-
implicitly such a model of economic reform. ing to official accounts, Operations Research was born in the United King-

dom, tracing its post-war origins to the circles of P.M.S. Blackett et al. duringWe have now reached the point to consider the issues
that war, overlapping the functions of airborne “strategic bombing.” Thisposed by Nikolai Kondratieff, as I was first prompted to con-
activity in Britain spilled over into the U.S. war-time and post-war U.S.sider his work, during the course of the 1950s. From that
military-intelligence establishment. With the post-war reorganization of the

point of reference, I shall return to supply a more rigorous U.S. military establishment, this activity became lodged within the newly
restatement of the line of argument just outlined above. established U.S. Air Force and the founding of that arm’s own newly created

intelligence branch. These developments overlapped the continued opera-
tions of both the Unification of the Sciences project, co-founded in 1938Leontief Versus Systems Analysis
by Bertrand Russell and Chicago University’s Robert Hutchins, and theThe manner in which Academician Lvov has crafted his
“Cybernetics” operation conducted through the Josiah Macy, Jr. Foundation.

argument, can be recognized most readily from the standpoint All of these overlapping elements were brought together in a most significant
of familiarity with the subject of Kondratieff Waves. There- way at MIT’s post-war RLE. I studied these operations intensively during

my workof the1948-1953 interval, chiefly as amatter of “adversary interest”;fore, I include my own experience, and its view of certain
I soon found them extremely interesting, but nasty adversaries of the Ameri-among the effects of the work of Kondratieff, as these bear
can intellectual tradition.on the problem which Lvov has identified.
72. I did not take up the subject of Kondratieff Waves again, until my firstThe transition from my initial discoveries, of the 1948-
meeting with my dear late friend, Professor Taras V. Muranivsky, during1953 interval, to functioning as a professional economist dur-
which our discussion of this matter defined many features of our subsequent

ing the 1950s and beyond, were pivotted, as I have repeatedly close collaboration. On Professor Muranivsky, see “Memories of Taras V.
emphasized so far, on my opposition to the twin follies of Muranivsky,” EIR, July 27, 2001.
“information theory” and “systems analysis.” In the course 73. Typical is the correlation between swings in policy-shaping within the

Europe-U.S.A.-centered international economy during the course of theof this continuing work, repeated, shocking encounters with
Nineteenth and early Twentieth centuries. For example, the explosive 1861-the work of RAND Corporation, including RAND programs
1876 unleashing of the U.S. potential as a leading world economic power,at MIT, and with the Operations Research Society, led me,
the spread of the U.S. 1861-76 model of policy-shaping during much of the

in the course of the 1950s, to take the side of then-Harvard 1877-1905 interval, with included swings, up and down, within the U.S.A.
Professor Wassily Leontief, in his conflict with those whom and elsewhere, during that interval. These swings are each and all caused by

swings in political and financial-monetary policy, in ways which correspondhe described aptly as those “ivory tower” economists then
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In brief, my argument on that subject, is that there are concur with my judgment, that if one acts in such a way as to
appear to increase the density of overlapping “Kondratieffno inherently built-in Kondratieff Waves in a physical-eco-

nomic process; but, rather, that for precisely the reasons Waves” sufficiently, the prospect of “the end of a Kondratieff
Wave” would never pose a threat.given by the supporters of that view, effects like those attrib-

uted to Kondratieff Waves must occur when certain systemic The conceptual problem to be addressed on this account,
is the following.errors in policy of practice in shaping economic policy, are

prevalent in that society. My conclusion to that effect, should Economically illiterate opinion tends to think of the out-
come of production as salable objects called products. In con-be recognized as clearly premised on the considerations

which have led me to define a science-driver model of na- trast to that, the science of physical economy emphasizes the
role of the consumption of produced products as a mediumtional economy.

In U.S. economic history, for example, such effects usu- through which fundamental scientific progress raises the level
of the productive powers of labor, and of the physical andally reflect swings between the relative influence of financier

oligarchy and entrepreneurial interests, in shaping national moral conditions of human life.
The issue of method posed by those phenomena of sci-investment and related economic and monetary policy. Like

the fabled witch and children, in the case of the once popular ence-driven economic development, is as old as the notion of
Heraclitus and Plato, that nothing is constant, but change.household weather-clock, when the witch (financier interest)

comes out, the economy is being looted, and the lamentable Economic science, as distinct from mere accounting, focuses
upon the way in which the act of consumption contributes todownside of Kondratieff Waves are to be expected; in con-

trast, when, for a moment, entrepreneurial impulses prevail a “relativistic” quality of up-shift in the anti-entropy of the
physical economy as a process. That view of the matter mayover financier influences, the economic weather improves.

The parasitical financier invests, like the parasite he is, in appear strange at first glance; but, if we consider an economic
process from the vantage-point of a Riemannian physical ge-already proven technologies; the entrepreneur’s instinct, as

distinct from that of the executive of stockholder interest, ometry, the relevance of Plato’s argument ceases to be
strange. The relevant argument proceeds as follows.is to create new technological achievements as rapidly as

possible. The essential form of action in an economic process, is
the act of transforming the characteristic quality of actionA related problem arises as a nagging disorder within the

labor and socialist movements. The inventive operative, and within the economic process itself, the increase of the anti-
entropy of the process.the entrepreneur, locate their personal identity in discovering

and employing qualitative improvements in physical princi- Take as an illustration of that point, a pedagogical argu-
ment I made during the 1950s, against the notion of “artificialple and technologies. The labor bureaucrat, and the socialist

bureaucrat, tend to be much more “intellectually conserva- intelligence” as presented by MIT’s Marvin Minsky, et al. I
drew out the implications of the argument of Minsky et al.,tive,” one might prefer to say “backward,” in these matters

than the scientist, creative entrepreneur, or individual work- as follows.
If we were to assume that we could develop machinesman. Their tendency is to bureaucratize the economic process,

to degrade the bureaucratic administration of those institu- which could eliminate the requirement of the role of human
labor in production, we would have to satisfy two generaltions to utopian schemes which resist important changes for

the better, including technological ones.74 types of requirements. First, that the planet’s economy were
a single, functionally integrated such machine, which wouldIn summary of that point, under the kind of science-driver

policy which I have outlined above, such effects would not automatically adjust to produce for all human needs under
variable conditions of demand; second, that that integratedoccur. I think that Academician Lvov, Dr. Glazyev, and other

relevant professionals might go so far on this point, as to machine must cause itself to evolve in such a fashion, that it
would do what a successful modern economy does: make
and apply fundamental valid discoveries of universal physical

to what might be appreciated as Kondratieff Waves during the span through principle to the effect of up-shifting the economic process in
the 1920s and beyond. the manner a Riemannian physical geometry implies.75

74. Notable is the popularized superstition in the labor movement, for exam- In that case, the primary functional characteristic of the
ple, that technology “steals jobs.” No intelligent entrepreneur desires a soci-

action performed within that integrated machine, would notety in which a reduced number of persons are productively employed. Only
be the act of producing products, but of increasing the anti-poor superstitious employers think of technology as reducing the labor-force,

or similar goals. Intelligent entrepreneurs wish to expand the economy, and
employment of the labor-force, and to upgrade the quality of the work-place
and standard of living of the employed. It is the responsibility of government, 75. Notably, such discoveries are systemically outlawed from the universe

by the information theory of Professor Norbert Wiener et al., as also by theto set rules in the economy which encourage investment and employment
practices in the public interest, and to tend to employ economic policies doctrines of both “artificial intelligence” and “systems analysis” of John von

Neumann, as by the Mephistopheles, Bertrand Russell, who tucked their lostwhich tend to send employers whose petty-minded opinions are injurious to
the general welfare into more suitable occupations. souls in his vest pocket.
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entropy expressed by such a task-oriented process of self- employee prevailed: that of an object employed in producing
an object. The idea that the essential product of human activitydevelopment of the productive process itself. It would, of

course, produce products; but, its ability to accomplish its is, functionally speaking, humanity, did not occur to them;
such ideas would be, and were brushed aside, usually with amission on that account, would be, functionally, a by-product

of its efficient intention to improve its capacity to produce frankly menacing, “business-like” show of irritation, as “im-
practical:” so go the glories of the world!improved products in a way consistent with the productive

mission assigned to it. This is precisely what a well-conceived Where the scientist sees human metabolism and the con-
tinued reproduction and development of the human species,science-driver model of economy would do, without limit,

into the indefinite future. This design would have a certain the slave sees only “eating.”
Typical of this impact of the oligarchical legacy, is theadditional challenge built into it functionally, at least implic-

itly so. Its characteristic function would be the increasing of case of the toleration of the celebrated argument of the Physio-
crat Dr. François Quesnay, by Karl Marx, and by many otherthe rate of anti-entropy of this process of self-development.

That is what the human species does when it is performing in victims of the influence of the British East India Company’s
Haileybury School in economics. Implicit Bogomil doctri-a characteristically human way.

Look at the famous problem posed by Kondratieff from naire Quesnay’s laissez-faire insisted that the profit of the
estate is a “secretion” produced by the landlord’s title of aris-that vantage-point. The following point of illustration is a

simplified one, but sufficient for the point immediately at tocracy, to the effect the role of the farmers is precisely analo-
gous to that of the landlord’s cows: human cattle. The contem-hand.

Let someone assume, that a discovery in technology en- porary doctrine of “free trade,” “deregulation,” and
“globalization,” are derived entirely from such Bogomil-ables an economy to utilize some natural resource, and to

improve upon that process up to a certain point. Then, the modelled theological assumptions of John Locke, Quesnay,
Mandeville, Giammaria Ortes, Adam Smith, Jeremy Ben-depletion of the relatively best-developed resources used,

would force the economy to rely increasingly upon relatively tham, Thomas Malthus, John Stuart Mill, Friedrich von
Hayek, and so on.marginal resources. The productivity of the economy would,

presumably, decline, through attrition, until a new wave of This is the common pathological characteristic of all
popular modern accounting and economic doctrine. To seetechnology-resources came into play. From my standpoint,

as illustrated by the example I used in arguing against the this more clearly, one must look at mankind from a secure
footing within the simultaneity of eternity. This means, todelusions of Minsky et al., neither nature nor science as such

has any part in creating such problems. Take the case of the cease regarding oneself as an object consuming and produc-
ing mere sensory objects. It means to see oneself as actinggreat Mendeleyev, as a rather obvious choice for a point of

reference on the matter of Kondratieff Waves. on the past and future of mankind, for mankind. Once one’s
intention, as Kepler recognized the significance of intention,The achievement of Mendeleyev’s development of the

periodic table, is, as my associate Jonathan Tennenbaum has is to enhance the potential relative population-density of the
human species, one’s attention shifts from the mere thing-emphasized for both that case and for Gauss’s discovery of

the orbit of the asteroid Ceres: not that he created it, but, ness of the sensory object, to the importance of acting upon
the process to transform the process itself. For the individualrather, the method by which he discovered it. This method

used by Mendeleyev, whose success in that instance had far- who has risen to a state of true adulthood, nothing exists
but change; the object is to act to bring about neededreaching implications in many fields, led immediately to a

series of successive new discoveries, including essential con- change.
When one is dead, there would be time enough to reflect,tributions to the matter of radioactivity.

Thus, the essential, functional significance of that discov- if one could, upon the disgusting fact, that through one’s own
greediness, one never really achieved what it means to live.ery by Mendeleyev, was clearly not an end-point, but, rather,

an acceleration of the rate of fundamental scientific and re- It is the function of leaders, to inspire people to act for their
own sake and for the sake of mankind, to those happy endslated discovery. In effect, discoverers such as Mendeleyev

create more resources, through the radiated impact of their which that sobering reflection should suggest.
achievements, than they cause us to tend to use up!

This now brings me to a crucial point.
We must recognize, that the principal flaw in nearly all

ways of thinking about accounting and economics today, is ✪ LAROUCHE IN 2004 ✪
that these opinions and practices are, quite precisely, patho-
logical reflections of the cultural legacy of civilization’s www.larouchein2004.com
murky oligarchical past. Even in the best days of the U.S.

Paid for by LaRouche in 2004.economy, even among virtually all employers and their
trusted management staffs, the pathological conception of the
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China Faces Crisis with
Growing Confidence
by Mary Burdman

The collapse of illusions about the U.S. “New Economy” In general, however, the nation has unquestionably much
greater confidence, in the policy of national construction theybubble has provoked a clear, sober, and essentially happy

development in strategic thinking in China during the past have been carrying out.
year. The very evident economic/financial turmoil in the
United States and Japan, have had a big, and necessary, impact China’s Turn To Its Physical Economy

China turned definitively towards a “New Deal” eco-in China. A Schiller Institute delegation visited Beijing for
ten days in late July, to address a seminar sponsored by the nomic construction policy in Autumn 1997, as the Asia fi-

nancial crisis broke out. As the crisis deepened in 1998,China International Economic Relations Association, at-
tended by 30 representatives of leading state banks, govern- Beijing announced a series of great projects, beginning with a

$750 billion investment program in January 1998, to development commissions, and policymaking institutions. There, and
in discussions with economists, scholars, and members of essential infrastructure, including railroads, water manage-

ment, power projects, and urban construction. The terriblepolicy institutes, Jonathan Tennenbaum and I found a serious
but, at the same time, fundamentally optimistic assessment of floods of Summer 1998 made the issue of infrastructure a

matter of national urgency.what China must now do to deal with the rapidly changing
world situation. Leading into, and during, this critical period, in several

visits to Beijing and other cities, the Schiller Institute pro-With each visit to China, the changes are astonishing. The
physical changes in Beijing in one year are breathtaking: now, vided very timely warnings of Lyndon LaRouche’s assess-

ment, that the currentfinancial system was bankrupt, and musta fifth “ring road” is being built, along with new underground
lines. Newly restored historic buildings and avenues have be replaced by a new system which could rebuild the world’s

physical economy. A most important intervention was whenemerged from behind shacks which used to hide them. One
thing, fortunately, remains the same: The food is as abundant, Schiller Institute (Germany) President Helga Zepp-

LaRouche visited Beijing in late September 1997, and empha-inexpensive, and sublime as ever.
Of course, Beijing is not all China. The work to bring sized that the crisis in Asia was going to worsen, and would

break out in other parts of the world, if immediate steps werethe rural population into a modern, urban economy, is more
enormous than what has been achieved in the last half-cen- not taken to create a new world financial system. Her warn-

ings, fully confirmed by events, had a big impact.tury. China is still caught in its “dual society.” Now, there
may be fewer of the rural laborers, whose faces clearly show China preserved its national economic security through

the crisis-ridden years of 1997-99, and refused to yield itsthe depths of poverty from which they come, on the streets
of Beijing. Its overall population is better dressed, fed, and vital defenses, especially its strong currency and capital con-

trols, to the knuckle-dragging tactics of the likes of the U.S.equipped than before. But 70% of China’s 1.3 billion people
are still in the countryside, and bringing them into an indus- Treasury’s Larry Summers and other Wall Street “heavies.”

But concern abated somewhat, as the post-1998 “wall oftrial economy, at a time of world crisis, is the great problem
Beijing must solve. money” operation inflated the U.S. economic bubble, and
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Changed Relations With
‘Xiao Bush,’ and Taiwan

Politically, also, China has faced
a series of shocks. Beijing has repeat-
edly made clear that it needs and
wants years of peace and stability, so
it can concentrate on essential eco-
nomic construction. China’s leaders
have also consistently said that im-
proving relations with the United
States is a basic international policy.
This met with response from Presi-
dent Bill Clinton—until a special
U.S. plane bombed Beijing’s Em-
bassy in Belgrade in May 1999. The
U.S. fixation on Bush’s provocative
forms of “national missile defense”
and “theater missile defense” pro-
grams, has soured relations further.
There were evident hopes in Beijing,
as in many other nations, that GeorgeSchiller Institute representatives Mary Burdman and Jonathan Tennenbaum addressed a

seminar in Beijing on July 22, sponsored by the China International Economic Relations W. Bush might bring in a more be-
Association. While the critical situation of the U.S. economy is now widely recognized in nign—or at least more isolationist—
China, there is a tendency to see this as a “cyclical” problem. The Schiller representatives policy than that of the aggressively
presented the picture of the enormous burden of unpayable debt being generated by Alan

interfering Al Gore-Madeleine Al-Greenspan’s fruitless efforts to keep inflating the financial bubble, making clear that the
bright regime of the Clinton Admin-entire system has broken down and must be replaced.
istration’s later days. These illusions
did not last. The outrageous behavior

of George W.—he is often referred to in China as “Xiao (little)the illusion was promoted in China as well, that this bubble
was “unsinkable.” Bush” and his administration, was a renewed shock.

The current economic and political crisis in Taiwan is aA year ago, economic thinking in China was still much
too dependent upon getting foreign investment, expanding “marker” for China. It is clear that, without U.S. support, the

pro-separatist Democratic Peoples Party (DPP) governmentexports, and breaking into the “high-tech” New Economy,
which, it was alleged, had “rescued” Asia from crisis. This in Taipei would likely have already fallen. The high-tech ex-

port model promoted by the DPP’s predecessor, Lee Teng-blunted thinking about the real world situation. As a result,
policymakers in China were not so well prepared for the past hui, who tried to block Taiwan’s growing economic relations

with the mainland, is discredited: In July, Taiwan’s exports,year’s crash of the high-tech bubble, but that crash did shake
people up. dependent upon the U.S. and Japanese markets, had the worst

collapse since 1976, and economic growth is at its lowest inMuch more serious attention is now being paid to eco-
nomic policy and to foreign relations. As the head of one 25 years. The stock market has fallen by half, the Taiwan

dollar is endangered, and debt and unemployment are loom-institute, where the Schiller Institute has made many presenta-
tions, said: “This institute has been publicly predicting that ing over the economy.

The growing mainland-Taiwan economic relations are thethe U.S. bubble would collapse for four years now. We were
under a lot of pressure on this, but now, it is shown we were only thing sustaining Taiwan now, as both sides know. As

well, there are many indications of warming political rela-right!”
As many leading Chinese realize that “globalization” is tions, including delegations of opposition parties visiting the

mainland, and, most remarkable, the message of congratual-not inevitable, but a crumbling system, they assert that
China’s being “behind in IT” (information technology) is ac- tions sent by Beijing to the opposition Kuomingtang (KMT)

during its recent party conference, the first such gesture sincetually to their advantage. China escaped the worst of the IT-
bubble collapse ravaging Southeast Asian economies. The before the civil war.

At the same time, there is great concern over the Middlehegemony of U.S.-dominated “pop culture” has been weak-
ened, and China’s focus on developing its own internal econ- East, where the U.S.-backed provocations of Israel’s Ariel

Sharon are threatening war. There is concern that separatistomy, justified. China faces big challenges, but also has great
resources, in its huge internal economy and in its growing forces in Taiwan, backed by Washington, might also try dan-

gerous provocations.cooperation with neighboring nations in Asia and Eurasia.
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The U.S. Bubble dollars, and the renminbi itself is pegged to the dollar; a
dollar collapse would destabilize Asian currencies.In this situation, the economic overdependence of Asian

countries on the United States, is a real problem. Beijing sees
that the United States, unable to control capitalflows based on The Economic ‘Hard Nut To Crack’

There is also a tendency, as there is in Russia and India,real economic strength, now profits from political turbulence,
whether in the Mideast, Europe, or East Asia. Also, as the for many economists to misapprehend the crisis as cyclical,

rather than as a collapse of the entire system. Those who hadU.S. market for exports collapses, trade and other conflicts
are boiling up. But there is resolution among some leading promoted globalization still have influence, although many

of the liberals are doing a lot of re-thinking. However, thosecircles in Beijing, to deal with the problem: in terms of history,
China and the United States should be strategic partners in who see the real scope of the crisis remain relatively few.

While there is broad recognition that an entirely new, and just,the coming century. If the United States rejects such relations,
then China will develop cooperation with Japan, other Asian world economic system must be created, there is a tendency to

see this as a long-term undertaking.countries, with Russia, and with Europe. Ultimately, the Chi-
nese believe, the United States will be forced to join the inter- The “hard nut to crack,” is the internal division of China’s

huge domestic economy. Rural incomes are stagnating, andnational cooperation.
This view is also based on the fact that high-level Chinese the problem only can be solved by bringing more and more

of the surplus rural labor—some 400 million people—into anofficials, who know U.S. Federal Reserve Chairman Alan
Greenspan and his ilk, can see how urgently these gentlemen urban economy. The rural population, 70% of China, con-

sumes only 27% of national production. In 1995, just 1% ofare trying to promote “confidence” in the U.S. economy. It
is this cult-like confidence (or “financial fundamentalism”) the rural population had a negative cash flow; now it is 45%.

However, a well-developed barter system exists throughoutalone, and not the (now-discredited) wonders of the Internet,
which is the basis of U.S. financial “hegemony.” “If that con- China: Everything, including food, transport, and even educa-

tion and medical care, is exchanged through this non-cashfidence collapses now, the whole system will go with it,” one
participant at the Beijing seminar noted. The effect of the system, aided by the traditional Chinese social system which

ensures that even the very poorest cannot be abandoned.U.S. bubble collapse on the rest of the world is also widely
recognized in China—even the liberal China Daily featured What is essential, is to continue the government invest-

ment policy, and expand growth of production. If this duala cartoon on Aug. 9, showing a multi-car crash with Japan,
Taiwan, and Singapore all smashing into a wrecked auto la- society can be industrialized and united, China has huge po-

tential for growth.belled the “U.S. economy.” The present, dollar-based interna-
tional financial system is seen as unrealistic, given the state The potential for expanding Eurasian relations, especially

with Russia, is also changing thinking in China. The newof the U.S. economy, that producer of dollars and importer of
everything else. China-Russia friendship treaty, signed by President Jiang

Zemin and his Russian counterpart Vladimir Putin in MoscowThere is a consensus in China, that this “unipolar” system
is obviously unstable, and must be replaced with a multipolar on July 15, has set the right direction for relations. The work

needed to expand economic ties is very great, especially thesystem. The situation is especially difficult for smaller econo-
mies, such as those of Southeast Asia, which alone cannot renovation of transport and other infrastructure in Russia’s

eastern regions. However, more and more people in China,stimulate their own domestic demand. This is why China is
promoting regional economic cooperation in Asia, and with including young people who had been fixated on the New

Economy, understand and appreciate that Russia is now tak-Europe, as the only way out. This has caused re-conceptual-
ization of what regional cooperation must become. Under the ing serious action in the international situation, helping to

create a multipolar world.illusory “New Economy,” regional cooperation appeared as
just some aspect of the unsinkable globalization process. The most profound problem in thinking in China, as in

many other nations, is realizing that the current system isNow, it is dawning, that regional cooperation must become
“real,” based on genuine trade, investment, and development already collapsing, and conceptualizing a serious alternative.

The tendency continues to be a cautious, “go slow” approachprojects, and not just financial trends.
With the demise of the U.S. market, some economists to creating a new world financial system. Thoughtful Chinese

acknowledge that discussion of these issues do not begin fromreport, other Asian countries are already reorienting their
trade toward China. There is increasing discussion that, con- the world financial situation, but rather tend to focus on re-

gional questions, which hampers ability to create clear princi-sidering the danger of a U.S. dollar collapse, possibly
China’s renminbi, which remained stable during the Asian ples and policies for the profound crisis now unfolding. But

the warm response to discussion of Lyndon LaRouche’sfinancial crisis, could become the currency for regional trade;
this was even mooted by Deutsche Bank’s chief economist thinking—both his warnings of what now threatens human

civilization, and his concept of how that civilization can beNorbert Walter on Aug. 9. However, this poses a dilemma for
China and other Asian nations: They all hold huge reserves in saved—was more remarkable than ever.
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The Payoff of ‘863’
Nuclear Energy A 10 megawatt prototype of the MHTGR, called “HTR-

10,” was completed last year by the Institute of Nuclear En-
ergy Technology (INET) of Tsinghua University, China’s
leading institution for science and technology. Based on the
so-called “pebble-bed” technology originally developed inChina Is First With
Germany, INETs HTR-10 is designed as a test bed and dem-
onstration reactor for future full-scale HTR modules havingAdvanced Reactor
a thermal output on the order of 200 MW.

China’s investment in this technology is motivated notby Jonathan Tennenbaum
only by the need to supply its 1.3 billion population with
increasing per-capita amounts of low-cost electricity, but also

While much of the world is gripped by a steep economic by such potential applications as the use of HTR-produced
steam to extract the large heavy-oil deposits in Westerndownturn following the collapse of the U.S. “New Economy”

bubble, China continues its strong growth, driven by large- China, and the use of HTR process heat for coal liquification
and the production of other synthetic fuels.scale government investment into infrastructure and the

expansion of internal demand. But the abrupt end of the export China has enormous reserves of coal, but reliance on burn-
ing of well over a billion tons of coal a year, as the main sourceboom, which supported much of the rapid modernization of

China’s coastal provinces, is forcing certain key fundamental of electricity production and heat in the country, ties up a
large part of the country’s transport system, creates enormouseconomic issues, that have so far not been adequately ad-

dressed by government policy. pollution problems, and drags down the overall physical pro-
ductivity of the economy. It is generally recognized, thatCentral among these problems is the “two-tier” structure

of China’s economy: the growing gap between a rapidly de- China has no alternative to large-scale use of nuclear energy.
During our recent trip to Beijing in late July, I and myveloping urban-industrial sector with a relatively prosperous

middle class, on the one hand, and a relatively stagnant, low- colleague Mary Burdman visited the HTR-10 project, and got
a first-hand impression of the progress made in China in thisincome rural sector of nearly a billion people, on the

other. technology. The HTR-10 project was officially launched in
March 1992, as part of the Chinese government’s so-calledMany Chinese economists are acknowledging, that the

urgent need to compensate lost export growth by a sustained “863” program. “863” refers to the date March 3, 1986, when
four of China’s most respected scientists put forward a planexpansion in domestic demand—and not least of all to ensure

the social and political stability of the country—cannot be for domestic development of advanced technologies, includ-
ing the areas of aerospace technology, biotechnology, lasers,accomplished without a drastic improvement in the quality

of employment, education, and material consumption for the automation, energy, new materials (including superconduc-
tors) and information technology. At the 15th anniversaryvast majority of China’s households living in the rural areas.

That, in turn, can only be accomplished by combining ad- celebrations earlier this year, it was noted that the “863” pro-
gram had already yielded a 10-to-1 return on investment. Asvanced technologies with an accelerated program of infra-

structure development, industrialization, and urbanization a result of this impressive performance, the Chinese govern-
ment is increasing its support for “863” in the future.reaching throughout the interior regions of China.

The same applies, of course, to the urgent requirements The HTR-10 was built at a complex of research facilities
located to the north of Beijing, on the highway to the Greatof development of the Eurasian landmass as a whole, in the

context of LaRouche’s Eurasian Land-Bridge strategy, as Wall. Thanks to the rapid development of the superhighway
system in and around Beijing, the trip from central Beijing towell as for Africa and Ibero-America.

One of the advanced technologies, key to the success of INET was much shorter and easier than it was a few years
ago, when we last visited the site.such an effort, is the modular high temperature gas-cooled

nuclear reactor (MHTGR, or HTR for short). The MHTGR Helga Zepp-LaRouche had visited INET in June 1996, as
part of her participation in the historic Eurasian Land-Bridgecombines several essential advantages over conventional nu-

clear technology. These include: a much higher operating
temperature (900∞C or more) using helium as a coolant;
higher efficiency for electricity generation; potential applica-
tion as a source of industrial process heat and steam; simplic- To reach us on the Web:
ity and inherent safety; smaller unit size and greater flexibil-
ity, ideally suited to the need of developing countries; and www.larouchepub.comthe possibility of standardized “assembly-line” production,
greatly reducing the cost.
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Chinese scientists and
technicians at the
December 2000 startup
of what is currently the
world’s only Modular
High-Temperature Gas-
Cooled Reactor
(MHTGR), at Tsinghua.

Conference in Beijing. At that time the foundation for the plants. Fuel balls are introduced at the top of the reactor, and
removed through its funnel-shaped bottom.reactor building was just being laid, while production of key

components had begun in various factories elsewhere in the The initial loading of the reactor with fuel balls began
in late November last year, and the reactor went critical incountry. The reactor building was completed in October 1997

and the reactor pressure vessel was installed in November December. The HTR-10 is now going through the initial
stages of a meticulous commissioning process, with full-1998. Meanwhile, the key element of this reactor type was

produced: the spherical fuel elements, which take the place power operation expected next year. At first the HTR-10 heat
will be used to produce electricity, using a standard steamof the fuel rods used in conventional reactors.

The core of the HTR-10 consists of a graphite-lined cylin- generator and turbine. Eventually, however, INET wants to
introduce a compact helium turbine into the primary coolingdrical chamber 1.8 meters in diameter, filled with about

27,000 fuel balls (the “pebbles” of the pebble-bed reactor), circuit, investigating the possibility of much simpler and more
efficient conversion of reactor heat into electrical power.each the about the size of a tennis ball. Each spherical fuel

element contains about 8,300 tiny particles of enriched ura-
nium fuel, each of which is coated by a series of layers of Simple and Safe

The reactor building consists of four stories plus a base-high-temperature ceramic (silicon carbide) and carbon mate-
rial, and embedded in graphite. The key idea in the use of ment, and is topped by a large rectangular containment

“dome.” We visited the control room and related facilities,“coated particles,” is that the radioactive substances gener-
ated by the nuclear fission reactions which power the reactor, and could look down at the top of the reactor and steam gener-

ator from inside the containment dome. We were struck withare effectively trapped inside the fuel elements themselves,
even under the most extreme conditions. The fuel elements the compactness and simplicity of the whole installation, in-

cluding especially the control room, which benefits fromare designed to withstand extreme temperatures, up to 1,000
degrees in normal operation and even peak temperatures of progress in integrated digital control systems, as well as the

underlying simplicity and inherent safety of HTR operation1,600 degrees—in case of a failure of the cooling system—
without significant release of radioactivity. This provides the itself.

Inherent safety is a very major advantage of HTR technol-possibility for “inherent safety” and major simplifications in
the construction of the reactor (see below). ogy. The reactor designs presently used for nuclear power

generation in the world, all have the common drawback:Also, the use of fuel balls permits a continuous fuelling
process, eliminating the need to shut down operations for safety depends on a complex and highly redundant array of

“active” safety systems, providing for rapid shutdown, con-several weeks for refuelling, as in conventional nuclear power
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trol, and back-up cooling of the reactor
in the event of a component failure or
accident. These safety systems make up
a very substantial fraction of the cost of
a nuclear power station.

In the case of the HTR, essential
safety is guaranteed by the unique phys-
ical characteristics of the reactor itself,
virtually eliminating the need for active
safety systems. These unique character-
istics include:

∑ The unusually large “negative
temperature coefficient” of the reactor,
which means that when the core temper-
ature rises above a certain maximum de-
sign level, the nuclear chain reaction
stops by itself, without any active inter-
vention from outside.

∑ The provision for passive cool-
ing, such that in the event of a failure or
shutdown of the active cooling systems,
the decay heat of the reactor will be re-
moved by ordinary heat conduction and
radiation to the outside.

∑ The highly effective ceramic “en-
capsulization” of radioactive material
inside the fuel elements, which is pre-
served under even the highest tempera-
tures that could be reached in any ac-
cident.

Thanks to these and related, built-in
properties of the reactor, the danger of a
major accident with massive release of
radioactivity to the outside, is impossi-
ble on physical grounds alone. The re-
sult is a simple, robust system and large
savings in construction costs through
the elimination of most active safety
systems.

The author in the advanced, yet simple control room of the HTR reactor (bottom); andThe vast majority of the materials
holding one of the ceramic-capsule nuclear fuel elements (top) from which the reactorand components of HTR-10 were pro-
gets its nickname, “the pebble bed.” The radioactive products remain trapped in theduced in China, including main compo-
capsules at whatever heat.

nents such as the reactor vessel, steam
generator, helium circulators. A major
exception is the graphite neutron reflec-
tor structures which surround the fuel in the reactor’s core. companies have purchased shares in the South African

“PBMR” project, anticipating a potential large worldwideHere the high-quality graphite material was imported from
Japan, but the precision machining of the material into reflec- market for modular HTR reactors in the future. Other nations

are closely watching the Chinese and South African projects.tor components was done in China.
At present the Chinese HTR-10 is the only existing pebble- South Africa, which has not yet begun construction of its first

HTR, is profiting from the Chinese experience in the contextbed HTR in the world. South Africa, however, has also em-
barked on an ambitious program to develop and build “peb- of an international cooperation which includes scientists from

the original birthplace of the “pebble-bed” HTR, the Juelichble-bed” modular HTR reactors both for internal use and for
export. Interestingly, two large British and American energy Research Center in Germany.
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sis threatening the global financial system, they are willing to
launch a clash of civilizations—a modern religious Thirty
Years War—to crush the alternative policy based on a Eur-
asian economic development perspective. Middle East policy
is being run by a group that can be defined as the “EurasianMideast War Pushed by
war party.”

‘Eurasian War Party’
The War Party in Washington

Middle East policy in Washington is being conducted byby Dean Andromidas
key individuals, who are the real controllers of Ariel Sharon.
These policy-makers are planning, not simply a new Middle

Everyone in the world is asking: Why isn’t the United States East war, but a religious war, calculated to spread through
the Eurasian continent, according to Samuel Huntington’sintervening to stop the ongoing carnage in the Middle East?

Speaking before a press conference on Aug. 7 in Gaza, Pales- scenario for a “Clash of Civilizations.”
Inside Israel, the real policy-making force behind the war,tinian Planning Minister Nabil Shaath declared, “The only

way to end this is for a third party to come and tell us, ‘Tomor- is the military and military-intelligence establishment, led by
Israeli Defense Forces (IDF) generals under Chief of Staffrow morning at 6, you will begin to implement the Mitchell

Report.’ ” Shaul Mofaz. Mofaz is a hawk, appointed under Prime Minis-
ter Benjamin Netanyahu (Likud), who has surrounded him-The same question is being asked in Israel, despite the

supposed 70% popular support for Prime Minister Ariel self by a staff that thinks in purely military terms. It is this
grouping that is backed and egged on by the Eurasian warSharon. In an Aug. 6 commentary in the Jerusalem Post,

David Kimche, former Director General of Israel’s Foreign party. That party’s diplomatic component is led by Deputy
Secretary of State Richard Armitage, a former naval officerMinistry, called it a moral necessity for Israel to end its occu-

pation of the West Bank and Gaza, while commenting on with four tours of duty in the Vietnam War, who could even
teach Sharon a war crime or two—from Operation PhoenixEuropean criticism of Israel’s violation of Palestinians’ hu-

man rights in the current conflict. in Vietnam, then-Vice President George Bush’s Iran-Contra
operation, or, as President, his Gulf War.Kimche writes, “We are one of the only countries in the

world today that rules over another people with an army of The best illustration of what has made Armitage key to
the Eurasian war party was his role in the U.S.-Azerbaijanoccupation, and this is high on the list of transgressions of

human rights. . . . We can shout from the rooftops that we Chamber of Commerce, where he was director before enter-
ing government. This is the organization responsible for turn-consider Judea, Samaria and Gaza to be an integral part of

historical land of Israel . . . but what matters to enlightened ing this former Islamic republic of the Soviet Union into the
cornerstone of Anglo-American efforts to dominate the oilpeople of Europe, Canada, Australia, and the U.S. and else-

where is that an entire people is being held hostage, under and gas regions of Central Asia. As director, Armitage was
given orders by its “Honorary Council of Advisors,” whichoccupation, and that is something which public opinion in

those countries is no longer willing to accept. . . .” has included former Bush Secretary of State James Baker III,
Henry Kissinger, Vice President Dick Cheney, and the madKimche concludes, “In the long run, however, there will

be only one answer, and that is to end the occupation, not only anti-Eurasia geopolitician, Zbigniew Brzezinski. Although
they represent powerful Anglo-American energy interests,because of Israel’s place in the family of nations, but more so

because of ourselves; because of the terrible damage that the their concern goes far beyond dominating the oil and gas of
Central Asia and the Caspian Sea. Their main objective is tocontinuing occupation is wreaking on us, on our morals, our

behavior, on Israeli society as a whole.” prevent and undermine any forms of economic cooperation
among Russia, China, and India, which would draw in theHis comments should be taken very seriously in Washing-

ton. While Nabil Shaath’s is the appeal of the weaker party other countries of Central Asia, Europe, and Japan.
Brzezinski has been the most enthusiastic advocate of thefor protection, Kimche’s is an appeal for protection from the

immoral effects of Israel’s continued deployment of superior “Clash of Civilizations” policy outlook in Washington policy
circles. He has been intimately involved in supporting theforce. Kimche is a seasoned member of his nation’s policy

establishment, who has been personally involved in every radical Islamic Chechens for destabilization of Russia’s Is-
lamic regions; not surprisingly, they now have Azerbaijan asmajor aspect of Israeli foreign policy over four decades.

Why does the Bush Administration continue to do nothing a base of operations. As for Armitage, since taking up the
number-two position in the State Department, he has spear-to stop the conflict? Presidential pre-candidate Lyndon H.

LaRouche, Jr. has warned that the drive for war does not come headed the hard-line anti-China policy, while following poli-
cies that would increase tensions between China and Taiwan.from the Middle East, but from powerful Anglo-American

factions, especially financial circles in London and Wall A great backer of the “rogue state” concept, Armitage has
harshly criticized South Korean President Kim Dae-jung’sStreet. Confronted with an unfolding systemic economic cri-
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President George W. Bush with Rep. Charles Norwood (R-Ga.) on Aug. 1, and Bush’s stable of “Clash of Civilizations” lieutenants
(clockwise from top): Attorney General John Ashcroft, Deputy Secretary of Defense Paul Wolfowitz, and Deputy Secretary of State
Richard Lee Armitage.

attempts at rapprochement with North Korea. mentalist, organizations. It was a group that represents organi-
zations that mobilized millions of voters for George W. Bush,Paul Wolfowitz, Deputy Secretary of Defense, exempli-

fies the military component of the “Eurasian war party.” He and is very close to Attorney General John Ashcroft. The
group delivered a threat to the administration, of the loss ofhas been a member of the Israel lobby’s Washington Institute

for Near East Policy (WINEP), the American-Israel Public this, Bush’s most important power base, if the White House
tries to rein in Sharon by calling for a cease-fire or sending anAffairs Committee (AIPAC), and a host of other right-wing

think-tanks, as well as the RAND Corp. However, his hori- international observer force with U.S. backing. This assess-
ment of the meeting came from Herb Zweibon, president ofzons go way beyond the summit of the Israeli-occupied Syrian

Golan Heights. Wolfowitz has been one of the chief advocates Americans for a Safe Israel, who was a participant.
It should not be surprising that, days later, Vice Presidentof the geopolitical policy aimed at preempting any broad co-

operation among the nations of the Eurasian land-mass, and Dick Cheney infamously stated there was “justification” for
Sharon’s policy of having Palestinian leaders and militantssees it as the cornerstone of U.S. strategic doctrine.

In 1992, as undersecretary of defense in the Sir George assassinated. On Aug. 6, the Israeli daily Ha’aretz reported
that the Cheney statement represented a broader view withinBush administration, Wolfowitz authored a 46-page Penta-

gon “guidence document” maintaining that, with the collapse the administration, which was now tilting towards Sharon’s
hard-line position. National Security Adviser Condoleezzaof the Soviet Union and with German reunification, the United

States “must maintain the mechanism for deterring potential Rice reportedly counselled supporting Sharon, because the
“views of the Jewish community” must be considered for thecompetitors from even aspiring to a larger regional or global

role. . . . Amerca’s political and military mission in the post- reelection campaigns of both the President’s brother, Florida
Gov. Jeb Bush, and Bush’s own hopes for reelection in 2004.Cold War era will be to insure that no rival superpower is

allowed to emerge in Western Europe, Asia or the territories The Jewish organizations represented in the July 30 meet-
ing were the Zionist Organization of America (ZOA) andof the former Soviet Union.”

Wolfowitz’s strong support for Israeli hawks is rivalled Americans for a Safe Israel. The stances of both are clear: that
Palestinian Authority President Yasser Arafat is a terroristby his Taiwan policy, aimed at provoking China and creating

tensions, if not war, in East Asia. and that Israeli should make no territorial compromises. The
West Bank (a.k.a. Judea and Samaria) and Gaza Strip belong
to Israel, and Israel should be given all the military supportAshcroft’s Christian Fundies

A July 30 White House meeting between Bush officials needed to keep them. Both organizations had lobbied vigor-
ously for Ashcroft’s nomination as Attorney General.and representatives of hard-line American Zionist organiza-

tions, also included several evangelical, or Christian funda- The Christian fundamentalist organizations included the
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Religious Roundtable, represented by Ed McAteer; Michael
Little of the Christian Broadcasting Network; representatives
of the Christian Embassy in Jerusalem; and the Christians’
Israel Public Action Committee. These groups are the “dis-
pensationalist” current among evangelicals, whose doctrine March to Stop NATO
bears an uncanny resemblance to Samuel Huntington’s
“Clash of Civilizations.” Spread by British evangelist John Breakup of Macedonia
Nelson Darby in the 1870s, this doctrine’s central tenet—
supposedly based on the St. John’s Book of Revelation—is by Umberto Pascali
the return of the Jews to Zion, the rebuilding of Solomon’s
Temple, and an apocalyptic battle at Armageddon, where God

A demonstration of thousands of Macedonian-Americanswill appear with His army and battle the Antichrist. After
the mass destruction of mankind, including two-thirds of the waited for hours in front of the U.S. State Department on Aug.

9, while its leaders met with U.S. officials within. The KosovoJews, there will be the so-called Rapture whereby God’s elect,
the dispensationists, will be carried off to Heaven. Liberation Army, effectively supported by NATO, was run-

ning amok just over the border, in the north of Macedonia,Televangelist Hal Lindsey, in his book The Late Great
Planet Earth, updated this doctrine to cohere with modern and Macedonia’s sovereignty was at risk.

On Aug. 8, the Macedonian government had de facto ac-times. In the 1970s, with the Cold War still on, the Antichrist
was the European Common Market, the “northern power” cepted the proposal (essentially, an ultimatum) of the “inter-

national facilitators”—UN Ambassador James Pardew andwas the Soviet Union, while the “southern confederacy” was
an Arab-African coalition headed by Egypt. The Kings of the European Union envoy François Léotard—which could lead

soon to a process of national partition. Under this “deal,”East were represented by Communist China. The names in
this basic geopolitical scenario have, of course, been revised the KLA then committed its largest massacre to date against

Macedonian soldiers, and its worst atrocities against civilianssince Lindsey’s book, but the substance is the same.
John Ashcroft is not just allied with these groups, but as in the Tetovo area, north of the capital, Skopje.

The KLA has been able to hit Macedonian military targetsa leading member of the evengelical Pentecostal Church, is
one of their “co-believers.” Southern Baptist dispensationa- with the utmost precision. Recently the German magazine

Der Spiegel, in an exposé that included interviews with thelist Ed McAteer, who hails from Al Gore’s Memphis, Tennes-
see, heads the so-called Religious Roundtable, which brings present and past German defense ministers, dealt with the

issue of the KLA’s communications. “Thanks to U.S. assis-together representatives of many major Christian fundamen-
talist ministries, televangelists, and related right-wing politi- tance the KLA’s command center was set up in Arachinovo

[on the outskirts of Skopje], with direct satellite phone con-cal action committees. It includes Jerry Falwell, founder of
the Moral Majority, Sen. Jesse Helms (R-N.C.), Heritage nection to the Pentagon,” wrote the magazine. “The U.S.

forces in the Balkans has low-orbitting satellites and its ownFoundation founder Paul Weyrich, and many others. It is a
network that can potentially reach out to millions. mobile communications system that enables encrypted tele-

phone calls. . . . The KLA however, can use the Americans’The Christian Embassy in Jerusalem actually represents
the interests of the Christian fundamentalists in Israel and is exclusive communications network with a radio circuit of

its own.”their main conduit of financial support for the illegal Jewish
settlements throughout the West Bank and Gaza Strip. They An Aug. 10 KLA operation showed the use of these intelli-

gence capabilities available to the terrorist gangs: Mines werework with such organizations as the Christian Friends of Is-
raeli Communities, which organizes fundamentalist congre- placed on the road from Skopje to Tetovo, immediately before

an Army convoy was to pass, killing eight soldiers andgations all over the United States, to “adopt a settlement”
through fundraising and other activities. All of this is to hasten wounding as many. Macedonians discovered a well-orga-

nized KLA operational base in Skopje; according to officialthe “end times” by building up the state of Israel in preparation
for Armageddon. reports, the KLA team had been prepared to murder relevant

Macedonian officials. The team had been preparing its attacksThe number of groups, congregations, and voters in-
volved far surpasses anything the so-called “Jewish lobby” in Arachinovo. When Macedonian police raided the base,

among the casualties was the head of the team, “Commandercould mobilize. What appears to be tremendous support in
the U.S. Congress, both among the right-wing “Southern Teli,” an Albanian (not Macedonian) citizen, wanted for ter-

rorist acts by several countries.Strategy” Republicans such as Jesse Helms, and the New
Democrats, aligned with former Vice President Al Gore and
his running mate Sen. Joseph Lieberman (Conn.), can to a Macedonia Destabilized

The situation of virtual civil war, led to the resignationlarge extent, be traced to these Christian fundamentalist cur-
rents. of the Macedonian Army Chief of Staff, while, despite the
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Macedonian Americans demonstrate
against Washington’s complicity with
the Kosovo Liberation Army in a bid
to break up their country.

immense, public pressure from Western governments, Presi- had also in mind high-level admissions, starting with the char-
acterization of the KLA by James Bissett, the former Cana-dent Boris Trajkovski stated that the Armed Forces were

launching an offensive to push the KLA guerrillas behind the dian Ambassador to Yugoslavia, that “we have created a
monster.”July 5 cease-fire line “guaranteed” by NATO. NATO spokes-

men had in fact admitted that they “cannot do much” about “We now know that long before the bombing of Yugosla-
via [in 1999], it was NATO countries themselves that werethe KLA’s open violations of this “guaranteed” cease-fire of

“facilitators” Pardew and Léotard. inciting violence in Kosovo and attempting to destabilize that
province.” Bissett wrote. “As early as 1998, the Central Intel-The peace deal between the Macedonian and the ethnic

Albanian parties, to be signed on Aug. 13, is based on the ligence Agency, assisted by British special armed services,
were arming and training KLA members in Albania. Theclause that NATO will deploy 3,500 men in Macedonia to

disarm the KLA. But “NATO has no mandate to use force” KLA terrorists were sent back into Kosovo to assassinate
Serbian mayors, ambush Serbian policemen and do every-against the KLA, NATO ambassador Hans Jorg Barry said.

And NATO spokesman Barry Johnson continually confirms thing to incite murder and chaos. The KLA then turned its
attention to Macedonia. The tactics were the same—assassi-that position: “NATO’s role in the whole process is only to

facilitate, and if possible to promote the cease-fire agreement. nations, ambush and intimidation of the local population.
Again, as in Kosovo, the KLA is armed and equipped byWe are limited, so you cannot use such strong word as guar-

antee.” Western powers. Even more alarming is the fact that the KLA
in Macedonia continues to receive assistance and military
help from NATO countries.”The Meeting with Armitage

It was in this dramatic situation, that a delegation of six Transcripts of the July 24 dialogue between Lyndon
LaRouche and the Macedonian leader Nestor Oginar, hadMacedonian Americans met wtih Deputy Secretary of State

Richard Armitage. This was the first time ever that a Macedo- circulated widely in both languages in the United States and
in Macedonia. Professor Oginar was a prominent member ofnian-American delegation was received by the administra-

tion, despite the fact that all administration officials, from the the delegation, and later led the march to the White House
and addressed the demonstrators, pointing an accusing fingerPresident on down, declare that Macedonia has been a friend,

actually a “close friend” of the United States since the early at Zbigniew Brzezinski, Henry Kissinger, and Lord David
Owen. At the State Department meeting, Professor Oginar1990s. The meeting, which was supposed to take place with

Secretary Colin Powell, was deferred to Armitage. However, asked what the United States intended to do, noting that his
own family was at that moment hostage to the KLA in Tetovo.an Albanian-American delegation having been received by

Powell, fairness and protocol should have suggested the same Armitage reportedly accused Macedonians of “mob” action
at the U.S. embassy in Skopje; but this led to a substantivelevel of reception.

Every Macedonian knows almost by heart the words of discussion on why more and more U.S. embassies are being
transformed into bunkers under siege, and how to changePrime Minister Ljubco Georgievski, denouncing the complic-

ity of “so-called Western democracies” with the KLA, or the that situation and go back to the favor and sympathy U.S.
once enjoyed.statement by his spokesman that “the mask is now off.” They
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Why Dems Lost Patients
Rights to Bush, HMOs
by Linda Everett

On August 2, the House of Representatives, in a near-party- flanked on their limited goal. The Democrats opted for a sin-
gle-issue approach to the popular issue of improved healthline vote of 226-203, passed the “compromise” Patients’ Pro-

tection Act of 2001. If the House version prevails in the care, in order to win votes in the 2002 mid-term elections.
They avoided the fight to save hospitals, by abolishing man-House-Senate Conference Committee negotiations in Sep-

tember, the legislation will cause another major ratchet down- aged care and returning to the principle of the 1946 Hill-
Burton Act. Thus, they were easily outmaneuvered.ward in health care for U.S. citizens. In the House bill, Presi-

dent George W. Bush gives his buddies in the insurance, In addition, the Senate Democratic leadership had given
freshman John Edwards (D-N.C.) the high-visibility role ofmanaged-care and health maintenance organization (HMO)

“industries” new leeway to increase their predatory activities, co-sponsoring the popular legislation, with Senate heavy-
weights Edward Kennedy (D-Mass.) and John McCain (R-including protection to loot hospitals, patients, and em-

ployers. Ariz.), and managing day-to-day negotiations. The Demo-
cratic leadership’s shrewd, pragmatic intention was therebyThe bill is the result of relentless, if predictable, round-

the-clock pressure by President Bush and his staff on the to build up Edwards’ stature and record of accomplishment,
so that he might emerge as a Democratic Presidential candi-few Republican House members who opposed him, targetting

especially Rep. Charles Norwood (R-Ga.). Norwood had date for 2004.
Ironically, the “shrewd, let’s be practical” Democraticbeen the chief sponsor for six years of decent bills to protect

patients from murderous HMO policies, by giving patients or types, have suffered the most embarrassing political defeat
imaginable: They have been outwitted by dim-bulb Georgetheir survivors the right to sue HMOs in state courts, if denied

care. Norwood’s compromise with Bush transformed the use- W. Bush, who reportedly has an IQ of 91! But, that is easy,
even for a dim-bulb, when the general welfare is not the oceanful bill he co-sponsored with Democrats, into an HMO

weapon to be used against the population as a whole, as in which the fish swim.
shown below.

Bush’s victory would not have been possible without the Bill Repeals Right To Sue in Ten States
Bush claims the bill he supports provides all sorts of pa-opportunist approach taken by the Democratic Congressional

leadership itself on health care. While the legislation, centered tient “protections,” such as ensuring emergency care without
HMO approval, access to specialists when needed, and more.on the “right to sue” was useful, Democratic Presidential pre-

candidate Lyndon LaRouche warned weeks ago that in the In fact, it guts any way to force HMOs or insurers to provide
those protections, by eliminating the right to sue in state courtPatients’ Protection Act, the Democrats had chosen to take

only “a piece” of the health-care issue. They backed away if they don’t. Worse, it would wipe out existing laws in ten
states that allow suits in state courts against negligent HMOs.from LaRouche’s leadership of the fight for Congressional

action to save the District of Columbia General Hospital—a It will overturn state laws that give patients the right to have
their case heard before actually independent external review-fight for the general welfare, to which the Democratic leaders

of both House and Senate had committed themselves in May. ers. Such laws now exist law in 40 states.
Under this bill:By abandoning that fight—that every citizen has a right to

health care—the Democrats set themselves up to be out- ∑ When a patient appeals to an external reviewer to exam-
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uals have a right to a standard of care that reflects how “reason-
able medical professionals would act.” Need for treatment
is usually judged “in accordance with the standards of the
medical profession.”

The AMA stated that the new bill leaves the task of evalu-
ating medical care up to the “care and skill” of an ordinary

Rep. Charles Norwood’s layperson—a health insurance claims processor. The medical
(R-Ga.) cave-in on patient standard is thrown out in favor of an accounting standard,protections, under heavy

with the following instructions on how to determine whatpressure from the White
medical care to “cover”: “That degree of care, skill and dili-House, was prepared by

the earlier, far more gence that a reasonable and prudent individual would exercise
serious cave-in of the in making a fair determination on a claim for benefit of like
Congressional kind to the claims involved.”Democratic leaders, who

Worse, the AMA says, the bill’s language preempts medi-refused to save D.C.
cal malpractice laws in various states, by legislating FederallyGeneral Hospital.
that an HMO’s wanton denial of medical treatment has noth-
ing to do with medical care, but that it is simply the plan’s
determination of “a claim for benefits.” So, an HMO can’t beine an HMO’s denial or delay of medical care, the bill allows

the HMO/insurer/managed care plan to hire and pay a re- held liable for the injury or death caused by their denial of
needed care, no matter how egregious.viewer of its choice. The reviewer—who then actually works

for the HMO—would allegedly review the case according to The compromise bill increases the amount of the non-
economic damages awarded when patients are killed ornew Federal rules.

∑ Patients harmed by their insurer’s or HMO’s denial of maimed by HMOs, from $500,000 to $1.5 million. This is of
little benefit to infants or elderly patients, who cannot showcare can sue in state court if the external reviewer (picked by

the insurer or HMO) rules in favor of the patient and the loss of income because of their injuries. If an infant lost both
arms and legs because an HMO refused to allow his parentsinsurer/HMO refuses to comply. Should the external reviewer

(picked by the plan) rule against the patient, the patient can to take him to the nearest emergency room, the child would
need both life-long medical assistance and multiple medicalstill go to state court—but, the court and the jury must start

with the assumption that the insurer or HMO is correct, and interventions to live, besides constant upgrading of adaptive
technologies. As anyone with multiple disabilities can attest,the patient is wrong!

∑ Patients who work for companies that are self-insured, $1.5 million won’t cover it. In a Texas case, an HMO delayed
approving care so long to a woman bitten by a spider, that sheor have self-administered plans, like Motorola or Wal-Mart,

can only sue in Federal court. About 6% of the insured work- lost her leg.
force are in such plans.

Several Congressional offices told EIR that the bill’s lan- ‘The Devil Went Lookin’ for a Soul’
The Aug. 2 Congressional Record reports that Rep. Maxguage allows HMOs, when they are sued for a patient’s death

or injury, to decide whether the cases will be heard in state or Sandlin (D-Tex.) recounted on the Housefloor, how the words
of an old Charlie Daniels song appropriately characterizedFederal court. Federal cases are far more costly and time-

consuming for patients and their families; moreover, Federal Norwood’s “compromise” with President Bush on the Pa-
tients’ Protection Act of 2001: “The devil went down to Geor-courts already have a several-year backlog of cases. You don’t

have to be an actuary to see that patients will continue to die gia. He was lookin’ for a soul to steal. He was in a bind, he
was way behind, and he was willing to make a deal.” So,waiting for their day in Federal court.
Sandlin continued, the Bush Administration “went down to
Georgia and made a deal. In that deal, they sold out patients.Accounting, Not Medical, Standards

The American Medical Association (AMA), in an Aug. 2 . . . They created a new legal standard in court that says, the
insurance companies are right, the patient has to prove themletter to Rep. John D. Dingell (D-Mich.), criticized the Bush

bill extensively. The AMA points out that the Bush amend- wrong.”
How hypocritical, that our “pro-life” President and mostment would create new Federal law in which “designated

decision-makers” (those whom companies appoint, in their pro-life Republicans would support HMOs’ maiming and
outright murder of the citizenry, when they are most vulnera-insurance or managed care plan, to be liable for all medical

decisions) “would be liable if they fail to exercise ordinary ble. Or, that Democrats would support the right to sue, but
not keep the only public hospital in the nation’s capital open.care in making medical claims determinations and such a

failure is proven to be the proximate cause of personal injury Maybe, before this bill becomes law, it’s time for you to get
behind Lyndon LaRouche, and stop helping the devil makeor death of the patients” (emphasis added). The problem is

how the bill determines “ordinary care.” Historically, individ- deals.
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Congressional Closeup by Carl Osgood

Medicare Drugs Plan ought to be available for a drug benefit the national security interests of the
U.S.” Kolbe had the chutzpah to sayPut Forward in Senate and not be diverted into Medicare

reform.On Aug. 1, Sens. Charles Grassley (R- that this provision “strikes a middle
ground and sends the right message toIowa), John Breaux (D-La.), Olympia

Snowe (R-Me.), and Orrin Hatch (R- the Palestinians.”
On the Iran-Libya Sanctions Act,Utah) unveiled before reporters their Congress Adds ToMedicare reform plan, which includes the Senate voted 96-2 on July 25, and

the House followed a day later with aa prescription drug benefit. So far, the Middle East Insanity
During the week of July 23, Congressplan only spells out general principles, 409-6 vote. There was very little de-

bate in either house on the bill, andand Grassley said that a legislative added to the danger of Middle East
war, by approving sanctions languageproposal will be developed over the there are several other anti-Palestinian

bills on the agenda.Summer recess, and discussions on it against the Palestinian Authority by a
vote of 381-46. The House and Senatewill continue after Congress returns

in September. also voted separately to extend the
Iran-Libya Sanctions Act for anotherThe plan provides three options

for Medicare beneficiaries. Option five years. Senate Capitulates toone is to add a drug benefit to the On July 24, the House voted up
vicious anti-Palestinian propagandaexisting fee-for-service Medicare pro- Bush on Agriculture Bill

On Aug. 3, the Senate Democraticgram, if the individual chooses to stay that was written into the fiscal year
2002 Foreign Operations Appropria-in it. The second, which Breaux called leadership threw in the towel on its

$7.5 billion emergency agriculturea “modernized fee-for-service pro- tions bill. The bill came out of the Ap-
propriations Committee on July 10gram,” combines the part A and part supplemental authorization bill, and

instead sent to the President the muchB deductibles and adds greater cover- with language calling for sanctions
against the Palestine Liberation Orga-age. The third allows private compa- smaller House-passed bill. President

Bush’s threatened veto of the Senatenies to compete for the right to offer nization (PLO) and Palestinian Au-
thority, and there was no attempt todefined benefit packages. Options two bill, plus the fact that the House had

already left for the Summer recess theand three involve substantial reform modify or strike it by those House
members who have been critical of Is-of the Medicare system and some sig- day before, emboldened Senate Re-

publicans to continue to block passagenificant portion of the $300 billion raeli actions. The bill, according to
Foreign Operations Subcommitteereserve fund that was provided for of the bill. As a result, Senate Demo-

crats were unable to come up with thein the fiscal year 2002 budget reso- Chairman Jim Kolbe (R-Ariz.) who
managed the bill on the House floor,lution. 60 votes needed to invoke cloture and

move to passage of the bill. MajorityCombining a drug benefit and says that “the PLO and the Palestinian
Authority must abide by the cease-fireMedicare reform doesn’t sit well with Leader Tom Daschle (D-S.D.) then

called up the House-passed bill and itthe Democratic caucus, however. recently brokered by CIA director
George Tenet.”Within an hour after the Breaux- passed the Senate by a voice vote,

clearing it for President Bush’s sig-Grassley plan was unveiled, Senate Fi- Kolbe told the House that if the
Palestinians don’t comply (a determi-nance Committee Chairman Max nature.

Democrats and some RepublicansBaucus (D-Mont.) denounced it as nation to be made by the President),
then the Secretary of State is requiredamounting to “robbery, not reform.” don’t consider the issue closed, how-

ever. After the House bill was dis-He said that “it guts the prescription to take at least one of three specified
actions: close the Palestinian informa-drug benefit” and “it relies on private posed of, Daschle told the Senate that

he was “extremely disappointed” thatplans and private insurance companies tion office in Washington, D.C.; desig-
nate the PLO or one of its constituentto deliver a drug benefit.” He added the GOP had chosen “to work against

us to provide critical relief to helpthat reform of Medicare is a much organizations as terrorist; or cut off all
but humanitarian aid to the West Banklower priority for senior citizens who farmers and ranchers deal with the

fourth year in a row of low prices.” Hedepend on Medicare than is getting a and Gaza.
The provision can be waived bydrug benefit. Baucus added that as accused the White House and the GOP

of drawing “an arbitrary and partisanmuch of the $300 billion as possible the President “if he determines it is in
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line in the sand.” Daschle put the Sen- on July 30, and the Legislative Branch the nomination of Mary Sheila Gall to
be chairman of the Consumer Productate bill back on the calendar, leaving bill on July 31, bringing to nine the

total number of bills that the Houseopen the possibility that it may be Safety Commission. A senior White
House official had told Associatedbrought back to thefloor in September. has passed.

In contrast, the Senate has movedIn the background of the debate, Press that Bush wanted to replace cur-
rent chairman Ann Brown, becausehowever, was the 1996 so-called only five of 13 bills, a far cry from

Senate Majority Leader Tom“Freedom to Farm” bill, which is up she is a close ally of Sen. Hillary Clin-
ton (D-N.Y.). Publicly, Democrats ac-for reauthorization this year. Fears for Daschle’s (D-S.D.) promise to pass

nine of them by the recess. The Senatethe future of the “free market” in agri- cused Gall, who has been a member
of the commission for two years, ofculture underlie the budget concerns did manage to complete action of the

Legislative Branch bill on July 31 andexpressed by the White House, and by favoring business over consumers.
Republicans responded with angerJohn McCain (R-Ariz.), who com- the VA-HUD bill on Aug. 2. The Sen-

ate finished up the Transportation billplained to the Senate that the continu- to the committee’s actions. Minority
Leader Trent Lott (R-Miss.) said,ing supplemental payments, now to- on Aug. 1, with the amendment pro-

viding for an inspection regime fortalling some $32 billion over the last “I’ve never seen a case of character
assassination worse than this one,”four years, are preventing farmers Mexican trucks involved in cross-bor-

der trade left intact. That provision isfrom becoming more “self-sufficient.” and he indicated that he might suggest
to Bush that he make Gall a recess ap-A subsidiary issue is the reauthori- still drawing a veto threat from the

White House, which alleges that it sin-zation of the Northeast Dairy Com- pointment. Majority Leader Tom
Daschle (D-S.D.), on the other hand,pact, which expires on Sept. 30. On gles out Mexico for special treatment.

Daschle noted a letter he had receivedJuly 31, Sens. Arlen Specter (R-Pa.) sees the issue as closed. “The commit-
tee has spoken,” he said.and Mary Landrieu (D-La.), represent- from ten members of the House His-

panic Caucus signalling support foring a broad coalition of Eastern and Other nominations received better
treatment, however. On Aug. 2, theSouthern senators, introduced an the Senate provision. “It’s hard for me

to understand how anybody couldamendment to renew the Northeast Senate approved the nomination of
Robert Mueller to be head of the FBIDairy Compact and allow other states make a charge that this is somehow

anti-Hispanic,” he said, “when mem-to enter into compacts as well. They by a vote of 98-0. While there was
much criticism of the FBI duringlater withdrew the amendment, but it bers of the Hispanic Caucus are on

our side.”represents a dilemma for Democrats, Mueller’s confirmation hearing, there
was little discussion of his own record.because it’s a major issue for Sen. Jim Daschle otherwise expressed ex-

asperation with the slow pace in theJeffords (I-Vt.), whose departure from Mueller, who supervised the attempt
to frame up Lyndon LaRouche and as-the GOP put the Democrats in control, Senate. He accused Republicans of

having chosen to “slow-walk the ap-at the same time that it is opposed by sociates in Boston in 1986-87, was al-
lowed to slip away when Sen. RussMidwestern senators, including Ma- propriations process.” This “slow-

walk” was especially evident on thejority Leader Tom Daschle (D-S.D.) Feingold (D-Wisc.) raised the issue of
political targetting by the FBI.and Herb Kohl (D-Wisc.), who repre- Transportation bill, where the GOP

forced roll call votes on amendmentssent large dairy interests. The Senate confirmed a total of 85
nominations, including two Federaland forced cloture votes, only to pass

the bill by voice vote, including the judges and that of Rep. Asa Hutchin-
son (R-Ark.) to be head of the Drugamendment dealing with Mexican

trucks. Enforcement Administration, beforeHouse Ahead of Senate departing for the Summer recess.
However, Lott admitted on Aug. 3 thatOn Appropriations Bills

The House continued to move ahead one reason that faster progress on judi-
cial and Justice Department nomina-on appropriations bills, passing the Bush Suffers FirstForeign Operations bill on July 24, the tions is not being made, is because they
aren’t being received from the WhiteTreasury-Postal Service bill on July Defeat on Nominations

On Aug. 2, the Senate Commerce, Sci-25, the Veterans Administration, House. “You can’t be critical of the
Democrats for not moving on that,”Housing and Urban Development, and ence, and Transportation Committee

rejected, on a party line vote of 12-11,Independent Agencies (VA-HUD) bill he said.
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Editorial

Depression Shocks, Shocking Denials

The dangerous myth of the 1990s “New Economy” has omy of the United States, has been falling by perhaps
2% per year since the 1970s, as investment went intonow collapsed: exactly 14 months after EIR had pub-

lished its June 2000 special report declaring the “New globalfinancial speculation and globalized cheap labor.
During the 1990s, EIR repeatedly proved this with itsEconomy” a moribund fraud, and including Lyndon

LaRouche’s report on “The Information Society: A “market basket studies,” showing the real increasing
social costs of producing the vital elements of produc-Doomed Empire of Evil.”

Newly revised figures on 1995-2000 profitability tion and consumption in the economy. In 1994,
LaRouche forecast that the system would reach a totalof U.S. corporations were released by the Commerce

Department on July 27. They showed that the profit collapse by the end of the 1990s. That depression col-
lapse which he forecast then, is on.collapse which is now throwing hundreds of thousands

out of work across the United States, Europe, and Japan, But the crucial news, is that as the depression shocks
now come on, responsible officials and leaders, exceptis actually just a continuation of the 1990s fall in the

real profitability of these economies—exactly what for LaRouche, continue hysterically to deny them. In
Germany, with production and exports falling and un-LaRouche insisted in the June 2000 and numerous ear-

lier reports. employment surging over the 4 million mark, Social
Democratic Chancellor Gerhard Schröder lashes outThe Commerce Department revisions were a bad

shock to Alan Greenspan, who has brainwashed him- with insults at questioners who bring these facts up,
insisting that the policies which caused them are “suc-self, and American elected officials, into thinking that

the “New Economy” produced a new millennium of cessful.” The G-7 leaders meeting in Genoa resolutely
denied that anything was wrong with the global econ-productivity and profitability. “We are moving into an

economy, the structure of which none of us have ever omy. In the United States, not only do Bush and Green-
span insist that their policies “are working,” but theseen before,” he told Congress, for example, in Febru-

ary 2000. But the figures now acknowledge that U.S. Democratic leaders of the Congress say nothing about
anti-Depression measures, despite more than 200,000firms’ total profits were falling steadily from 1997-

2000, before taking their 67% plunge during 2001. In Americans laid off in July alone.
And the government statistics for the currentthe manufacturing sector, total profits had already fallen

by 20% during the 1990s, before their collapse this year. months and quarters become more fraudulent with each
passing period, with the blatant intention of preventingThe so-called “New Economy boom” was nothing but

a huge asset-inflation, covering up real economic col- public discussion of the economic collapse. In July, for
example, with the largest mass layoff in the U.S. econ-lapse and financial crises by liquidity-pumping of the

Federal Reserve and other central banks, and by mas- omy in at least a decade, the Labor Department was
unable to detect any increase in unemployment at all!sive expansions of debt of consumers and corporations.

The Los Angeles Times, in a series of articles begin- Drops in production, with even greater drops in employ-
ment, are called “productivity increases.” As LaRouchening Aug. 5, pointed to a lawful feature of this fake

“boom”—it is the only period of alleged “prosperity” put it, these agencies have always massaged the statis-
tics—but now, they’re raping them.in a century or more, in which there was a continuous

decline in public investment: public health, public These denials, and the refusal to act on recovery
policies, which the denials allow, are a danger greaterschools, highways, airports, water and sewer, electric-

ity, etc.; and a deterioration of all forms of economic in- than the economic collapse itself. Nothing will be done,
nothing good will happen, until LaRouche is directingfrastructure.

The real net profitability, of the real, physical econ- the recovery.
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